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Stars are the building blocks of the universe. At optical wavelengths most of the lightwe observe in the sky originates from stars. During their lifetime stars have pro-
found effects on their surroundings; heating it with radiation, sweeping up gas by
winds and outflows triggering more stars to form, and creating the heavy elements
that are the base for the formation of planets and ultimately life itself. Therefore, un-
derstanding how stars form is one of the most fundamental topics in astronomy. In
order to study star formation, one has to study their birthplace, the cold and dense
parts of the gas that is dispersed throughout galaxies, called the interstellar medium
(ISM).
In this thesis we present a study of the ISM and how it is influenced by the for-
mation of stars, both in the Milky Way and in other galaxies.
1.1 The structure of the ISM
The ISM is not a homogeneous medium; it is comprised of various components, that
each have different scale sizes, temperatures and densities. These different compo-
nents are commonly referred to as the phases of the ISM. The phases are a result of
the complex interaction between the different physical processes that heat and cool
the ISM. The heating processes (like photo-electric emissions, photo-ionization, cos-
mic rays, dissipation of turbulent motions), all act on different size and time scales
and many of the cooling processes (e.g. fine structure and molecular lines) depend
on the temperature and density of the ISM.
Various theoretical recipes have been made to give an explanation for the phases
of the ISM. A classical example is the two-phase model by Field et al. (1969). They
calculated the thermal stability of an ISM that is heated by low-energy cosmic rays
(CRs) and that cools through the excitation of H and He, and to a lesser degree C

.
Field et al. (1969) found that this produces two thermally stable components, one at
T=104 K and one at T  300 K. About 75% of the gas is in the cold phase and forms
dense clumps, and the warm component is diffuse and occupies most of the volume.
McKee & Ostriker (1977) investigated the effect of supernova (SN) feedback and
found that three phases were needed to create a stable solution. They conclude that
most of the space (70-80%) is filled with a hot low-density medium (the hot inter-
cloud medium; HIM), which has typical densities of n=10  2 	 5 cm  3 and temperatures
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of T=105 	 7 K. The HIM is moderately inhomogeneous as blast waves from SN ex-
plosions of various ages pass through it. Embedded in the HIM are cold, neutral,
relatively dense clouds (the cold neutral medium; CNM), which has a filling factor
of 2-4%, temperatures of 101 	 9 K and densities in the order of 101 	 6 cm  3. Each of the
CNM clouds is surrounded by a warm (T=800 K) photo-ionized corona. This compo-
nent has a much larger filling factor ( 
 20%), but contains far less mass. The coronas
are divided into a mostly ionized layer (warm ionized medium; WIM) and an inner
layer that is mostly neutral (warm neutral medium; WNM).
The problem with both these models is that they assume a limited number of
ISM components, all with their own characteristic densities and scales. However,
observations have shown that the ISM does not exhibit preferred scale sizes, but has
a more self-similar, fractal like structure (e.g., Falgarone & Phillips 1990). Larson
(1981) showed that the size, mass, and velocity dispersion of molecular cloud are
correlated over several orders of magnitude, which is another indication that the
ISM has a fractal structure.
A theoretical background for the scale-free character of the ISM was given in
Norman & Ferrara (1996), who consider the heating of the ISM by turbulent pro-
cesses. Turbulence in the ISM has been found to inject energy on scales ranging from

 100 pc down to 1011 cm. This extension of the models to all scales naturally leads to
a continuum of phases in pressure equilibrium, where both the temperature ans den-
sity of the ISM are continuous functions of scale. In this continuum, cold and dense
gas is found mostly on small scales, while the warmer less dense material is only in
equilibrium on much larger scales. Norman & Ferrara (1996) found that the density
curve as a function of scale size can be approximated by a power law, reflecting the
fractal nature of the ISM.
1.2 Star formation
Stars are mostly formed in the cold and dense phase of the ISM, where internal
pressure and turbulence cannot stabilize the clouds against gravitational collapse.
Despite its importance, much about the formation of stars is still unknown. Star for-
mation can be divided into two modes, based on the types of stars that are formed:
isolated, low-mass stars and massive star clusters.
1.2.1 Low mass star formation
The formation of low mass stars is relatively well understood, from both the obser-
vational (e.g., van Dishoeck et al. 1995; Hogerheijde et al. 1999; Van Kempen et al.
2008; Evans et al. 2009) and theoretical side (e.g., Shu et al. 1987). Figure 1.1 shows
a schematic overview of the formation process, which can be divided into four main
stages. These stages are reflected in the spectral energy distributions of the stars,
which show four distinct classes (Class 0,I,II, and III; see Lada 1987).
Stars start as over-densities in large cold clouds (labeled Dark Cloud in Fig. 1.1).
These over-densities slowly become more and more dense, until rotation and inter-
nal pressure can no longer support the cloud, and it collapses. Objects in this stage
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the di  erent stages during the formation of an isolated low mass
star. See Section 1.2.1 for more information. Image courtesy Wilfred Frieswijk (Frieswijk 2008).
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are called Class 0 objects. Due to the collapse, the slow rotational motions of the
cloud are enhanced. After about 104 to 105 years, the density of the cloud becomes
so large that radiation from cooling lines can no longer escape and the cloud starts to
heat up and the object moves to Class I. During this stage, the central object reaches
a temperature of several hundred K and becomes a proto-star. Due to the still in-
creasing rotation, a circum-stellar disk is formed. Material is accreted from the disk
onto the proto-star, allowing it to grow. The excess angular momentum is removed
from the system by outflows along the rotation axis. The next stage in the formation
of low mass stars (Class II) occurs when the majority of the material of the star form-
ing cloud has been accreted and only a thin circum-stellar disk is left. At this stage,
which occurs after about 106 years, the proto-star becomes visible at optical wave-
lengths. The proto-stars reach Class III when the accretion stops completely, which
happens after 1 to 100 million years. Only a small amount of matter is left in the
disk, in which planet formation may start. The central proto-star slowly contracts to
it final size. When the density and temperature in the proto-star are high enough,
hydrogen fusion will commence and the star will enter the main sequence (i.e., it
becomes a “regular star”).
1.2.2 High mass star formation
Massive stars are important in determining the structure and evolution of galaxies.
They are the main source of UV radiation and chemical enrichment of the ISM. They
also are an important source of mechanical energy, through a combination of winds,
outflows, expanding H  regions, and supernova explosions. UV radiation, and tur-
bulent dissipation of mechanical energy are, together with cosmic rays, the main
sources of heating of the ISM. The heavy elements produced in stars, in the form of
molecules and dust grains, in their turn determine the cooling balance of the ISM.
The formation of high mass stars is not as well understood as for low mass stars.
Observations of high mass star forming regions are difficult, because of several rea-
sons. First of all high mass stars are more rare than low mass stars, due to the distri-
bution of stellar masses (see Sect. 1.2.3). On top of that, the formation of high mass
stars happens on much shorter time scales, making high mass star forming regions
even more rare. A further complication of the observations is that high mass star-
formation takes place deep inside high density clouds, obscuring our view of the
process.
Theoretical models of high mass star-formation are not only hindered by limited
observational information. Modeling the formation of massive stars is intrinsically
challenging, since they rarely form isolated. Most massive stars are formed in clus-
ters, where numerous interactions take place between the proto-stars, adding com-
plexity to the modeling. Currently there are three major theoretical descriptions of
high mass star-formation: monolithic collapse, competitive accretion, and stellar col-
lisions and mergers (see e.g., Zinnecker & Yorke 2007). Here a brief overview of the
three descriptions is given.
monolithic collapse
Monolithic collapse and subsequent disk accretion is essentially the same process
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as described above for low mass stars. A massive molecular cloud collapses into a
proto-star, which continues to grow by accreting matter. The difference in final stel-
lar mass is determined by the initial mass of the parental cloud and the accretion
rate. Another difference is that, for massive stars, accretion may continue after the
star has reached the main sequence (e.g., Krumholz et al. 2005; Zinnecker & Yorke
2007).
competitive accretion
Although monolithic collapse can produce massive stars, this theory depends on
the stars being isolated. As mentioned earlier, massive stars are observed mostly in
clusters. In such clusters, the stars will interact during their formation. An important
type of interaction is competitive accretion. In isolated clouds, the star will accrete
most of the mass of the parental cloud, which determines its final mass. In clusters,
however, stars “compete” for cloud gas. The final mass of a star formed in a cluster
depends on its accretion domain, i.e., the region from which gas can be gathered.
Since the size of this domain depends on the mass of the stars, this will lead to run-
away growth. Massive stars will accrete relatively more gas than low mass stars and
become even more massive, which will further increase their accretion domain.
Stars that are formed in the center of a proto-stellar cluster are at an advantage, as
gas falling into the potential well of the cluster increases the gas reservoir available
to an individual star. Such stars will become more massive than stars that form at
the periphery of the cluster. This also explains why most massive stars are heavily
obscured. Stars that are formed early are also likely to become more massive, since
they will have large accretion domains compared to stars that are formed later (e.g.,
Bonnell et al. 1997, 2004).
stellar mergers
In environments where the stellar density is very high, (proto-) stars may interact
dynamically. Close encounters between two or more stars may lead to merging and
the creation of more massive objects. If the interacting pair does not merge, they can
disrupt each other. This will spread their matter over a larger area, increasing the
cross section for a subsequent interaction.
Although stellar mergers are very rare, the ongoing competitive accretion in-
creases the stellar density in cluster centers, potentially to the point where such inter-
actions become unavoidable. Stellar collisions with small impact parameters might
be the process that forms rapidly rotating massive stars (e.g., Bonnell & Bate 2005).
1.2.3 The IMF
Despite all the different (possible) star formation processes, stellar masses follow a
very specific distribution. This stellar mass distribution is called the Initial Mass
Function (IMF), and was first introduced by Salpeter (1955). Salpeter (1955) found
that the distribution of stars, for masses above 1 M  , can be described by a power-
law dN  dm  m  , with a slope of  =2.35. Miller & Scalo (1979) found that at masses
lower than 1 M  the distribution becomes more shallow. In recent years this low
mass end of the IMF has been extensively studied and resulted in an IMF that consist
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of three parts (Kroupa 2001):
 0   3 0   01 M  m  0   08 M 
 1   3 0   08 M   m  0   50 M 
 2   3 0   50 M  m
(1.1)
Observations have shown that the shape of the IMF appears to be the same ev-
erywhere in the Solar neighborhood. It is, however, not clear yet if the shape of the
IMF is truly universal, or whether it changes when the conditions of star formation
change (for instance near the Galactic Center or in other galaxies).
There are, today, three main theories to explain the shape of the IMF: core accre-
tion, competitive accretion, and thermodynamics (Klessen et al. 2009).
core accretion
The theory of core accretion is based on the striking similarity between the IMF
and the mass distribution of molecular cores (e.g., Stutzki & Guesten 1990; Kramer
et al. 1998; Rathborne et al. 2009). The theory assumes that there is a direct, one-
to-one, relation between the two mass distributions, and that each individual core
will collapse into a star (e.g., Hennebelle & Chabrier 2008). Essentially, this theory
replaces the problem of the origin of the IMF with determining the origin of the
core masses. However, the formation of cores is determined by the properties of
the turbulence, which generates structures with a power-law mass distribution (e.g.,
Klessen 2001).
competitive accretion
In the competitive accretion model the shape of the IMF is not determined by
pre-existing fragmentation in the gas phase, but rather by interactions between the
proto-stars. Initially the gas fragments down to the Jeans mass, resulting in a dis-
tribution of masses that lacks the power-law slope at high masses. The masses then
differentiate through competitive accretion (as described in Sect. 1.2.2). In this model
the apparent similarity between the IMF and core mass function is merely an illusion
(Klessen et al. 2009; Bonnell et al. 2007).
thermodynamics
A third model of the IMF focuses on the thermodynamic properties of the gas.
The amount of fragmentation occurring during gravitational collapse depends on
the compressibility of the gas (e.g., Spaans & Silk 2000; Li et al. 2003). Turbulent
compressions can cause large density enhancements in which the Jeans mass falls
substantially, and many (smaller) fragments can collapse. Only a few massive frag-
ments get compressed strongly enough to collapse. This leads to the shape of the
IMF, with many low mass stars and only few high mass stars. At high densities
(n 
 105  106 cm  3) the compressibility of the gas changes due to the thermal cou-
pling between the gas and dust. The Jeans mass for the densities and temperature
where this change happens, sets the mass for the turnover of the IMF (Larson 2005,
2007; Klessen et al. 2009).
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1.2.4 Feedback of star formation
During their lifetimes, stars have a major impact on the ISM. At all ages, stars radiate
and will therefore heat the gas surrounding them. High mass stars emit UV photons,
which create bubbles of hot ionized gas around the stars, called H  regions. In this
hot gas stars cannot form, lowering the star formation efficiency for the next gen-
eration of stars in their neighborhood. Many H  regions together can even create
bubbles large enough to disrupt entire molecular clouds complexes, influencing star
formation on a large scale.
Apart from radiation, stars also generate a lot of mechanical energy. As men-
tioned in Sect. 1.2.1, proto-stars typically have outflows or jets. These outflows then
drive turbulent motions in the parental clouds of the proto-stars. As the turbulent
energy dissipates, the ISM in the parental cloud heats up. In Chapter 5 we present
observations and modeling of young Galactic star forming regions, that show the
evidence of heating by proto-stellar outflows.
Another important source of mechanical feedback occurs at late stages in the evo-
lution of stars. When massive stars (  10M  ) reach the end of their lifetime, their
cores no longer provide enough energy to keep themselves from collapsing under
the influence of gravity. A violent rebound from this sudden collapse produces an
explosion that ejects the outer layers of the star at high velocities and the star be-
comes a supernova (e.g., Woosley et al. 2002; Heger et al. 2005). The resulting shock
fronts have a large influence on star formation: they can inhibit it by disrupting
molecular clouds, or enhance star formation by sweeping up and compressing gas.
The energy released in shocks will, like for outflows, drive turbulent motions, that
will heat up the gas (e.g., Wada & Norman 2007).
Although SNe are rare in our galaxy, in galaxies with higher star formation rates,
they are more common. A famous example of increased stellar feedback is the Galac-
tic Superwind in M 82 (McCarthy et al. 1987). In this system, the energy from SNe
and stellar winds is high enough to blow a large part of the ISM out of the galaxy (see
Fig. 7.2 on page 137). In Chapters 3 and 4 we present observations of a large number
of such, more active, star forming galaxies and show that the effects of heating by
SN feedback is present in most of these systems.
A third type of feedback is the chemical enrichment of the ISM. The primordial
ISM (i.e., the ISM as it was just after the Big Bang) only contained hydrogen and
traces of helium. All the heavier elements are created by stars. The nuclear fusion
that is the power source of stars can create elements as heavy as iron. These elements
are returned to the ISM in stellar winds and when stars eject their outer layers at
the end of their life time. Elements heavier than iron are mostly created during SN
explosions. Due to the extremely high pressures, densities and temperatures, the
atoms can capture neutrons, leading to heavier elements. The creation of heavier
elements has a large impact on the ISM, since these elements are important for the
cooling (e.g., molecular cooling lines) and heating (e.g., absorption of UV radiation
by dust grains) balance of the ISM. The thermal balance of the ISM in turn influences
any subsequent star formation.
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1.3 Other galaxies
All the knowledge we have on star formation to-date is based on information we
get from our own galaxy, most of it even from the Solar neighborhood. An impor-
tant question is whether the processes we see in the Milky Way are representative
for other galaxies. Given the wide range of environments found in galaxies, it is ex-
pected that the state of the ISM, and star formation intensity and processes, will vary
as well.
1.3.1 ULIRGs
Of special interest are the so-called (Ultra) Luminous Infra-Red Galaxies ([U]LIRGs),
which were discovered by the Infra-Red Astronomical Satellite (IRAS). ULIRGs are
galaxies that radiate most of their energy in the infrared, and have quasar-like lumi-
nosities of L  1011 L  (LIRGs) or even L  1012 L  (ULIRGs) (Genzel & Cesarsky
2000). One of the main questions that still remains to be answered is what the energy
source of the large IR luminosity of ULIRGs is.
Sanders et al. (1988) proposed that most ULIRGs are powered by dust-enshrouded
quasars in the late phases of a merger. The final state of such a merger would be a
large elliptical galaxy with a massive quiescent black hole at its center (Kormendy &
Sanders 1992). A significant fraction of the ULIRG population seems to confirm this
assumption, since they exhibit nuclear optical emission line spectra similar to those
of Seyfert galaxies (Sanders et al. 1988). Some also contain compact central radio
sources and highly absorbed, hard X-ray sources, all indicative of an active galactic
nucleus (AGN).
On the other hand, the (Far)IR, mm, and radio characteristics of ULIRGs are of-
ten similar to those of star forming galaxies. A centrally condensed burst of star
formation activity (or starburst), for instance fueled by gas driven into the center of
the potential well of a pair of interacting galaxies by a bar instability, provides an
equally plausible power source (e.g. Blain et al. 2002). Observational evidence for
the starburst nature of ULIRGs was found with the detection of a large number of
compact radio hypernovae in each of the two nuclei of Arp220 by Smith et al. (1998).
In Chapter 2 we show, by modeling the properties of ULIRGs, that a burst of star
formation can indeed provide enough energy. By modeling the obscuration effects
of dust surrounding the starburst, we also manage to reproduce the IR properties of
ULIRGs.
1.3.2 Connections to the Milky Way
In Chapter 5 we present observations of the ISM in Galactic star forming regions.
These observations were used to determine the similarities and differences between
Galactic and extra-galactic star formation.
In extra-galactic systems, a strong correlation has been found between the far-
infrared luminosity and the luminosity of molecular emissions (Gao & Solomon
2004a; Baan et al. 2008, Chapter 3). This correlation is analogous to the well-known
Kennicutt-Schmidt law (Kennicutt 1998), which relates the star-formation density (or
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in this case the LFIR) and the gas surface density (in this case the line luminosity). It
was found that the Galactic star forming regions follow this trend, extending it over
more than 8 orders of magnitude in luminosity. This indicates that, to first order, the
properties of extra-galactic star formation regions are consistent with a superposition
of star formation regions that are similar to Galactic ones.
The analysis of the physical properties of these regions showed more similari-
ties. The typical gas densities were of the same order in both the Galactic and the
extra-galactic sources (105-105 	 5 cm  3). Also, in both samples the effects of mechani-
cal heating of the molecular ISM turned out to be important. In the Galactic sample
the large scale ISM showed signs of heating by proto-stellar outflows (Chapter 5),
whereas a large part of the extra-galactic sources exhibit the influence of SN feed-
back (Chapter 4).
Despite these similarities, differences do also exist. Since the Milky Way does
not have an actively accreating central black hole, there is not a strong X-ray back-
ground throughout the Milky Way, as one would find in AGN. Some of the observed
extra-galactic sources indeed show evidence for strong influence of X-rays. Another
difference is that in many starburst galaxies, the star formation is concentrated in
a relatively small area, whereas star formation in the Milky Way is more isolated.
This will lead to more interaction between star forming regions in starburst galaxies,
through radiative or mechanical processes. Such interactions will have their effect
on star formation in such systems, either by quenching or triggering it (Sect. 1.2.4).
These differences in the environment raise the question whether star formation
in starburst galaxies will occur like it does in the Milky Way. Heating of the gas and
external pressure by shocks may trigger stars to form at higher masses, which will
have a profound effect on the shape of the IMF (Klessen et al. 2007).
1.4 Molecular gas
The main part of the research presented in this thesis deals with investigating the
physical properties of the ISM, by studying its molecular component. We choose to
study this component, since it provides the materials from which stars are formed
and possible AGN are fueled. Since molecules radiate at (sub-)mm wavelengths,
the radiation does not suffer significantly from absorption by gas or dust. Therefore
molecular line observations provide an un-obscured view of deeply embedded star
forming regions and AGN.
Besides a clear view, molecules also offer two powerful diagnostics: excitation
and chemistry. The excitation of a single species can be used to reveal the density
and/or kinetic temperature of the molecular gas. The chemistry of the molecular
gas is sensitive to even more physical properties: e.g., the type and strength of the
radiation field, the gas density, the gas and dust temperatures, and CR ionization.
1.4.1 PDRs and XDRs
Classically, a distinction is made between two types of clouds, based on the type
of radiative energy in these sources: Photon Dominated Regions (PDRs; e.g. Hol-
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Figure 1.2: Schematic overviews of a Photon Dominated Region (top; figure from Hollenbach
& Tielens 1999) and an X-ray Dominated Region (bottom; figure adapted from Maloney et al.
1996)
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lenbach & Tielens 1999) created by UV radiation (6-13.6 eV) in star-forming regions,
and X-ray Dominated Regions (XDRs; e.g. Lepp & Dalgarno 1996; Maloney et al.
1996) that are produced by X-rays (1-100 keV) emanating mainly from accreting black
holes. Figure 1.2 shows schematic overviews of a PDR (top) and an XDR (bottom).
PDRs show a clear stratified structure due to the increasing extinction and at-
tenuation of the UV radiation. The resulting strong column density dependence of
(amongst other things) the temperature and ionization balance leads to “layers” in
which the gas changes from ionized, to neutral atomic, and deep into the cloud to
molecular (e.g, the C

/C/CO and H/H2 transitions shown in Fig. 1.2). The heavily
embedded molecular layer is the main focus of this thesis. Because X-ray photons
are more difficult to attenuate, XDRs do not exhibit such a layered structure. Instead,
the changes in temperature and ionization balance in XDRs are more gradual and as
a result different states of species can be found at all depths into the cloud. Figure
1.2 shows that deep into the XDR C

and C coexist with CO.
These differences in temperature, ionization, and structure lead to different gas
phase chemistry in PDRs and XDRs. By studying the emissions of different species
it is possible to determine whether the object that is studied is dominated by PDR-
or XDR-chemistry (e.g., Meijerink & Spaans 2005; Meijerink et al. 2007). In Chapter 4
we show that the HNC (1  0)/HCN (1  0) emission line ratio can be used to distin-
guish between X-ray and UV driven chemistry (Loenen et al. 2008). The ability to
determine which kind of chemistry (and therefore radiation field) is dominant, can
tell us which is the power source of ULIRGs: star formation or AGN. In Chapter 4
we find that only a few systems with clear X-ray chemistry, indicating that most of
the galaxies in our sample are driven by star formation.
1.4.2 Influence of mechanical heating
The classical distinction between PDRs and XDRs is solely based on the dominant
radiation field. However, an important result of the research presented here is that
a large part of the molecular gas does not fit in either of the two categories. The
observations of these systems show the characteristics of high column density PDRs
(N  1021 cm  2, where most of the UV radiation is attenuated), with high tempera-
tures. The normal temperature in a PDR at such high column density is 
 40 K, but
the emissions from these systems can only be explained with temperatures in excess
of 200 K. Since none of the radiative heating processes (UV, X-rays, CRs) can create
such temperatures at high column densities, the gas in these systems must be heated
by mechanical processes.
In Chapter 4 we find that the majority of the galaxies in our sample falls in this
new category. Based on simple calculations on the energies required to heat the
gas in these systems, we conclude that SN shocks are the most likely source of me-
chanical energy. This assumption is confirmed in Chapter 6, where we find that the
galaxies that show the effect of mechanical feedback are more evolved that those that
show pure PDR signatures.
Galactic star forming regions also show the effects of mechanical heating. In a
survey of Galactic ultra compact H  regions we find that these sources can be best
modeled by a small, dense PDR embedded in a larger, more diffuse “envelope” that
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is heated by mechanical feedback. Given that these sources are young star forming
regions, and the fact that SNe are rare in the Milky Way, we argue that proto-stellar
outflows are the most likely source of mechanical energy in these sources (Chapter 5).
1.5 The future
The near future will bring great advancements in the study of the molecular ISM
and star formation. Several new telescopes will become available that will provide
unparalleled opportunities to study these phenomena both in the Milky Way and in
other galaxies. A few of these observatories are:
Herschel - The recently launched Herschel space observatory will study star
formation and the ISM at wavelengths ranging from 65 to 672  m ( 
 400 GHz to

 4 THz). The instruments PACS and SPIRE allow us to image deeply embedded
stars and star formation down to a resolution of 3 arc-seconds at the shortest wave-
lengths. The heterodyne receiver HIFI has the ability to observe thousands of molec-
ular, atomic and ionic emission and absorption lines between 480 and 1910 Ghz at
an unprecedented spectral resolution (R 
 107). These lines will increase our know-
ledge on the chemistry in star forming regions and improve our understanding of
the energy balance in active galaxies.
ALMA - In a few years time the Atacama Large Millimeter Array will become
available: an interferometer comprised of 66 antennas which is planned to observe
at frequencies ranging from 31 to 950 GHz. ALMA’s combination of large surface
area ( 
 6500 m2) and long baselines (up to 16 km) will give it sensitivity and angu-
lar resolution (down to a few milli arc-second) that have not been achieved before
in this wavelength regime. This means that we can study star formation at great
detail in the Milky Way. Some of the possibilities are: imaging the collapse of pre-
stellar cores and measuring the accretion rate of matter onto deeply embedded proto-
stars, unraveling the chemistry and dynamics of high mass star forming clusters and
high spatial resolution studies of proto-planetary disks down to the 1 AU scale (van
Dishoeck & Jørgensen 2008). We will also be able to spatially resolve star forming
regions in other galaxies, which will greatly improve our understanding of star for-
mation outside the Milky Way. The high sensitivity of ALMA will enable studies of
star formation and accreting black holes up to very high redshift (z 
 20; e.g., Spaans
& Meijerink 2008). And, like for Herschel, the large wavelength range observable
with ALMA will provide countless emission and absorption lines, aiding the study
of the chemistry and cooling of the ISM.
JWST - The James Webb Space Telescope is a 6.5 m space telescope, scheduled for
launch in 2014. It will contain four instruments operating between 0.6 to 27  m: a
near-IR camera (NIRCam), a near-IR multi-object spectrograph (NIRSpec), a mid-IR
instrument (MIRI), and a tunable filter imager (FGS). JWST will address several key
questions regarding star formation: How do proto-stellar clouds collapse? How does
environment affect star formation and vice versa? What is the IMF of stars at sub-
solar masses? How do proto-planetary systems form? How do gas and dust coalesce
to form planetary systems? JWST will observe stars at all phases of their evolution,
from infall onto dust-enshrouded proto-stars, through the formation of planetary
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systems, penetrating the dust to determine the physical processes that produce stars,
planets, and debris disks (Gardner et al. 2006).
ELT - An Extremely Large Telescope (diameter 30-42 m) could penetrate the dust
extinction of ultra compact H  regions (AV=100-200 mag) in the near-IR and see the
stellar photo-spheres of massive stars, resolving very tight embedded clusters (Zin-
necker & Yorke 2007). Such a telescope will also be able to detect star forming galax-
ies out to redshift 
 10, enabling the study of star formation through out the cosmic
history (Hook et al. 2006).
The last instrument that needs to be discussed is the numerical telescope. The
only way we can truly profit from the new observatories is if the theoretical mod-
eling and interpretation of the observations can keep up pace. Many theoretical
aspects of star formation and the ISM have been modeled independently: thermo-
and hydrodynamics, stellar evolution and feedback, turbulence, gas and grain sur-
face chemistry, radiative processes, etc. The obvious improvements that we will see
in the future are the direct advancements in those models: increasing resolution,
going from one to two or three dimensional models, larger chemical networks, etc.
The largest improvement, however, will be overcoming current computational limi-
tations and being able to start combining methods. This will ultimately lead to fully
self-consistent numerical recipes that can follow the entire star-formation cycle from
the initial collapse of molecular clouds to the death of stars and on to the next gen-
eration.
With all the upcoming advancements in both the observations and the theoretical
interpretation of those, the study of the intimate relation between star formation and
the ISM has a bright future. . .
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2 Modeling the infrared proper-ties of dusty cores of starburst
galaxies
— A. F. Loenen, W. A. Baan & M. Spaans —
Despite extensive observations over the last decades, the central questions regard-ing the power source of the large IR luminosity of Ultra Luminous Infra Red
Galaxies (ULIRGs), and their evolution, are still not fully answered. In this chapter
we will focus on massive star formation as a central engine and present an evolu-
tionary model for these dust-enshrouded star formation regions.
An evolutionary model was created using existing star formation and radiative
transfer codes (STARBURST99, RADMC and RADICAL) as building blocks. The
results of the simulations are compared to data from two IRAS catalogs.
From the simulations it is found that the dust surrounding the starburst region
is made up from two components. There is a low optical depth ( ﬀ 0   1, which cor-
responds to 0.1% of the total dust mass), hot (T 
 400 K) non-grey component close
to the starburst (scale size 10 pc) and a large scale, colder grey component (100 pc,
75 K) with a much larger column ( ﬁ 10). The simulations also show that starburst
galaxies can be powered by massive star formation. The parameters for this star
forming region are difficult to determine, since the IR continuum luminosity is only
sensitive to the total UV input. Therefore, there is a degeneracy between the total
starburst mass and the initial mass function (IMF) slope. A less massive star forma-
tion with a shallower IMF will produce the same amount of OB stars and therefore
the same amount of irradiating UV flux. Assuming the stars are formed according
to a Salpeter IMF ( ﬂ (M)  M  2 	 35), the star formation region should produce 109 M 
of stars (either in one instantaneous burst, or in a continuous process) in order to
produce enough IR radiation.
Our models confirm that massive star formation is a valid power source for
ULIRGs. In order to remove degeneracies and further determine the parameters
of the physical environment also IR spectral features and molecular emissions need
to be included.
Originally published in Astronomy & Astrophysics, vol. 458 , p. 89 (2006)
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2.1 Introduction
In 1983 the Infra-Red Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) surveyed 96% of the sky in four
broad-band filters at 12  m, 25  m, 60  m, and 100  m. IRAS detected infrared (IR)
emission from about 25,000 galaxies, primarily from spirals, but also from quasars
(QSOs), Seyfert galaxies and early type galaxies. Among these galaxies IRAS dis-
covered a new class of galaxies that radiate most of their energy in the infrared.
The most luminous of these infrared galaxies, the (ultra-)luminous infrared galaxies
[(U)LIRGs], have QSO-like luminosities of L  1011 L  (LIRGs) or even L  1012 L 
(ULIRGs) (Genzel & Cesarsky 2000).
Despite extensive observations over the last decades, the central questions re-
garding the power source of the large IR luminosity of ULIRGs, and their evolution,
are still not fully answered. Sanders et al. (1988) proposed that most ULIRGs are
powered by dust-enshrouded QSOs in the late phases of a merger. The final state
of such a merger would be a large elliptical galaxy with a massive quiescent black
hole at its center (Kormendy & Sanders 1992). A significant fraction of the ULIRG
population seems to confirm this assumption, since they exhibit nuclear optical emis-
sion line spectra similar to those of Seyfert galaxies (Sanders et al. 1988). Some also
contain compact central radio sources and highly absorbed, hard X-ray sources, all
indicative of an active nucleus (AGN).
On the other hand, the (Far)IR, mm, and radio characteristics of ULIRGs are sim-
ilar to those of starburst galaxies. A centrally condensed burst of star formation ac-
tivity (called a starburst, hereafter denoted as SB), for instance fueled by gas driven
into the center of the potential well of a pair of interacting galaxies by a bar instabil-
ity, provides an equally plausible power source (e.g. Blain et al. 2002). Observational
evidence for the starburst nature of ULIRGs was found with the detection of a large
number of compact radio hypernovae in each of the two nuclei of Arp220 by Smith
et al. (1998).
Since both options are observationally supported, it is natural to think that there
might be an evolutionary relation between the two. Several authors have suggested
such schemes. In 1988, Baan explained the evolution of the FIR properties of active
nuclei with a model which incorporated both a relatively rapid decreasing thermal
SB component and a slower evolving non-thermal component.
Recently, more papers were published suggesting evolutionary schemes which
incorporate both SB and AGN. Kawakatu et al. (2006) presented a sample of ULIRGs
with type I Seyfert nuclei and showed with both observations and modeling that
this type of galaxies can be powered by both a SB and a black hole (BH) with super-
Eddington accretion. They suggest a scheme in which SB-powered ULIRGs and
QSOs are two stages in the evolution of the host galaxy. The host will start as a
SB-driven ULIRG, with only a small BH. Over time, the SB fades and the BH will
grow into a super massive BH (SMBH), which will dominate the energy output of
the host. By that time the host has become a QSO. Similar arguments are made by
Hopkins et al. (2006) and Ho (2005). On the other hand, King (2005), Silk (2005) and
Ho (2005) present schemes where the outflow of a super-Eddington accreting SMBH
drives into the surrounding ISM, creating bubbles in which the gas cools and stars
are formed. It is clear that detailed modeling is necessary to determine the evolution
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Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of the “physical” environment created in the simulations. In
the center star formation is going on, which irradiates the dusty surroundings (here represented
as a toroidal shape). This dust then re-radiates its given energy in the IR regime. Also the
parameter space is shown. In the starburst, the total stellar mass MSB, the star formation rate
(SFR) and the IMF-slope ﬃ are varied. The dust geometry is varied by changing the closing
angle  . Also the dust column density (expressed in the optical depth  ) is varied. A last
variable is the observational inclination ! . Also some parameters are shown, which initially
were not varied: the radius r0 and the radial scale size dr0. More information on the parameter
space can be found in Sect. 2.3.
of ULIRGs and their engine(s).
In this chapter, we focus on massive star formation as a central engine. In SB-
powered ULIRGs, that are at sufficiently low redshift for their internal structure to
be resolved, the great majority of the IR emission is found to originate from sub-kpc
dusty regions within merging systems of galaxies (e.g. Downes & Solomon 1998).
These dusty SB galaxies are an important class of objects. About 25% of the high-
mass star formation within 10 Mpc distance from us occurs in just four SB galaxies
(M 82, NGC 253, M 83, NGC 4945; Heckman 1998). Even though these galaxies create
vast amounts of stars, the time scale of this formation is short. Near-IR imaging spec-
troscopy in M 82, IC 342, and NGC 253 indicates that in the evolution of these galax-
ies there are several episodes of star formation activity, with timescales of around
107 to 108 years (Genzel & Cesarsky 2000). The relatively low efficiency of the en-
ergy production of stars (E 
 10  3M " c2) and the large energy output (up to 
 1061
ergs for an ultra-luminous starburst like Arp 220) yield a production 108 to 1010 M 
of stars per burst. Combined with the short timescales, this leads to star formation
rates (SFRs) ranging from 10 up to 1000 M  per year (Heckman 1998). Numerical
simulations confirm this picture. Jonsson et al. (2006) show that during a typical
merger event, there are several short periods of star formation at a very high rate.





































Figure 2.2: This flowchart shows the computational setup of the simulation. First the starburst
properties are calculated using STARBURST99 (Sect. 2.2.1) and the results of these calculations
are used as input for the dust calculations, which are performed by RADMC and RADICAL
(Sects. 2.2.2 and 2.2.3).
The goal of this paper is to present a model for these dust-enshrouded star forma-
tion regions and to study and explain the behavior of the broad band IR continuum
properties of starburst ULIRGs during their evolution. The model consists of a num-
ber of existing codes, which are combined into one.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: in Sect. 2.2 the model is discussed.
The parameter space and the simulations are presented in Sect. 2.3 and the results
of these simulations in Sect. 2.4. In the last section the results are discussed and
suggestions for future work are made.
2.2 The model
The “physical” setup of our model is shown in Fig. 2.1. A star formation region
is placed in the center of our model, surrounded by a dusty environment, which is
responsible for the re-emission of the stellar UV photons in the IR. The same scheme
can be seen in Fig. 2.2, which shows the computational setup of the model. The first
step in the simulations is the calculation of the spectral energy distribution (SED) of
the star formation region using STARBURST99. The surrounding dust is modeled
using RADMC and RADICAL, which use the stellar SED to calculate the dust tem-
perature and the emergent IR radiation. The used codes will be briefly discussed
and the interested reader is referred to the listed references for further details.
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2.2.1 STARBURST99
As mentioned above, the stellar properties of the starburst are calculated using STAR-
BURST991 (hereafter SB99), which is a set of stellar models, optimized to reproduce
properties of galaxies with active star formation and their evolution through time.
More information on the data produced by SB99 can be found in Leitherer et al.
(1999). Detailed information on the computational techniques can be found in Lei-
therer et al. (1992) and Leitherer & Heckman (1995).
The calculations can roughly be divided into three stages. First an ensemble of
stars is formed according to the available gas mass and the initial mass function
(IMF), either in one instantaneous burst (i.e., the duration of the burst is short com-
pared to the stellar life time) or continuous with a constant star formation rate (SFR).
Because these two cases represent the extremes of star formation, realistic scenarios
will lie somewhere in between (Leitherer & Heckman 1995; Leitherer et al. 1992).
After creating the stellar population, evolutionary models are used to calculate
the time dependency of the stellar properties, such as stellar mass, luminosity, spec-
tra, effective temperature, and chemical composition.
In the last stage of the calculation the integrated properties of the star formation
region are computed by determining the stellar number densities, assigning all prop-
erties to these stars and integrating over the entire population (Leitherer & Heckman
1995).
2.2.2 RADMC
The output SEDs of the SB99 calculations are used to irradiate the dusty environ-
ment. In order to do this the SB99 spectrum must be re-binned to the number of
channels the dust simulation codes can handle. The re-binning of the SB99 output
is performed in such a way that both the UV/optical part of the spectra (which pro-
vides the energy for the dust heating) and the IR regime (which is the part of the
spectrum of interest) are well covered. Since the SB99 output SED ranges from 100
(extreme UV) up to wavelengths around 106 (100  m; FIR) and the number of chan-
nels is limited, the resolution of the re-binned SED is low. Therefore, the re-binning
is performed in such a way that the IR part of the SED has a somewhat higher res-
olution, so that the 10  m, 20  m, 60  m and 100  m bands are included, in order to
compare the resulting IR data with IRAS observations2. Because, in this work, we
are focusing on defining a physical framework for an evolutionary model and not
on the details, and also taking the low spectral resolution and the simple dust model
into account, we did not compare our results with more recent ISO or Spitzer data.
Readers who are interested in more detailed models which are not taking evolution
into account are referred to, for instance, Efstathiou & Rowan-Robinson (1995), van
Bemmel & Dullemond (2003), Fritz et al. (2006) and references there in.
The physical dust environment is simulated by creating a dust density grid with
a central cavity, which is the region surrounding the central SB where the dust is
1The code and pre-calculated data sets are available at http:# # www.stsci.edu# science# starburst99#
2In the SB99 output SED, 12 and 25 $ m are not available. Instead, 10 and 20 $ m are used, which are
good approximations, given the low resolution of the data and the simple dust model.
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destroyed and/or blown away by the star formation activity. Since we also want
to explore the influence of the dust geometry on the emergent SEDs in our simu-
lations, a 3D grid is needed. This, however, would lead to long calculation times.
In order to limit this problem, the grid is chosen to be axisymmetric. This way the
grid is reduced to two dimensions again, but still allows for various astrophysically
interesting dust distributions, like shells, tori and disks.
RADMC3 is a 2-D Monte-Carlo radiative transfer code for axisymmetric circum-
stellar disks and envelopes. It is based on the method of Bjorkman & Wood (2001),
but with several modifications to produce smoother results with fewer photon pack-
ages.
The method introduced by Bjorkman & Wood (2001) is to divide the luminos-
ity of the radiation source (in this case the re-binned output spectrum of SB99) into
equal-energy, monochromatic “photon packets” that are emitted stochastically by
the source. The packets are then traced to random interaction locations on the dust
grid, determined by the optical properties and density distribution of the dust. In ev-
ery iteration step, the number of packets absorbed in each of the grid cells is recorded
and the total amount of injected energy is used to calculate the new temperature of
that cell. In order to ensure energy conservation and radiative equilibrium, the ab-
sorbed energy must be re-emitted immediately. The frequencies of the new packets
are determined by the new grid cell temperature. Local thermal equilibrium (LTE) is
assumed, so the amount of emitted energy equals the absorbed energy.
Because all the injected packets eventually escape and therefore the injected en-
ergy, the total energy is automatically conserved. Another advantage of this ap-
proach is that the simulation does not have some sort of convergence criterion to
meet, so that the only source of error in the calculation is the statistical error inherent
to Monte Carlo simulations.
2.2.3 RADICAL
RADICAL4 produces the final spectra, by solving the radiative transfer equation
on the entire grid, using the dust temperature and the SED of the central source to
calculate the source function.
First an image is created by integrating the source function along rays through
the medium. Each ray represents one pixel of the image. Spectra can be derived
by making images at a range of frequencies, and integrating these over an artificial
detector aperture.
Resolution problems may occur, since the source spans a large radial range. The
central parts of the image are often much brighter than the rest, but cover a much
smaller fraction of the image. The spectrum may therefore contain significant con-
tributions of flux from both the central parts and the outer regions of the image.
Unless the image resolves all spatial scales of the object, the spectra produced in
3For more information on RADMC, its availability and related publications see http:# # www.mpia-
hd.mpg.de# homes# dullemon# radtrans# radmc#
4For more information on RADICAL, its availability and related publications see http:# # www.mpia-
hd.mpg.de# homes# dullemon# radtrans# radical#
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such a way are unreliable. Therefore, rather than arranging the pixels over a rect-
angle, as in usual images, they are arranged in concentric rings. The radii of these
rings are related to the radial grid points of the transfer calculation. To resolve the
central source, some extra rings are added. Using these kind of images, all relevant
scales are resolved, while using only a fairly limited number of pixels (Dullemond &
Turolla 2000).
2.3 The simulations
In this section, the simulation setup and the parameter space are discussed. As
shown in Fig. 2.1, there are 6 parameters, which control the simulation: the com-
bined mass of the stars in the starburst MSB, the star formation rate (SFR), the IMF
slope  , the closing angle of the dust distribution % , the dust column expressed in
the edge-on V-band optical depth  and the observation declination & .
This parameter space has been explored, starting with values chosen either from
literature or at random. In order to verify the results of the simulations, a reference
data set was made using IRAS data of starburst galaxies taken from the extended 12
micron galaxy sample (Rush et al. 1993) and the IRAS Bright Galaxy Sample (Condon
et al. 1991).
From the simulations a default set is chosen, which fits the data best. This set
will be referred to as DEFAULT. This set was chosen as the starting point for a more
systematic sweep of the parameter space. Each parameter was both increased and
decreased with respect to the default value. Exceptions are the closing angle % , the
inclination & and the SFR. Both permutations of % are higher than the default value.
The inclination was varied in all simulations: each setup was calculated for & = 0,
30, 60 and 90 degrees. The SFR was only used in few simulation. In the other sim-
ulations, all stars are formed instantaneous. The entire parameter space is listed in
Table 2.1.
2.3.1 STARBURST parameters
The SB in the center of the simulation has a large number of parameters. Only three
are chosen as variables, in order to reduce the amount of data and to avoid unnec-
essary redundancy. These parameters are also expected to have the largest influence
on the final results. The fixed parameters are listed in Table 2.2.
The variable parameters are the total mass of the stars involved in the starburst
(MSB), the star formation rate (SFR) and the IMF slope5 (  ). These were chosen be-
cause the large luminosities of ULIRGs can be explained by either a high total burst
mass, a high SFR or a lower IMF slope exponent. Adding more stars or increasing
the SFR will scale the entire spectrum, whereas decreasing the IMF slope increases
the relative number of heavy stars, leading to more UV radiation and therefore more
heating flux (as suggested in Heckman 1998).
5The IMF is defined as: ' (M) ( M )+* .




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2.2: This table lists the parameters which determine the simulations, but were not
varied. The upper part of the table lists the SB99 parameters, the lower part the RADMC
parameters.
name value
IMF upper mass limit 100 M 
IMF lower mass limit 1 M 
supernova cut-o 7 mass 8 M 
black hole cut-o 7 mass 120 M 
initial time 0.01 Myra
time step 0.1 Myr





metallicity of UV line spectrum solar
r0 100 pcc
dr0 50 pc
a For numerical reasons SB99 cannot start the simulation at t  0.
b See Leitherer et al. (1992, 1999) for more information.
c In the third stage, some simulations were made with a di 7 erent r0
2.3.2 Dust setup
The dust distribution is made by creating a polar grid, with a density on each grid
point. The shape is created by introducing a Gaussian distribution in both the r- and
8 -direction:
























where 9 (r: 8 ) is the dust density on each grid point, r is the radial direction, 8 the
angular direction, r0 the radius of the dust geometry, dr0 the radial scale size and % the
closing angle. This density distribution is then fixed by scaling the edge-on optical
depth (obtained by integration along the line of sight) to the desired V-band optical
depth  . Three examples of resulting density distributions are plotted in Fig. 2.3.
From this two-dimensional grid, a three-dimensional grid is made by first mirroring
the grid on the r-axis and then rotating this semi-circle around the z-axis.
Two dust components are created: a large scale component distributed in a thick
disk/torus (here after called torus dust) and a small scale shell (called stellar dust).
The torus dust distribution is created by using an r0 of 100 pc and closing angles ( % )
between 0.3 and 0.7. The stellar dust distribution is made by taking an r0 of 10 pc
and an % of 1, making it a closed shell.
Besides the density and geometry, also the optical parameters of the dust must be
specified. The dust used in the simulations has a grain size distribution n(a)  a  3 	 5
(Mathis et al. 1977). The torus dust is assumed to be optically grey, i.e., radiation
of all frequencies is absorbed in the same way and re-radiated using a black body
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Figure 2.3: These figures show three examples of the dust and temperature distributions
resulting from the simulations. The top panels show the dust density in grey scale, where dark
colors indicate regions with high densities and light colors are low density regions. Also some
contours are added to enhance the shape of the density profile. The bottom panels show the
temperature distribution. In these panels, dark colors indicate high temperatures and light
colors cooler regions. The minimum and maximum temperature is printed in the upper right
corner of the panels. Contours are drawn from 50 to 250 K in steps of 25 K. The data in these
plots were smoothed over 3 pixels to make the general temperature distribution more clear.
The left panels show the default simulation, the middle ones a setup with G 0 H 7 and the right
ones a default distribution with an extra 10 pc shell of grey dust.
profile. The stellar dust is much closer to the SB and will be hotter. In order to model
the expected richer spectral properties of this component, the stellar dust is assumed
to be composed of graphite, silicates and amorphous carbon (e.g. Draine & Lee 1984).
2.4 Results
The code produces four broadband IR fluxes as a function of time. These fluxes are
used to calculate the IR luminosity (LIR) following the definitions given in Sanders
& Mirabel (1996) and Kim & Sanders (1998).
The simulations were carried out in three stages. First a default simulation was
made. In the second stage the large scale parameters, like the starburst and the torus
dust, are explored, which influence the long wavelength radiation. The last stage
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focuses on the stellar dust, which affects the short wavelength emission.
2.4.1 Stage 1 - The default simulation
The results of the default simulation from the first stage are plotted in Fig. 2.4. The
first 4 panels show the results for the four IRAS bands. As can be seen the simulation
results match the reference set quite well. Only the shortest wavelength at 10  m
seems to be a poor fit. This is due to the fact that in this stage we have not included
the stellar dust yet (see Sect. 2.4.3 for the stellar dust). This dust component will
radiate mostly at short wavelengths.
The calculated LIR, which is plotted in the fifth panel, also covers the range ob-
served in galaxies. At the peak of its activity the luminosity of the starburst exceeds
1012 L  , making it a ULIRG. It remains that luminous for about 3 Myr, after which it
slowly dims and eventually reaches the LIRG regime.
In the last three panels of Fig. 2.4, three IR colors (10  m/100  m, 20  m/100  m
and 60  m/100  m) are plotted versus the IR luminosity. These color-luminosity
diagrams (CLDs) show results similar to the IRAS fluxes. The 20  m/100  m and
60  m/100  m results match the observations, whereas the 10  m/100  m is a poor
fit, due to the absence of the stellar dust.
The default results exhibit a strong dependence on inclination. The difference be-
tween edge-on and face-on ranges from a factor of 3.2 at 100  m up to 1000 at 10  m,
with an average factor of 5.6 in the LIR. This large separation at short wavelengths is
caused by the dust distribution. As can be seen in Fig. 2.3, the resulting temperature
distribution is not spherical. Along the edge-on line of sight the optical depth is 10,
whereas along the face-on line of sight the star formation region is almost “naked”.
This causes the areas with lower temperature to become more flattened, compared
to the inner, high temperature areas. When this temperature distribution is viewed
edge-on, the cooler isothermal surfaces are seen at their maximum surface area and
when observed face-on, their surface areas decrease rapidly. On the other hand,
the inner high temperature regions are roughly spherical and will therefore look the
same from all directions. The overall face-on spectrum will thus have a larger con-
tribution at short IR wavelengths, as compared to the edge-on spectrum. This is also
illustrated in the lower middle panel of Fig. 2.3, which shows the temperature distri-
bution of simulation COVERED2, in which the cooler dust is more spherical and the
inclination dependence of the 10  m flux is an order of magnitude smaller. Another
effect of the dust distribution is that short wavelength radiation emitted in the center
will encounter much more dust when it is traveling along the edge-on line of sight
compared to face-on, making the chance of it getting scattered or re-processed much
larger.
The effect of this inclination dependence can also be seen in the three CLDs in
Fig. 2.4. At short wavelengths (10  m/100  m and 20  m/100  m) the face-on ob-
servations trace the data sets, whereas the edge-on results cover an entirely different
range. This effect will be discussed in more detail, when the results of the other
simulations are presented.
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Figure 2.4: These panels show the infrared results of the simulation DEFAULT. The first 5
panels show the 10, 20, 60 and 100 I m flux and corresponding LFIR as a function of time. The
last three panels show three IR colors (10 I mJ 100 I m, 20 I mJ 100 I m and 60 I mJ 100 I m) versus
LFIR. The start of the evolutionary track is marked with a star. Inclination is indicated by the
line style: from face-on in solid, through dashed and dash-dotted to edge-on indicated with
dotted lines. The two reference data sets are added with markers. In the first 5 panels, the error
markers represent the mean and 1 K deviation of these data sets. The grey marker (circles in
last panels) is data from Rush et al. (1993); the black (squares in last panels) one from Condon
et al. (1991). Black dots connected by a solid line show the reference data binned per 10 points.
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Figure 2.5: These panels give an overview of the simulation results. The four IRAS bands (in
grey: 10 I m solid, 20 I m dashed, 60 I m dash-dotted and 100 I m dotted) and the IR luminosity
(black solid) are shown as a function of the various parameters (top-left: MSB, top-right: ﬃ ,
bottom-left:  , bottom-right:  ). The points represent the values at 2Myr, which is the time
where the luminosity of the system is at its maximum. All data were scaled to the results of
DEFAULT, in order to make an easy comparison. Note that the results for the SFR are not
included in these plots. Also the observational inclination ! was not included: the data are
taken from the face-on results.
2.4.2 Stage 2 - Large scale parameters
In this section the parameters influencing the star formation and the torus dust are
explored. Each parameter was varied twice, in most cases “in both directions” from
the default values, in order to uncover systematic effects. The observational incli-
nation will not be discussed, since the effects of the inclination have already been
discussed above. The figures which show the most important effects have been in-
cluded in this thesis. An overview of the results is shown in Fig. 2.5. The rest of the
figures displaying all the results, including the four IRAS fluxes, of the individual
simulations and comparisons between them are collected in Appendices A and B of
Loenen et al. (2006) respectively.
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Figure 2.6: These panels show the influence of the starburst mass (MSB) in the infrared results.
The two deviations are compared to the default value. The simulation results for the lower
deviation are indicated by dotted lines, the higher deviation by dashed lines and the default
set is drawn in dash-dotted lines. The face-on observations are marked with a star, the edge-on
results with a circle. These marks also indicate the start of the evolutionary track, to indicate
the evolution direction. The panels are the same as the bottom four panels of Fig. 2.4: the first
panel shows the IR luminosity as function of time and the other three panels show three IR
colors (10 I mJ 100 I m, 20 I mJ 100 I m and 60 I mJ 100 I m) versus the IR luminosity. As in Fig.
2.4 the two reference data sets are added with markers. In the first panel, the error markers
represent the mean of these data sets and a 1 K deviation. The grey marker indicates data from
the 12 micron galaxy sample (Rush et al. 1993) and the black one from the IRAS Bright Galaxy
Sample (Condon et al. 1991). In the last three panels, the data from the 12 micron galaxy
sample is indicated by circles and the data from the IRAS Bright Galaxy Sample by squares.
The black dots connected by a solid line show the reference data binned per 10 points.
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Starburst mass
The effect of the starburst mass on the SB99 spectra is quite simple. Since this code
works with a distribution of stars, integrated to a certain mass, the spectra will scale
proportional to the total stellar mass. The influence on the dust is less straightfor-
ward, however. When the energy input provided by the starburst increases, the
overall dust temperature will be higher and the flux at short wavelengths will in-
crease faster relative to the long wavelengths. Also the IR luminosity is expected to
increase with the stellar mass, since the energy input increases.
The simulations confirm these expectations. Figure 2.5, which gives an overview
of the results of the simulations, clearly shows that the short wavelengths (grey solid
and dashed) increase much faster than the long wavelengths (grey dash-dotted and
dotted) and that LIR (black) increases as the mass increases.
The color-luminosity plots in Fig. 2.6 seem to reveal less trivial information. As-
suming all the other parameters are correct, a minimal SB mass of 109 M  is needed
in order to create an IR luminosity higher than 1012 L  . Also all three simulations
seem to lie on the same “track” in the CLDs, and starburst mass and age have the
same effect on the results. In other words, a young, but relatively light starburst will,
in IR colors, have the same appearance as a massive, older starburst.
IMF slope
When the IMF slope decreases, the number of massive stars in the starburst will
increase. These high mass stars are the main source of UV radiation, and so the dust
temperature will increase with a shallower IMF slope. This means that varying the
IMF slope would yield results similar to increasing the starburst mass.
Figure 2.5 shows this is indeed the case. Note that at first sight the effect seems
to be reversed, but the IMF is defined as ﬂ (M)  M  , and the axis is reversed. In-
terestingly, the effect is somewhat more complicated than for MSB. All fluxes scale
proportionally to MSB, but the effect is stronger when going from high  to the de-
fault value, then when lowering it even further. This is caused by the fact that the
number of OB stars does not increase linearly with  .
Although a model with a low  (LOWALPHA) starts with higher values for the
IR luminosity and the colors, after about 10 Myr the low IMF case cannot be distin-
guished from the default simulation any more (see Loenen et al. 2006). This is due
to the short life time of the high mass stars. Therefore, the same conclusion can be
drawn for the IMF slope as for the starburst mass: the data either represent young
starbursts with a normal IMF, or an older population of stars with a shallow IMF
slope.
Dust column density
Several effects have been identified when changing the total amount of dust for a
given energy input.
First, when the dust column is lower, the dust will be heated more evenly, since
the radiation can travel through the dust easier. This will result in a smaller tem-
perature gradient, with a higher minimum temperature. The spectrum will become
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Figure 2.7: These panels show the influence of the dust optical depth (  ) on the infrared
results. The symbols and line styles are the same as in Fig. 2.6.
flatter, and have less contribution from 10  m and 20  m. Conversely, large dust
columns lead to larger dust temperature gradients and steeper spectra. This effect is
shown in Figure 2.5, where the variation of  has effects similar to MSB and  .
Second, due to the larger temperature gradient, the inclination dependence in-
creases for larger  . In Figure 2.7, this effect can be seen in the first panel, where the
edge-on and face-on results are almost the same for LOWTAU, whereas the results
for HIGHTAU differ by up to an order of magnitude.
A third effect is the increase in the total IR luminosity LIR, simply because there
is more radiating dust and therefore more UV photons can be converted into IR.
All these effects can be found in the color-luminosity diagrams. When going
from LOWTAU to DEFAULT especially LIR increases, resulting in a shift to the right.
But when  increases even more, the color changes rapidly, and the track moves to
the upper right corner of the plot. Again, due to the inclination effects, the edge-on
results do not match the reference sets. The edge-on results of LOWTAU are better,
because they suffer less from inclination effects, but they give worse fits than the
face-on DEFAULT results.
Like in the previous simulations, there is a degeneracy between  and time.
Young starbursts surrounded by moderate column density dust have the same IR
properties as older, more enshrouded starbursts.
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Figure 2.8: These panels show the influence of the closing angle (  ) on the infrared results. The
symbols and line styles are the same as in Fig. 2.6. Note: for this simulation both deviations
are higher than the default value.
Closing angle
The effect of the closing angle is not as profound as that of the other parameters.
The only major effect is that the inclination dependence effects are reduced, which
is caused by a smaller density gradient in the 8 direction (also see Fig. 2.3). The
extreme case would be a simulation with %L 1, which is a shell of dust with no
inclination dependence at all.
Although the inclination effects are less in simulations with a higher closing an-
gle, the edge-on tracks in the color-luminosity tracks of Fig. 2.8 still do not fit the
reference data.
The shape of the spectrum also changes when the closing angle changes, but this
is due to the fact that the total dust column changes, since the edge-on optical depth
is kept constant.
Star formation rate
So far, all simulations were made under the assumption that the stars were formed
instantaneously, or, in other words, on a timescale much shorter than the evolution-
ary timescale of the stars ( M 1 Myr). This is based on the assumption that there is
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a rapid build-up of gas in the starburst environment, which at some point becomes
critically dense and “ignites”. It also assumes that the stellar winds and supernovae
do not provide strong feedback, so that all gas can be converted into stars on a short
time scale. However, the assumption that the starburst environment is less violent
and more like normal star formation regions, with a steady inflow of gas, is also
valid and must be explored as well.
In order to address this issue, simulations were done with continuous star for-
mation scenarios with different SFRs and durations. It was found that a SFR of
several tens of M  yr  1 is required to reproduce the fluxes found in observational
data. Simulations with a duration of 100 Myr show that after about 10-20 Myr there
is no further evolution in the IR fluxes and colors. However, our data cannot exclude
longer burst durations, but there are considerations that would make such scenarios
unlikely. First of all, long periods of star formation at high rates would require vast
amounts of gas. Secondly, these high star formation rates also produce a lot of stel-
lar feedback (stellar winds, SNe) that makes it increasingly difficult to supply gas to
form new stars.
Because of these reasons, we consider the case of a high SFR and a short duration
(100 M  yr  1 and 10 Myr, leading to the formation of 109 M  of stars, and making it
comparable to the other simulations). The results of this simulation are compared to
DEFAULT and show some remarkable differences. Whereas the instantaneous burst
starts at a maximum and decays rapidly after about 3 Myr, the continuous case starts
at much lower values and takes quite some time to rise. After about 5 Myr the two
scenarios cross and the continuous case starts to dominate. After about 10 Myr it
reaches its maximum, but it does not decay, since stars keep forming at a constant
rate.
The significant difference between the continuous and the instantaneous star for-
mation is that objects with instantaneous star formation are only luminous enough in
the first 5 to 10 Myr, which decreases their detection rate. The continuous starbursts
remain luminous as long as there is inflow of gas to feed the star formation.
2.4.3 Stage 3 - Stellar dust
The torus dust alone is not able to explain all the IR continuum properties and there-
fore in the second set of simulations addresses the properties of the stellar dust com-
ponent. The lack of emission at short wavelengths can have two reasons. A very
simple explanation is that the geometry we are currently using does not provide
enough hot dust and more dust must be added in the center of the dust distribution.
Another possibility is that the optical properties of the large-scale dust are inappro-
priate and that the stellar dust modeling requires more realistic optical properties.
Smaller radius
One of the ways to create more hot dust is to decrease the size of the total dust dis-
tribution. This way all the dust will be closer to the central source and therefore the
overall temperature will be higher. In order to investigate this possibility, two sim-
ulations were carried out, with r0  50 pc and r0  30 pc. The rest of the parameters
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Figure 2.9: These panels show the influence of adding the stellar dust component on the
infrared results. The symbols and line styles are the same as in Fig. 2.6. Note: to show that
the whole reference set is traced in the CLDs, 20 Myr is shown instead of 10.
were the same as for DEFAULT. It was found that decreasing r0 does improve the
short wavelength results. However, it also affects the longer wavelengths and al-
though the fit in the 10  m/100  m CLD is better, the slope is not correct. A positive
effect is that is introduces scatter in the vertical direction of the CLD, which could
not be explained well by the previous simulations. Overall one can conclude that
although changing the radius of the dust geometry does improve the results, it does
not provide the hot dust contribution that we are looking for.
Grey stellar dust
Another possible solution is to add additional stellar dust close to the starburst.
Maybe the assumption that the dust close to the central region is completely de-
stroyed or blown away is not correct. Therefore, we introduce an extra (Gaussian)
dust shell with a scale size of 10 pc (see also Fig. 2.3). Two simulations are per-
formed, one where the total column of both the stellar and the torus dust is scaled to
an optical depth of 10 and one where the dust density of the stellar component is first
multiplied by a factor of 10 and then the total column is scaled to an optical depth
of 10. Again, the rest of the parameters are the same as for DEFAULT. Introducing
this second component does increase the 10  m flux, without affecting the 60  m and
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100  m fluxes. However, the 20  m flux is still influenced, and the 10  m flux cannot
be increased further, without compromising the 20  m results. These simulations
also introduce scatter perpendicular to the evolutionary tracks.
Both attempts to solve the 10  m problem by introducing extra hot dust, do not
provide the results that are desired. This suggests that the optical properties of the
dust must be modified.
Non-grey stellar dust
Since the stellar dust component must have non-grey optical properties, it it will be
composed from graphite, silicates and amorphous carbon (as described in Draine &
Lee 1984). In these computations, the SB99 output spectrum is first processed by the
non-grey stellar dust and the emergent radiation is used to irradiate the (grey) torus
dust distribution.
As can be seen in Fig. 2.9 (see also Loenen et al. 2006, for the full results and
SEDs), the addition of non-grey stellar dust finally produces the right amount of
10  m radiation, without influencing the flux at longer wavelengths. In addition,
although this second dust component has a large influence on the 10  m radiation,
only a small amount of dust is needed. The final results are created using an V-band
optical depth for the second component (  2) of only 0.1. In terms of mass this means
that the amount of dust in the second component is about 0.1% of the total dust mass.
Observationally, similar values are found. For instance, Klaas et al. (1997) found that
in order to properly fit the SEDs of Arp 244, NGC 6240, and Arp 220, they need to
add about 0.1% of hot dust to the bulk of the (colder) dust.
Physically, the stellar dust component most likely represents the left-overs of the
dust, which was shocked by stellar ejecta and blown away by the stellar radiation.
This dust is much closer to the stars than the torus dust, is hotter and experiences
disruptive events like sputtering and shattering. A simple grey dust model does not
give the right results, since for these smaller grain sizes the wavelength dependence
of the absorption cross section is important (e.g. Spoon 2003; Peeters et al. 2004). The
torus dust is the ring or shell of dust surrounding the starburst nucleus. It has higher
column densities, larger grain sizes and is further away, giving rise to lower dust
temperatures. Therefore, the grey approximation is valid for this dust component.
2.5 Conclusions
Our simulation model is able to reproduce the IR continuum properties of starburst
galaxies, by using two dust components: a large scale component containing the
bulk of the mass and a less massive component close to the starburst. The long
wavelength radiation is influenced by macro-physics like the star formation activity
and the large scale dust distribution. The short wavelength emission at 10  m comes
from hot dust and is influenced by the stellar dust and micro-physics like the optical
properties and optical depth of the dust.
Not all parameters have a profound effect on the results. The stellar dust optical
depth (  2) and the parameters controlling the star formation (the total stellar mass
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MSB and the IMF slope  ) have a large effect on the final results, whereas the influ-
ence of the large scale dust geometry (  and % ) on the final IR properties is smaller.
Star formation region
Because of their large influence on the results, the star formation parameters
could be determined well. Increasing the stellar mass (MSB) has two effects. First of
all, the shape of the spectrum changes, the short wavelength fluxes increase as com-
pared to the long wavelengths. A second effect is an increase in LIR, which changes
a factor of 10 when changing the mass by a factor of 10. The effects of varying the
IMF slope (  ) are similar to those of the stellar mass, but are less pronounced when
decreasing  than when increasing it. Making the IMF slope more shallow increases
the luminosity by a factor of 4.0, whereas steepening the slope decreases the lumi-
nosity by a factor of 7.9. There is a degeneracy between MSB and  . A less massive
starburst with a shallower IMF will produce roughly the same amount of OB stars as
a more massive starburst with a steeper IMF and therefore the same irradiating UV
flux. Assuming the stars are formed according to a Salpeter IMF ( ﬂ (M)  M  2 	 35), the
star formation region should produce 109 M  of stars (either in one instantaneous
burst or in a continuous process) in order to produce enough IR radiation.
Stellar dust
For the stellar dust component, the grey approximation of the optical dust prop-
erties is not valid. A more realistic dust model, including graphite, silicates and
amorphous carbon, is necessary to produce the right results. In addition, the V-band
optical depth (  2) is found to be an important factor. Using a  2 of 10 (or 1) overpro-
duces the amount of 10  m radiation by almost a factor of 4 (or 2.5). We require an
optical depth of 0.1 to get values that agree with observations.
Torus dust
The influence of the large scale dust geometry on the final IR properties was
far less and therefore these parameters could not be determined to great precision.
Increasing the dust column density (  ) has two effects. Like for MSB, the short wave-
lengths are enhanced compared to the long wavelengths and the IR luminosity in-
creases. These effects are, however, much smaller: the luminosity changes by a factor
of 2.0 when going from  =1 to 10 and by a factor of 3.2 when increasing it further
to 100. A second effect is that the inclination dependence increases with increasing
optical depth. The difference in the edge-on and face-on values of LIR changes by
a factor of 1.6 for N 1 to a factor of 16 for O 100. The best fit to the data was
obtained with P 10, but the other simulations were also reasonable. The closing
angle did not seem to have an optimum value at all. Varying it only affects the in-
clination dependence of the results. The variation of LIR for a flat disk-like structure
( %Q 0   3) is about a factor of 6.3, compared to a factor of 2.0 for a more shell-like dust
geometry with a closing angle of 0.7. Even though the inclination effects are reduced
for higher values, the edge-on results still do not match the data.
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Considering the values determined for the parameters investigated, it seems that,
although observationally starburst galaxies appear to have a very violent nature, the
star formation environment does not need to be as “exotic” as one might expect. The
only exceptional parameter needed to explain the high IR output of starburst galax-
ies is the large amount of massive stars (high MSB or SFR), but there is no need for
an adjusted IMF to increase the number of heavy stars. The torus dust surrounding
the stars is no exception to this trend. Both the size (100 pc) and the V-band optical
depth of the torus dust are moderate (10, comparable to values found for photon
dominated regions). Furthermore, most of the dust has a low temperature ( 
 75 K at
100 pc from the center), while only a very small amount of hot dust ( 
 400 K at 10 pc)
is needed.
In all simulations, including the final ones, the data were only fit well by the face-
on evolutionary tracks. All the completely edge-on results were a poor fit. This effect
is stronger in the short wavelength results than in the long wavelength result. This
indicates that inclination dependence is mostly caused by the obscuration of the hot
dust in the center by the outer dust distribution. This can have two implications.
On the one hand, it could be that the inclination dependence resulting from our
model is too large, and that extra parameters are needed to address this problem.
A likely parameter is the clumpiness of the dust. A clumpy medium with the same
average density (i.e. the same mass) would have a lower apparent optical depth then
a smooth medium (e.g. Natta & Panagia 1984; Conway et al. 2005), which makes it
easier for the short wavelength radiation to travel in the edge-on direction. On the
other hand, if the predictions of our model are correct, the implication is that there is
a significant number of starburst ULIRGs, which are currently not classified as such
based on their IRAS colors.
A specific shortcoming of our models is that, although the IR properties are well
explained, almost all parameters move the evolutionary tracks more or less along
the same line and in the direction of the evolution. The result is that not all pa-
rameters of the physical environment in a given starburst galaxy can be uniquely
inferred from observations, using this model. The UV input can be inferred from the
total IR output, but this does not constrain the IMF or the SFR. Similarly, the optical
properties of the dust can be determined, but the geometry is hard to infer. To ad-
dress these problems, the IR part of this method needs to be extended with specific
spectral characteristics (e.g. PAHs and high ionization lines). Also the molecular en-
vironment that surrounds the current dust region can provide a better insight. The
chemistry of such a region will give a better handle on the radiation field, as well as
the densities and temperatures of the gas (e.g. Hollenbach & Tielens 1999; Meijerink
& Spaans 2005; Aalto et al. 2002; Usero et al. 2004; Gao & Solomon 2004a; Ott et al.
2005; Gracia´-Carpio et al. 2006; Baan et al. 2008) . Other wavelengths could be in-
cluded as well, since optical and UV data will give more information about the star
forming region, whereas (sub)millimeter and radio observations will reveal more
about the outer dust regions and the molecular environment.
3 Dense gas in luminous infraredgalaxies
— W .A. Baan, C. Henkel, A. F. Loenen, A. Baudry & T. Wiklind —
Molecules that trace the high-density regions of the interstellar medium have beenobserved in (ultra-)luminous (far-)infrared galaxies, in order to initiate multiple-
molecule multiple-transition studies to evaluate the physical and chemical environ-
ment of the nuclear medium and its response to the ongoing nuclear activity.
The HCN (1  0), HNC (1  0), HCO

(1  0), CN (1  0) and CN (2  1), CO (2  1), and
CS (3  2) transitions were observed in sources covering three decades of infrared lu-
minosity including sources with known OH megamaser activity. The data for the
molecules that trace the high-density regions have been augmented with data avail-
able in the literature.
The integrated emissions of high-density tracer molecules show a strong relation
to the far-infrared luminosity. Ratios of integrated line luminosities have been used
for a first order diagnosis of the integrated molecular environment of the evolving
nuclear starbursts. Diagnostic diagrams display significant differentiation among
the sources that relate to the initial conditions and the radiative excitation envi-
ronment. Initial differentiation has been introduced between the FUV radiation
field in photon-dominated-regions and the X-ray field in X-ray-dominated-regions.
The galaxies displaying OH megamaser activity have line ratios typical of photon-
dominated regions.
3.1 Introduction
Large amounts of high-density molecular gas play a crucial role in the physics of (ul-
tra) luminous (far-)infrared galaxies ((U)LIRGs), giving rise to spectacular starbursts
and possibly providing the fuel for the emergence of active galactic nuclei (AGN). A
strong linear relation has been found between the far infrared (LFIR) and HCN lumi-
nosities, the latter being an indicator of the high density (n (H2) R


104 cm  3) compo-
nent of the interstellar medium. This arises predominantly from the nuclear region
and indicates a close relation to the nuclear starburst environment and the produc-
tion of the FIR luminosity (Gao & Solomon 2004a). The molecular gas contributes
a significant fraction to the dynamical mass of the central regions of FIR galaxies
(Henkel et al. 1991; Young & Scoville 1991).
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Emissions of molecules that trace the high-density regions in LIRGs and ULIRGs
may serve to study the characteristics of the extreme environments in the nuclear
regions of starburst and AGN nuclei. While much of the energy generation of FIR-
luminous galaxies has traditionally been attributed to AGN activity using their op-
tical signatures, the NIR and radio signatures suggest significant starburst contribu-
tions (Genzel et al. 1998; Baan & Klo¨ckner 2006). Circum-nuclear star formation in
the densest regions serves as a power source for the majority of ULIRGs such that
they even mimic the presence of an AGN (Baan & Klo¨ckner 2006). The ULIRG pop-
ulation is also characterized by OH megamasers (MM) (Baan 1989; Henkel & Wilson
1990) resulting from the amplification of the radio continuum by FIR-pumped fore-
ground gas. Few H2CO MM are also found among this population (Baan et al. 1993;
Araya et al. 2004).
The observed molecular emissions from the high-density components could carry
the signature of the nuclear region of the ULIRG and its nuclear power generation.
Recent studies consider the HCN (1  0) versus CO (1  0) relation and its implications
for the star formation activity (Gao & Solomon 2004a,b). Discussions are ongoing
in the literature about whether such molecular emissions are accurate tracers of the
high-density medium at the site of star formation (Wu et al. 2005; Gracia´-Carpio et al.
2006; Papadopoulos 2007). It should be evident that only multi-transition and multi-
molecule (multi-dimensional) studies can describe the multi-parameter environment
of the nuclear activity and further establish the connection between the molecular
signature and the nature of the nuclear energy source. The translation or extrap-
olation from the characteristics of individual star formation regions in our Galaxy
to integrated regions in nearby galaxies at larger distances or even to unresolved
nuclear regions in distant galaxies requires detailed multi-species observations and
comparisons combined with elaborate theoretical modeling. The interpretation of
molecular line data has focused on the nature of the local excitation mechanisms in
the form of photon dominated regions (PDR) with far-ultraviolet radiation fields and
X-ray dominated regions (XDR) (Lepp & Dalgarno 1996; Meijerink & Spaans 2005).
The molecular properties of these two different regimes can be used as diagnostic
tools in interpreting the integrated properties of galaxies.
This work reflects a multi-dimensional approach to understanding molecular line
emissions that started in the mid 90’s, but is only now coming to fruition. This study
originally aimed to establish a better link between molecular megamaser activity and
the molecular properties of luminous FIR galaxies, but it has changed into a general
study of ULIRGs. Here we present data on the molecular characteristics of normal
and FIR galaxies across the available range of LFIR. Data of the CO, HCN, HNC,
HCO

, CN, and CS line emissions obtained for a representative group of 37 FIR-
luminous and OH megamaser galaxies has been joined with the additional data of
80 sources presented in the literature. Early studies of the properties of CS (Mauers-
berger et al. 1989), HCO

(Nguyen-Q-Rieu et al. 1992), and HNC (Hu¨ttemeister et al.
1995) using small numbers of sources studied the relations between line and FIR lu-
minosities and the nature of the central engine. Our molecular emission data show
clear tendencies that cover a wide regime of nuclear activity. This database forms
the basis for a first evaluation of the emission line properties and for further study
and modeling of the line properties.
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3.2 Characteristics of high-density tracers in galaxies
Extragalactic line ratios do not display the extreme ratios found in the Galaxy, be-
cause they are integrations of ensembles of different types of clouds within one
beam. Nevertheless, clear variations reflect the response of the molecular emission
to the varying physical and chemical environments characterizing the regions of nu-
clear activity.
The HCN and HNC Molecules - Steady-state excitation models show that the
abundance of HCN and its isotopomer HNC decreases with increasing density and
temperature (Schilke et al. 1992). Values for the HNC/HCN abundance ratio below
unity are consistent with steady-state models for higher-density gas at higher tem-
peratures. An HNC/HCN abundance ratio greater than unity suggests a rather qui-
escent, low temperature gas. In dark clouds this ratio can be more than 3.0 (Church-
well et al. 1984) but in warm environments in giant molecular clouds, the ratio may
decrease to values of 0.5 to 0.2 (Irvine et al. 1987). In the Orion Hot Core the ob-
served HNC/HCN column density ratio can be as low as 0.013 with values of 0.2 on
the ridge (Schilke et al. 1992). The observed HNC/HCN intensity ratio is found to
vary significantly from 0.16 to 2 among galaxies with similar HCN/CO intensity ra-
tios (Aalto et al. 2002), which may be connected with IR pumping (Aalto et al. 2007).
This suggests that HNC is not reliable as a tracer of cold (10 K) high-density gas in
LIR galaxies, as it is in the Galaxy. HCN has thus been used to determine the gas
masses and the related star formation efficiencies (Gao & Solomon 2004b).
Our exploratory LVG simulations suggest that, for a given density, column den-
sity, and temperature, HCN (1  0) and HNC (1  0) have similar intensities, but that
HCO

(1  0) is weaker. At higher temperatures HNC tends to be selectively de-
stroyed in favor of HCN as long as the medium is not highly ionized. The canonical
HNC/HCN abundance ratio is 0.9, if the standard neutral production paths are used
(Goldsmith et al. 1981). In a highly ionized medium, low HNC/HCN ratios would
be prevented since HCNH

can form HCN and HNC with equal probability (Aalto
et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2004). The passage of shocks may selectively destroy HNC
and could significantly reduce the steady state HNC/HCN abundance ratio (Schilke
et al. 1992).
The HCO  Molecule - Hu¨ttemeister et al. (1995) suggest a simplified picture
where the molecules trace different gas components: HCN in the warm and dense
part, HNC in the cool and slightly less dense part, and HCO

in the slightly less
dense part, that is penetrated by cosmic rays and/or UV photons. The HCN/HCO

intensity ratio may vary from 0.5 to  4, which indicates that the molecules probe dis-
tinct physical regions in nearby galaxies (Nguyen-Q-Rieu et al. 1992). Alternatively,
there have to be large-scale abundance differences and/or different types of chem-
istry. The excitation of HCN and HCO

in these galaxies suggests low optical depth
of less than unity and very low excitation temperatures of  10 K (Nguyen-Q-Rieu
et al. 1992). This conclusion is confirmed by studies of many species in NGC 4945 and
other nearby galaxies (e.g., Wang et al. 2004). A multi-transition study of the high-
density medium in Arp 220 and NGC 6240 suggests that HCN would serve better as
a tracer of dense gas than HCO

, which can be more sub-thermally excited and as a
radical avoids high densities (Greve et al. 2006).
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Shock propagation can strongly change the gas-phase chemistry such that HCO

is enhanced relatively to HCN in gas associated with young supernova remnants
(Dickinson et al. 1980; Wootten 1981). The shocked region of IC 443 shows an en-
hancement of two orders of magnitude in HCO

relative to CO (Dickinson et al.
1980). This enhancement of HCO

would result from increased ionization due to
cosmic rays in the shocked dense material (Wootten 1981; Elitzur 1983).
The CN Molecule - The abundance of the cyanid radical CN is enhanced in
the outer regions of molecular clouds in PDR dominated environments (Greaves &
Church 1996; Rodriguez-Franco et al. 1998). At larger depths the CN abundance de-
clines rapidly (Jansen et al. 1995b). To a significant extent CN is a photo-dissociation
product of HCN and HNC; e.g., the CN/HCN abundance increases in the outer
regions of molecular clouds that are exposed to ultraviolet (FUV) radiation (see
Rodriguez-Franco et al. 1998). Therefore, the CN/HCN (1  0) line intensity ratios
may be used to probe the physical and chemical conditions for Galactic and extra-
galactic PDR sources.
In the Orion bar the CN abundance is enhanced at the inner edge of the PDR,
but it declines at larger depths (Jansen et al. 1995a). The Orion-KL region shows
HCN (1  0) emission that is significantly stronger than the HNC (1  0) and CN (1  0)
emission, which is predicted for warm (T R


50 K) gas (Ungerechts et al. 1997).
Using CN (1  0) and CN (2  1), as well as HCN (1  0) measurements across the
inner star-forming molecular disk in M 82, Fuente et al. (2005) find that NCN/NHCN
S 5. They argue that such a high ratio is indicative of a giant and dense PDR bathed
in the intense radiation field of the starburst and conclude that AV  5 in the clouds of
M82, because for optically thicker clouds the CN/HCN column density ratio would
be smaller than observed. The effect of enhanced CN/HCN abundance and line
temperature ratios is confirmed by theoretical models of CN and HCN gas-phase
chemistry (Boger & Sternberg 2005). This suggests that the CN/HCN abundances
ratio in molecular clouds may be used as probes of FUV and cosmic-ray driven gas-
phase chemistry, for a wide range of conditions. Boger & Sternberg (2005) find that
in dense gas, CN molecules are characteristically and preferentially produced near
the inner edges of the C II zones in the PDRs. In addition, chemical models (Krolik &
Kallman 1983; Lepp & Dalgarno 1996) indicate an enhancement of CN under high X-
ray ionization conditions. The prominence of HNC and CN relative to HCN has been
considered a measure of the evolutionary stage of the respective starburst (Aalto
et al. 2002). This way the objects with strong HCN and weak HNC and CN are
dominated by a warm dense gas environment early in the evolution.
The CS Molecule - Multi-transition studies of CS in selected Galactic clouds by
Snell et al. (1984) show that there is considerable density variation across their core
regions, because the lower (column) density outer regions contribute little to the
total CS emission. The cloud core is approximately two orders of magnitude denser
than the extended cloud, and the density rises very steeply towards the core. LVG-
modeling of the data suggests a mean density of 5 to 10 T 105 cm  3 with cloud core
masses ranging from 3 T 105 to 2 T 103 M  . The CS abundance varies considerably,
peaking in the clumped high-density medium. Chemical studies suggest that the
fractional abundance of CS is sensitive to both the abundances of sulfur and oxygen
(Graedel et al. 1982).
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Although the CS lines may be brightest toward star-forming cores in regions
of high volume-density, ubiquitous low-level CS emission, probably due to sub-
thermally excited low-density gas, is found to dominate the emission from the inner
Galaxy (McQuinn et al. 2002) and its central region (Bally et al. 1988). On the other
hand, the study of the excitation state of CS in the integrated nuclear environment of
Arp 220 and NGC 6240 suggests that CS probes the densest gas in the high-density
medium better than HCN or HCO

(Greve et al. 2006).
3.3 Observations
3.3.1 IRAM Pico Veleta observations
Observations with the 30-m IRAM1 telescope at Pico Veleta (PV) (Spain) were carried
out in Sept. 1994, May 1996, Jan. 1997, and May 1997. At the frequencies of the U

 3.4 mm J=1  0 transitions of HCN, HNC, and HCO

the full width to half power
beam size was 25 VWV ; for the U = 2.6 and 1.3 mm CO J=1  0 and 2  1 transitions it
was 21 and 13 VXV . Typically, observations were started with the CO J=1  0 and 2  1
lines, then the lower frequency front-end was tuned to HCN, HNC or HCO

while
keeping CO (2  1) as a sensitive indicator of pointing quality.
During the first session in 1994, the 3 mm SIS receiver had a 512 MHz bandwidth
and a receiver temperature of 80  120 K below 100 GHz (image sideband rejection
5-10 dB). Starting in 1996, the renewed SIS receivers were single-sideband tuned
with image sideband rejections of 25  40 dB. Receiver temperatures were Trec(SSB)
= 55  85 K at a wavelength of 3.4 mm, 100  140 K at 2.6 mm, 130 K at 2.0 mm, and
100  180 K at 1.3 mm. The observations were done under varied atmospheric condi-
tions, which were best for the runs in 1997. The system temperatures during these
sessions were 200  300 K for the 80  90 GHz range, 260  400 K around 150 GHz, and
700  1200 K around 230 GHz.
During the first session in 1994 we used the filter-bank back-end (FB) in a 512 T
1 MHz mode and the acousto-optical spectrometer (AOS) in a 512 T 1 MHz mode.
During the 1996 and 1997 observations we used the AOS in 512 T 2 MHz mode in
parallel with the FB in 256 T 1 MHz mode. The spectral resolution of the observations
with 1 MHz channels was 3.2 km s  1 at 115 GHz and 1.6 km s  1 at 230 GHz.
The observing procedure included the use of the wobbling secondary mirror in
order to minimize baseline problems, which allowed switching between source and
reference positions placed symmetrically at offsets of 4 V in azimuth. Each wobbler
phase had a duration of 2 s. From continuum cross scans through nearby pointing
sources, we estimate the absolute pointing uncertainty to be of 


3 VWV . The positional
alignment between the receivers is estimated to be better than 2 VXV . For all sources
single nuclear pointings were used.
The results of our observations are presented in units of main beam brightness
temperature (Tmb; e.g. Downes 1989). Using beam efficiencies of 0.78, 0.75, 0.69, and
0.52, we find main beam sensitivities of S/Tmb= 4.86, 4.72, 4.62, and 4.44 Jy/K at UY
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3.4, 2.6, 2.0, and 1.3 mm. The calibration is affected by the pointing, baseline stability,
and receiver stability from session to session. The overall accuracy of the data is
estimated to be 15%. Stability of calibration between the four observing periods has
been ensured by using the same calibration sources during all of the sessions. All
data has been calibrated using the standard chopper wheel method.
3.3.2 SEST observations
Two observing sessions were done at the Swedish/ESO2 Sub-millimeter Telescope
(SEST) at La Silla (Chile) during January 1995 and January 1997. System performance
during the first session prevented detection with a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for
the high-density lines of all our target sources except for IR07160  6215. The data
presented in this paper have been predominantly obtained during the successful
second session.
The observations were done using two Low-Resolution AOS systems with 1 GHz
bandwidth having a total of 1440 channels for a single polarization. The channel
spacing was 1.4 MHz, corresponding to 5.2 and 3.6 km s  1 at 80 and 115 GHz. In
1997 the receiver temperatures were Trec(SSB) = 100  180 K and 120  140 K in the
80  116 GHz and 130  150 GHz frequency ranges, respectively. Observations were
conducted under very favorable atmospheric conditions and the actual system tem-
peratures were between 150 and 200 K in the 80  90 GHz band and between 250 and
350 K around 150 GHz.
The target transitions for the observations were the HCN (1  0) and HCO

(1  0)
transitions, which occur in a single bandpass, and the HNC (1  0) transition. Paral-
lel observations were done of CS (3  2) using the other polarization. CO (1  0) ob-
servations were done for sources without known earlier detections. Single nuclear
pointings were used for all sources. Pointing observations indicate that the absolute




Calibration was done with a chopper wheel and using the T ZA intensity scale.
The spectral data has been converted into a main-beam brightness temperature Tmb,
using a main-beam efficiency of 0.75 at 86 GHz, 0.70 at 115 GHz and 0.60 at 150 GHz.
Conversion factors to flux units are 18.75, 18.90, and 20.50 Jy/K. The beam size is
respectively 57 VXV , 45 VWV , and 34 VWV .
3.4 Results
The observational results are presented in Baan et al. (2008) and in Tables 3.1 and
3.2 In the following evaluations, the luminosity distance DL has been taken from the
literature for sources with radial velocities below about 1500 km s  1 and determined
from known emission line velocities or from NED using H0 = 72 km s  1and q0 = 0.5.
The FIR luminosity LFIR has been determined from the 60 and 100  m IRAS fluxes
using an IR-color correction factor 1.8 (Sanders & Mirabel 1996; Solomon et al. 1997).
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IRAM Pico Veleta Results - Our Pico Veleta 30-m observations of 18 luminous
FIR sources have resulted in 66 detections of emission lines for the following tran-
sitions: 18 for CO (2  1), 11 for HCN (1  0), 8 for HNC (1  0), 11 for HCO

(1  0), 8
for CS (3  2), 6 for CN (1  0) and 4 for CN (2  1). The target sample for HCN, HNC,
and HCO

was selected on the basis of FIR luminosity, the presence of OH MM ac-
tivity, or the strength of the CO J=1  0 line obtained earlier with the 12-m NRAO
telescope (Baan & Freund 1992, unpublished). Sources for observations of the cyano
radical CN were selected on the basis of the strength of the CO and HCN lines. The
CS (3  2) data has been obtained in parallel to the observations at lower frequencies.
High-density tracer transitions in sources with published detections at the time of the
observations were not re-observed. Individual spectra toward the nuclear positions
obtained during our observations are presented in Baan et al. (2008). Results from
Gaussian fitting are presented in Table 3.1 after conversion into units of Jy km s  1.
SEST results - The observations of 20 sources with the SEST 15-m telescope have
resulted in a total of 52 new detections of emission lines in 16 sources for the follow-
ing transitions: 12 for CO (1  0), 11 for HCN (1  0), 8 for HNC (1  0), 13 for HCO

(1  0),
7 for CS (3  2), and 1 for CN (1  0). Target sources during these sessions have been
selected on the basis of the strength of known CO emission lines (Mirabel et al. 1990;
Garay et al. 1993), and of the FIR luminosity taken from the IRAS catalog. The source
NGC 660 is common between the Pico Veleta and SEST data sets. High-density tracer
lines in sources with published detections at the time of the observations were not
re-observed. Individual spectra toward the nuclear positions are presented in Baan
et al. (2008) and the results from Gaussian fits are given in Table 3.1 after conversion
into units of Jy km s  1. Target sources without any line detection have been omitted
from the tables.
Detections from the Literature - The detections of our combined sample has
been augmented with detections of molecular lines tracing the high-density compo-
nent reported in the literature. In addition, we have used these detections to verify
and cross-calibrate our own detections where possible. Thus we obtained detections
of at least one of the HCN (1  0), HNC (1  0), HCO

(1  0), CN N=1  0 and N=2  1,
and CS (3  2) transitions for a total of 80 additional sources. A total of 167 individ-
ual published records have been used, which include a significant number of HCN
detections from Gao & Solomon (2004a).
The Integrated Source Sample - Our own sample of 37 sources has been aug-
mented with the data of 80 sources from the literature. Table 3.1 presents the avail-
able data on molecules that trace low-density and high-density components of the
medium. The database contains a total number of 202 reliable detections of high-
density tracers, and 110 for CO (1  0) with 32 accompanying CO (2  1) line detections.
This represents an incomplete record for many of the sources. The database has 84
detections plus 18 upper limits for HCN, 28 + 13 for HNC, 42 + 10 for HCO

, 19 + 6
for CN (1  0), 13 + 7 for CN (2  1), and 17 + 20 for CS (3  2). For 23 sources a complete
set of HCN (1  0), HNC (1  0) and HCO

(1  0) tracer transitions were obtained and
10 sources have one out of three as an upper limit.
All data records for our integrated sample have been converted from Tmb into
units of Jy km s  1 for the PV and SEST results or from antenna temperature for other
telescopes. We also note that some data in the literature has been obtained with
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various single-dish instruments: the 30-m Pico Veleta telescope, the 15-m SEST tele-
scope, the 12-m NRAO telescope at Kitt Peak, the Onsala 20-m telescope, and the
14-m FCRAO telescope. The inclusion and comparison of this data has been compli-
cated by the incomplete reporting of observing and calibration procedures. In many
cases the CO (1  0) and HCN (1  0) line strengths from different data records have
been used. General agreement was found for line data from multiple source records
with errors within 30%. Some published line data records, particularly in Gao &
Solomon (2004a), were not compatible with our data and other available data and
could not be used in the compilation. As a result some line ratios are also different
from those in other publications because of inconsistencies between our own data
and some published data. The source NGC 660 was included in both our observing
samples and a comparison of the HCN and HCO

lines shows agreement within
10%. We also note that some of our own lower quality spectra and their unreliable
fits have not been used in the evaluation and have been designated as upper limits
in our data base in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
Evaluating the Data - The collected data has been obtained at different observ-
ing beams and different beam filling factors. For a given telescope, the beam sizes
at the observing frequencies of HCN, HNC, and HCO

are very similar and they
differ by some 25% from those of CN (1  0) and CO (1  0). Since the emission of the
high-density tracers is well-confined to the nuclear regions of the galaxies, it will
generally not fill the beam. On the other hand, the CO (1  0) emission and possibly
also the CO (2  1) emission will be more extended and could fill the beam for nearby
galaxies. The extent of a typical CO (1  0) emission region in ULIRGs varies between
2 and 3 kpc (Downes & Solomon 1998); this would result in an underestimate of the
CO emission at radial velocities less than 2000 km s  1 for the PV telescope and less
than 1000 km s  1 for the SEST telescope.
Because of their similar frequencies, the line ratios of the high-density tracers
are not affected by different beam filling factors. Their ratios with CO (1–0) would
only be affected by an underestimate of the total CO emission. The line intensity
ratio between CO (1–0) and the high density tracers used throughout this paper will
therefore be representative of more distant galaxies, while they could be lower lim-
its for nearby galaxies. We will return to the effect of relative filling factors in the
evaluation of the CO line ratios below (Sec. 3.5.2).
3.5 The CO line characteristics
3.5.1 Line luminosities
The J=1  0 and 2  1 lines of CO observed by us are easily saturated and thermalized,
such that they are likely not tracing the high-density regions (n(H2)  104 cm  3) of the
ISM where the star formation occurs. The CO characteristics of our sample sources
are shown in Fig. 3.1. Slopes (indicated in the figures with s) have been fitted to the
data using a standard Least Squares Fit method (see Bevington & Robinson 1992). To
evaluate the significance of the fits, the correlation coefficient (indicated by r) has also
been calculated. For these calculations upper limits have been omitted, and all data






































































Figure 3.1: Integrated line luminosities versus FIR luminosity for the integrated sample of
sources. a) CO (1 _ 0) luminosity versus FIR luminosity, b) CO (2 _ 1) luminosity versus FIR
luminosity, and c) CO (2 _ 1)J CO (1 _ 0) luminosity ratio versus FIR luminosity. There are 110
reliable data points for CO (1 _ 0) and 32 for CO (2 _ 1). The fitted slope (s) and the correlation
coe ` cient (r) are given in the lower right corner of each frame and the fit does not take into
account any displayed upper limits. The data points in the diagrams are either squares for
reliable values or triangles for upper and lower limits. Filled symbols indicate the 24 OH
or H2CO MM sources in the sample. Open symbols may also represent undetected OH MM
because of beaming e  ects or weak maser action with similar ISM conditions.
have been given the same statistical weight, since only few data points have known
errors. Both CO transitions display a clear dependence on the FIR luminosity with
slopes of 0.74 a 0.04 (110 sources; r = 0.87) and 0.91 a 0.10 (32 sources; r = 0.85). At
high luminosities the scatter in LCO is a factor 4 but increases at lower luminosities
to a factor of 10. This scatter can be attributed to variations of the star formation
efficiency (SFE) LFIR/M(H2), ranging between 1 and 100 L  /M  , and (in part) to
underestimates of the CO luminosity for the lower luminosity (and nearby) sources,
where single-dish instruments only sample the central region.
The slopes for both CO curves are significantly less steep than unity, possibly re-
lated to optical depth effects or to an increase in the star formation efficiency SFE at
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high LFIR. Assuming constant LCO-to-M(H2) conversions, earlier studies suggested
a linear LFIR - M(H2) relation with a slope that steepens at high LFIR due to a strong
variation of the SFE (Young & Scoville 1991). Similarly Braine & Combes (1992)
present a linear relation between the CO (2  1) and FIR data for LFIR  1010 	 5 L  . The
relation with slope less than unity deduced from our data for LFIR  1010 L  is con-
sistent with characteristics of the upper luminosity range of the earlier data. Our fit
would suggest SFE  LFIR0 	 25 for the higher end of the LFIR distribution, or an equiv-
alent variation in the LCO-to-M(H2) conversion factor.
3.5.2 The CO line ratio
The ICO (2  1)/ICO (1  0) line ratio has been displayed for 32 sources of which five
have values greater than 2 (OH MM IRAS 15107+0724, NGC 660, IRAS 06259  4708,
NGC 3256, and IRAS 18293  3413; Fig. 3.1c). Earlier results from nearby spiral galax-
ies (Radford et al. 1991; Braine & Combes 1992) as well as the data from this study
show a concentration of data points around 1.5 with a few outliers up to 3.
An observed line ratio of  1 for a homogeneous gas could imply that the gas is
optically thin, which is not realistic for the nuclear environments considered in our
sample. An optically thick cloud model with external heating of small dense clouds,
i.e. with hot young stars blowing holes into the molecular structures, can make the
CO (2  1) line stronger than the CO (1  0) line, if the temperature decreases by about
30  60 K (factor 2) from the  = 1 surface for the CO (2  1) line to the  = 1 surface for
the CO (1  0) line (Braine & Combes 1992). The higher opacity of the CO (2  1) line as
compared to the CO (1  0) line, in almost all scenarios, leads to a higher beam filling
factor for the CO (2  1) line and thus a line intensity ratio larger than unity.
Early evaluation of the ICO to hydrogen mass M(H2) conversion factor in galaxies
by Maloney & Black (1988) assumed thermalized CO rotational levels with Tex = Tkin.
This would predict CO (2  1)/CO (1  0) brightness temperature ratios in the range of
0.9 to 1.1 in the Galaxy. In order to explain similar extragalactic data, Radford et al.
(1991) show that sub-thermal excitation (Tex  Tkin) in the n(H2) = 102 to 103 cm  3
range could result in integrated CO (2  1)/CO (1  0) line ratios in the 1.4  2 range,
and beam-corrected (intrinsic) Tb(2  1)/Tb(1  0) ratios in the range of 0.6  0.75.
An evaluation of the CO properties requires consideration of the relative filling
factor of the two CO transitions (Sec. 3.4). Here the conversion from the observed
Tmb ratio to an intrinsic Tb ratio involves an antenna beam correction factor (d2s +
b221)/(d2s + b210), which expresses the relative size of the source ds and the beam size
b at the two transitions. For a representative size of 2 kpc for the prominent CO
emission regions in luminous FIR galaxies, the intrinsic Tb ratios will be reduced by
a factor of 1.15 - 2.46 (for velocities of 750 to 7500 km s  1) relative to the correspond-
ing Tmb ratios. This range of values suggests that most of the observed ratios could
have intrinsic Tb ratios around unity, which is consistent with a sub-thermal excita-
tion of the low-density molecular medium (Radford et al. 1991). Our most extreme
value of 3.0 for the OH MM source IR 15107+0724 at 46 Mpc would give a brightness
temperature ratio of 1.4.
The conversion of integrated CO (1  0) lines to H2 column densities is expressed
as N(H2)/ICO(1

0) =  (Strong et al. 1988). These authors suggested a value  = 2.3
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1020 molecules cm  2/(K km s  1), using the properties of self-gravitating virialized
molecular clouds of high optical depths. However, this value is not uniformly appli-
cable for the Galaxy and for extragalactic nuclei. Studies of the Galactic Center using
COBE data (Sodroski et al. 1995) and C18O and the mm dust emission (Dahmen et al.
1998) find that the conversion factor is a highly variable value, resulting in an over-
estimate of the mass in the nuclear region and an underestimate in the outer disk.
Studies of the central regions of the nearby galaxies NGC 253 (Mauersberger et al.
1996b) and NGC 4945 (Mauersberger et al. 1996a) show an overestimate by a factor
of 6  10. Studies of ULIRGs show that most of the CO luminosity comes from rela-
tively low-density gas that is dynamically significant and is located in a molecular
disk (Solomon et al. 1997; Downes & Solomon 1998). A conservative estimate of the
CO  to  H2 conversion M(H2)/L VCO = 0.8 M  /(K km s  1 pc2) for such extragalactic
nuclei is based on an  factor about 5 times lower than the value for self-gravitating
clouds. This conversion ratio may be used to convert the CO (1  0) values listed in
Table 3.1 into H2 masses.
3.6 High-density tracer molecules
3.6.1 Line luminosities
The diagrams of line luminosity against the infrared luminosity for all molecular
transitions considered (Figs. 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3) show a well-behaved distribution with
a considerable width. The spread of the data points may be caused by a variety of
effects, such as non-radiative heating of the gas, differences in the initial abundances,
and the evolutionary changes of the ISM resulting from a starburst and the depletion
of the high-density material (see Sec. 3.7 below). Data points at low luminosity that
lie well below the center of the line luminosity distribution may result from using
only the central pointing for nearby galaxies.
The HCN, HNC and HCO  Molecules - The line luminosities of the source sam-
ple of the prominent tracer molecules are presented against the FIR luminosity in
Fig. 3.2. The slopes for these three molecules are close to unity such that HCN (84
sources) has s = 0.98 a 0.06 (r = 0.89), HNC (28 sources) has s = 1.18 a 0.13 (r = 0.88),
and HCO

(42 sources) has s = 1.10 a 0.06 (r = 0.95). The tracer luminosities provide
a slightly tighter relation with LFIR than the CO (1  0) data as displayed in Fig. 3.1.
Fits with slope 0.9 a 0.1 for HCN versus HCO

and with slope 1.4 a 0.4 for HCN
versus CO (1  0) have been noted by Nguyen-Q-Rieu et al. (1992). A slope of 0.97
a 0.05 was found for HCN versus LFIR (Gao & Solomon 2004a) and slopes of 0.88 a
0.15 for HNC versus both HCN and HCO

(Hu¨ttemeister et al. 1995). The scatter of
the distributions is about one decade in the main body of data points.
The CN Molecule - The mm  wave spectra of the cyano radical CN have more
complex characteristics than those of the other observed molecular species. The CN
N=1  0 line observations at Pico Veleta have been taken at the strongest feature, the
J=3/2  1/2 transition at 113.491 GHz that contains one third of the total intensity in
the optically thin limit under Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) conditions.
For the SEST data for NGC 1068, besides the J=3/2  1/2 feature a second J=1/2  1/2













































































Figure 3.2: a) Integrated HCN (1 _ 0), b) integrated HNC (1 _ 0), and c) integrated HCO d (1 _ 0)
line luminosity versus FIR luminosity for the total sample. There are 84 reliable data points
for HCN, 27 for HNC, and 42 for HCO d . The slope of the fitted line (s) and the correlation
coe ` cient (r) are shown in the lower right corner of each frame. The displayed upper limits
have not been used in the fits. The symbols are explained with Figure 3.1.















































































Figure 3.3: a) Integrated CN N g (1 _ 0), b) integrated CN N g (2 _ 1), and c) integrated CS (3 _ 2)
line luminosity versus FIR luminosity for the total sample. There are 19 reliable data points
for CN (1 _ 0), 13 for CN (2 _ 1), and 17 for CS (3 _ 2). The slope of the fitted curves (s) and the
correlation coe ` cient (r) are shown in the lower right corner of each frame. No upper limits
have been used in the fits. The symbols are described with Figure 3.1.
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feature is seen at 113.191 GHz at a relative strength of 0.45. This relative strength
is close to the LTE value, which could suggest that the lines are optically thin (see
Wang et al. 2004). The CN N=2  1 transition data focus on the J=5/2  3/2 line at
226.659 GHz that represents one sixth of the total intensity ( h 1; LTE). The CN data
has been augmented with data for both transitions from Aalto et al. (2002).
Most of the CN detections are single broad features centered at the systemic ve-
locity of the galaxies. Only Arp 220 and IR 05414 show double N = 1  0 and N = 2  1
CN components that cannot be attributed to other spin groups but only to the two
nuclei of their respective systems (see Baan et al. 2008).
The CN line luminosities in Figs. 3.3a and 3.3b show a distribution that is similar
to that of other tracer molecules. A slope close to unity is found for CN (1  0) (19
sources): s = 1.03 a 0.13 (r = 0.89) and for CN (2  1) (13 sources): s = 1.14 a 0.17 (r =
0.89). The scatter of the distributions is less than one order of magnitude.
The CS Molecule - Our CS (3  2) data from the PV 30-m and SEST telescopes
have been augmented with detections from Mauersberger et al. (1989), Mauersberger
& Henkel (1989), and Wang et al. (2004). An early assessment of the CS emission in
nearby galaxies shows a clear relation with LCO and LFIR and the star formation rate
(Mauersberger & Henkel 1989). The CS line luminosity (17 sources) versus the FIR
luminosity has a higher slope, s = 1.56 a 0.14 (r = 0.95), as compared with a slope of
unity for the much smaller sample of Mauersberger et al. (1989). This larger slope
of CS as compared to the other molecules under consideration indicates a stronger
environmental dependence (Fig. 3.3c).
3.6.2 Evaluating the relations
The well-known Kennicutt-Schmidt laws relate to the surface-density of star forma-
tion ( i SFR) and the surface-density of the gas ( i gas). On the basis of H I, CO, and H 
data for a large sample of spiral and starburst galaxies, Kennicutt (1998) finds that
the i SFR  i gas relation has an exponent  =1.4 ( i SFR jikgas). Analogously the re-
lation of the integrated luminosity of the high-density gas component involved in
the star formation process and the integrated star formation rate (SFR) expressed as
LFIR could also behave as a Kennicutt-Schmidt law. Krumholz & Thompson (2007)
made model predictions for the Kennicutt-Schmidt laws assuming a constant star
formation efficiency. They find that the line luminosity for molecules with a criti-
cal density lower than the average density of the system rises linearly with density.
For lines with critical densities larger than the median gas density, the luminosity
per unit volume increases faster than linearly with the density. The star formation
rate also rises super-linearly with the gas density, and the combination of these two
effects produces a close to linear correlation ( l
 1) for the high critical density
molecules and a super-linear relation for the low density tracers ( m
 1   5; the classic
Kennicutt-Schmidt law). They also predict that generally there may be more intrinsic
scatter in this relation for low critical density molecules than for high density tracers.
Our data mostly confirm the findings of Krumholz & Thompson (2007). Our CO
distributions (Fig. 3.1) show indices of  =1.40 and 1.23 (the inverse of the slope s
in our diagrams) and have a relatively large spread. The relations between LFIR and
the line luminosities of high density tracers HCN (1  0), HNC (1  0), HCO

(1  0),
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CN (1  0), and CN (2  1) are all linear within the errors (see Figs. 3.2 and 3.3). How-
ever, the relation for CS (3  2) is sub-linear with  =0.66. Since CS has a critical density
close to that of HCN and higher than that for CO, CS is expected to have a linear rela-
tion (Krumholz & Thompson 2007). This may indicate that this species is influenced
by additional chemical and environmental effects.
3.6.3 Tracer intensities relative to CO (1 n 0)
In Fig. 3.4 and 3.5 the integrated intensities for the total sample are compared with
the CO (1  0) emission that represents the larger scale low-density component. Ig-
noring NGC 7469, which seems to have unusual high ratios, and upper limits, the
emission line ratio varies from 0.01 to 0.18 for HCN, from 0.01 to 0.08 for HNC, from
0.01 to 0.21 for HCO

, from 0.01 to 0.15 for CN, and from 0.01 to 0.11 for CS. An
early study of CS suggests a relative line ratio in the 0.01  0.08 range (Mauersberger
& Henkel 1989). The upper range for the HCN/CO intensity ratio of our current
sample is comparable with the sample of Gao & Solomon (2004a). The range for
HNC and HCO

is found to be (slightly) smaller than for HCN (when ignoring the
outliers/upper limits) (see also Gracia´-Carpio et al. 2006).
We note that the distribution of characteristic line ratios for all molecules in-
creases with FIR luminosity, which gives an upwardly curved lower boundary for
the distribution at higher LFIR. The highest values for all ratios are found at LFIR 
1010 	 5 L  . As discussed in Sec. 3.7 below, a decreasing line strength of a high-density
tracer as compared with CO during the course of a nuclear starburst would be the
signature of the depletion of the nuclear high-density component.










































































Figure 3.4: The fraction of the high-density component relative to the low-density compo-
nent. a) Integrated HCN (1 _ 0)J CO (1 _ 0), b) integrated HNC (1 _ 0)J CO (1 _ 0), and c) integrated
HCO d (1 _ 0)J CO (1 _ 0) line ratios as a function of FIR luminosity. The symbols are described
with Figure 3.1.









































































Figure 3.5: The fraction of the high-density component relative to the low-density compo-
nent. a) Integrated CN (1 _ 0)J CO (1 _ 0), b) integrated CN (2 _ 1)J CO (1 _ 0), and c) integrated
CS (3 _ 2)J CO (1 _ 0) line ratios versus FIR luminosity. The symbols are described with Figure
3.1.
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3.7 Modeling of a ULIRG outburst
3.7.1 The outburst model
The FIR light curve of an ULIRG is determined by the radiative energy generated
by a (circum-)nuclear starburst possible in hybrid mode with an AGN, that is re-
radiated by a torus-like dusty environment. During such a FIR outburst, the low-
density and high-density molecular components of the nuclear region evolve differ-
ently. The large-scale signature of the low-density gas, as represented by CO (1  0)
emission, would only be partially altered by the centralized star formation process.
On the other hand, the centrally concentrated high-density gas forms the structural
basis for the star formation process and will be slowly consumed, destroyed or dis-
persed by the newly formed stars.
In a simplified scenario, the instantaneous FIR luminosity of the ULIRG rep-
resents the rate at which the nuclear activity generates FIR energy and consumes
and/or destroys its high-density molecular material. In the absence of a representa-
tive FIR light curve with different timescales for the rise and fall of the FIR luminos-
ity, we choose a diffusion-like expression as a response to a sudden start of the star
formation. This function may be defined for t
R
0 as:






e  T s t : (3.1)
where LFIR(max) is the maximum luminosity and T is the characteristic timescale of
the burst. The duration of the burst (down to 1% of the peak) is on the order of
10 T T. A diffusion curve may not be the most appropriate representation of a FIR
light curve but it resembles those obtained with starburst-driven models of the FIR
evolution and color properties of ULIRGs (see Chapter 2 and Loenen et al. 2006).
The initial line strength of the high-density HD(t  0) component can be defined
as a fraction t 0 of that of LD, the larger-scale low-density component, that is assumed
to remain unchanged during the outburst. As a result, the line ratio of the high- and






















where v is the total fraction of the initial t 0 of the HD emission component that is
destroyed (disappears) during the whole course of the outburst. The instantaneous
HD component depends on the fraction of the FIR energy generated up till time t
and the total FIR energy radiated during the outburst EFIR y int.
3.7.2 Modeling results
The results obtained in these simulations are presented in Fig. 3.6 for three FIR light
curves with peak luminosities log LFIR(max) = 11, 12, and 12.5 in order to cover the
range of observed FIR luminosities. The FIR light curves (upper frame) are used
to determine the evolving luminosity of a high-density component (middle frame),
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Figure 3.6: Simulations of characteristic behavior of the high-density component during an
FIR outburst. Labels (a) and (b) indicate the rapidly rising and the slower decaying segments of
the outburst, respectively. Upper diagram: Three LFIR light curves versus time on a log-linear
scale. The time is in units of T as used in Eq. 3.1. Middle diagram: The associated luminosity
of the high-density (HD) component LHD for the three light curves on a log-log scale. The
parameters of the curves as described in Sec. 3.7 are: 1) the outer curve with initial z 0 g 0.18,
log LFIR(max) g 12.5, and a depletion rate of {hg 0.9 during the course of the outburst; 2) the
middle curve 0.135, 12.0, and 0.5; and 3) the inner curve 0.09, 11.0, and 0.4. Lower diagram:
The time-evolution of the ratio of high- and low-density (LD) components for the three FIR
light curves of the above frames.
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and the evolving emission ratio of the high- and low-density components (bottom
frame). A light curve having a more delayed peak would give more rounded curves
and the turn-around point would occur at higher HD(t)  LD values.
This simple time-dependent scenario already shows some distinctive behavior
of the high-density component during a FIR outburst, that is relevant to the high-
density tracer data presented in this paper:
1) The rapid rise segment (indicated as (a) in Fig. 3.6) of the star formation process
and the resulting FIR outburst ensure that the data points show rapid evolution and
are relatively sparse at the onset of the curves. During the peak of the curve the de-
pletion rate of the high-density component is highest. After the luminosity peak the
data points in the decay segment of the three curves (indicated as (b) in Fig. 3.6) will
be closer together. Because of the increased probability of finding a source in this
state, our source samples will be dominated by sources in the intermediate and later
stages of evolution.
2) The luminosity of the high-density component versus LFIR will display a separa-
tion between the upward (a) and downward (b) luminosity segment due to the on-
going depletion (middle frame Fig. 3.6). Sources with the highest peak luminosities
and the largest depletion factors follow the outermost evolutionary track and will
end on the lower boundary of the distribution. This effect could add significantly to
the scatter in the diagrams of the high density tracers versus LFIR.
3) The high- to low-density emission ratio versus FIR (bottom frame Fig. 3.6) reflects
the phases of the FIR light curve: a rapid horizontal track for the rapid rise segment
(a) of the FIR luminosity with few data points, followed by a downward curved
track with accumulation of data points at the lower boundary for the decay segments
(b). After finishing the FIR light curve, a third buildup phase may take place with a
steady re-building of the high-density molecular component in the central regions.
A molecular buildup would prepare the galaxy for the next star formation outburst.
3.7.3 Comparison with observations
The observed relations between molecular line luminosities and FIR luminosities in
Figs 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 are in agreement with the simulations in the middle frame of
Fig. 3.6. The observed scatter in the diagrams would partly result from differences
in the rise and decay stages of an outburst. Furthermore, the track of the highest
luminosity sources and OH MM would lie at the outer edges of the distribution.
Similarly, the distribution of data points in an LHD - LFIR diagram could display a
steepening towards higher LFIR values (see Fig. 3.2).
The observed intensity ratios of tracer molecules relative to CO (1  0) show orga-
nized distributions (Figs. 3.4 and 3.5), that are in agreement with the simulations in
Fig. 3.6c. The upper regions of the distributions are indeed sparsely populated as
they represent (near-)initial values for sources. From the diagrams it follows that the
initial fraction t 0 of the high-density component would be in the 0.08  0.18 range,
and the depletion rate v for our sample of sources would lie in the 0.6  0.9 range.
Further evolution of the outburst during the decay phase would result in the char-
acteristically curved lower boundary observed in the diagrams. The highest FIR
luminosity sources that have passed beyond their peak are also found at this lower
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boundary.
The distribution of OH MM (and H2CO MM) are quite conspicuous in the di-
agrams. Some occupy the sparse region of rapid evolution at the highest HD/LD
intensity ratios (high t 0), while others have already evolved to the curved lower
edge of the distribution, as seen clearly for the HCN/CO ratio in Fig. 3.4a.
3.8 Molecular excitation environments
The emission properties of Galactic and also extragalactic emission regions have
been studied and interpreted by using two distinct excitation regimes: X-ray Dom-
inated Regions (XDRs) and Photon Dominated Regions (PDRs) with far-ultraviolet
radiation fields. These environments are quite distinguishable using the emission
characteristics of high-density tracers in the cloud core regions and low-density trac-
ers at the cloud surfaces (Lepp & Dalgarno 1996; Meijerink & Spaans 2005; Boger &
Sternberg 2005). The abundance and emission characteristics of the molecular and
atomic lines depend strongly on the available (attainable) column density submitted
to the radiation field and the strength of the radiation field.
Global environmental conditions - The PDR and XDR modeling of Meijerink
& Spaans (2005) and Meijerink et al. (2006, 2007) incorporate the physics and the
chemistry in the local environment using many molecules and chemical reactions
under local thermal balance. A large grid of density and radiative conditions was
used to predict the cumulative column densities taking into account the radiation
transfer in a representative slab-model incorporating XDR and PDR environments.
This grid predicts column densities in all relevant energy states for the dominant
molecules. All high-density tracer emissions are predominantly produced by regions
with high hydrogen column densities. Relying on the predicted column densities for
such a gas component, we restrict ourselves to a first order analysis of the observed
line ratios using the ratios of calculated column densities.
The characteristics of both the PDR and XDR models depend on the parameteri-
zation of the radiative energy deposition rate per hydrogen nucleus P = FFUV/nH or
FX/nH and suggest the following regimes:
1) For PDRs with high values of P  5 T 10  4 erg cm s  1 the column density ratios
vary for all column densities NH  10 21 	 5 cm  2 as:
N(HCO

)/N(HCN)  N(HNC)/N(HCN)  1
while for smaller values for NH, the ratios switch around such that:
N(HNC)/N(HCN) | 1  N(HCO

)/N(HCN)
and for lower P S 5 T 10  6 erg cm s  1 the column density ratios vary as:
1  N(HNC)/N(HCN) S N(HCO

)/N(HCN)
2) For XDRs the radiation penetrates deeper into the cloud volume than for PDRs.
For stronger XDR radiation fields (P  5 T 10  4 erg cm s  1) and for column densi-
ties above the transition point NH S 1022 	 5 cm  2, the observable molecular column
densities have ratios:
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1  N(HNC)/N(HCN)  N(HCO

)/N(HCN),




while for lower P S 5 T 10  6 erg cm s  1 the column density ratios vary as:
N(HCO

)/N(HCN) } N(HNC)/N(HCN) S 1
3) For PDR conditions the column density ratio N(CN)/N(HCN) varies from 0.5
to 2.0 over the respective density range of 106 to 104 cm  3.
4) For XDR conditions the column density ratio is N(CN)/N(HCN)
R}R
1 and may
become as large as 10.
5) For PDR conditions at NH  1022 cm  2 the column density ratio N(CS)/N(HCN)
 1. At lower column densities the ratio may become  1, which makes CS a column
density indicator.
6) For XDR conditions for the whole column density range at low values of P S 5
T 10  6 erg cm s  1 the column density ratio is N(CS)/N(HCN)  1. At higher values
of P the ratio remains  1 for NH  1023 cm  2 and is  1 for lower NH, again making
it column density sensitive.
Evolutionary environmental conditions - The characteristics described above
are representative of a steady state nuclear excitation environment. Realistically the
behavior of molecules tracing the high-density component is affected by changing
evolutionary and environmental effects that influence their abundance and the ex-
citing radiation fields.
Assuming that FIR luminous sources are mostly powered by (circum-)nuclear
starbursts, the evolving star formation will generate supernovae with shocks en-
hancing the cosmic ray flux, and produce new generations of X-ray binaries. Because
these star formation products alter the excitation environment, an environment ini-
tially dominated by PDR conditions could change into one with a combination of
PDR and XDR conditions during the later stages of the outburst (for M 82 see: Garcı´a-
Burillo et al. 2002; Spaans & Meijerink 2007). This will modify the line ratios from
their steady-state conditions discussed above. For instance, increased cosmic ray
production in shocks would enhance the relative HCO

abundance while shocks also
would decrease the relative HNC abundance (Wootten 1981; Elitzur 1983; Schilke
et al. 1992). We will refer to this evolved starburst stage as being in a ”late-stage” as
compared with an ”early-stage” starburst where these effects do not yet play a role.
During the late-stage starburst also the density and temperature structure of the
ISM and its clumping would be affected, resulting in chemical changes such as the
selective destruction of HNC in favor of HCN at higher temperatures (see Sec. 3.2).
In addition, a certain fraction of the high-density medium will be used/destroyed
by the star formation process. As a result the line emission may originate in regions
of decreasing column densities, which modifies the observed line ratios.
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3.9 Diagnostics with tracer lines
In the absence of multi-transition studies using LVG simulations involving higher J
transitions, we make the assumption that the integrated line ratios have a diagnostic
value that is equivalent to the ratios of column densities for the observable molecular
species. The global characteristics of molecular column densities described in the
previous section for XDR- and PDR-dominance may thus be used for a first diagnosis
of the excitation environments.
3.9.1 High-density tracer ratios versus LFIR
Diagrams of relative intensities for HCN, HNC, HCO

, CN, and CS are presented in
Figs. 3.7 and 3.8. Horizontal lines for a ratio equal to unity (and two for CN) have
been added to the diagrams in order to test a first order division between PDR and
XDR line ratios as derived in the previous section. However, we find that the unity
value is not a reliable boundary for ratios with HCO

. For CS this line separates high
and low column densities. The line ratios are predominantly determined by regions
having the highest molecular column densities (Meijerink et al. 2007). All diagrams
show some systematic behavior in that the OH MM sources cluster together and that
there could be a wedge-like upper boundary for the sources at high luminosities.
HCN, HNC and HCO  lines - The observed ratios of HCN, HNC, and HCO

in Fig. 3.7 show a range of values between 0.2 and 2.0. Modeling results indicate
that the HCO

/HCN ratio in most PDR environments is expected to be smaller than
unity, while in XDRs the HCO

/HCN line ratio becomes  1 for the higher column
densities. The PDR sources are expected to lie in the lower parts (  1) of the upper
two diagrams and in the upper part (  1) of the bottom diagram of Figure 3.7.
The observed HNC/HCN data shows significant clustering at 0.5 across the whole
LFIR range, which could indicate that the HNC/HCN ratios have been lowered by
the evolving starburst excitation. In the HCO

/HCN diagram in Fig. 3.7b, the
OH MM sources are well confined to the 0.3 and 0.8 range with only IC 694 (Arp 299a,
IR 11257+5850a) as the exception. Rather than finding a steady decrease of the ob-
served HCO

/HCN with increasing LFIR (Gracia´-Carpio et al. 2006), our larger sam-
ple presents a more complicated picture that hints at (systematic) evolutionary influ-
ences on the nuclear medium.
The diagrams of Figure 3.7 display systematic behavior related to the HCO

and
HNC characteristics. The group of megamaser sources (mostly) lies to the right of the
vertical line of LFIR
R
1011 L  but they are in the PDR regions of all three diagrams.
They are mostly high NH and pure PDR sources. On the other hand, the group
of sources left of that vertical line lies in the PDR regime for the HNC/HCN ratio,
straddles the XDR-PDR dividing line for the HCO

/HCN ratio, and lies in the XDR
region for the HNC/HCO

ratio. This effect can be attributed to HCO

enhancement
and HNC depletion during a late-stage starburst phase, that pushes PDR sources to
a first-order XDR regime in the two bottom diagrams. This late-PDR behavior is
exemplified by the late starburst M 82.
The lowest values of HNC/HCO

for high LFIR sources are for OH MM IC 694
and the two AGN sources NGC 1068 and NGC 6240, which are all H2O emitters.










































































Figure 3.7: High-density tracer line ratios versus FIR luminosity. a) The integrated
HNC (1 _ 0)J HCN (1 _ 0) line intensity ratio, b) the integrated HCO d (1 _ 0)J HCN (1 _ 0) line in-
tensity ratio, and c) the integrated HNC (1 _ 0)J HCO d (1 _ 0) line intensity ratio. The dotted lines
mark the predicted range of XDR-PDR excitation using first-order modeling diagnostics. In the
upper frame the PDRs lie below the line and the XDRs above. These labels have been omitted
in the two lower frames (where X would be in the upper range of frame b) and in lower range
of frame c)) because non-standard heating e  ects on HCO d and HNC (see section 3.9.1) cause
a shift of the data points and makes labeling non-appropriate. The symbols are described with
Figure 3.1.



















































































Figure 3.8: CNJ HCN and CSJ HCN line ratios versus FIR luminosity. a) The integrated
CN (1 _ 0)J HCN (1 _ 0) line intensity ratio, b) the integrated CN (2 _ 1)J HCN (1 _ 0) line intensity
ratio, and c) the integrated CS (3 _ 2)J HCN (1 _ 0) line intensity ratio. The symbols X and P and
the dotted lines mark the range of values for XDRs and PDRs. For the CSJ HCN diagram the
dotted line divides the range for low- and high-column densities (L & H). The symbols are
described with Figure 3.1.
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NGC 6240 is not an OH MM but is similar to Arp 220 in its properties. Both have
dominant (circum-)nuclear starburst activity and NGC 6240 also has a shock-heated
molecular emission region located between its two AGN nuclei (Tacconi et al. 1999;
Baan et al. 2007; Iono et al. 2007). The emission of the ring of star formation in
NGC 1068 (Schinnerer et al. 2000) also falls within the SEST observing beam; this
would dominate the signature of the source and results in different ratios than for
IRAM 30m data (Usero et al. 2004). As a result of these characteristics, the three
sources lie in the PDR region of Fig. 3.7a and in the XDR region of Fig. 3.7c. Alter-
natively, the emission from these sources could be dominated by low NH emission
regions, where the theoretical line ratios are reversed compared to the high NH cases
(Sec. 3.8).
The evolved starburst behavior displayed in Fig. 3.7 shows that the first-order
PDR-XDR division of the three diagrams may not be optimal. The most reliable
tracer of PDR versus XDR behavior appears to be the HNC/HCN ratio, because it
is least affected by late-stage starburst conditions. Using this ratio would also imply
that most sources of our sample are PDR dominated starburst sources.
CN and CS lines - The N(CN)/N(HCN) ratios would lie below 2.0 for PDRs
and (far) above for XDRs (Meijerink et al. 2006). In Figure 3.8ab any XDR sources
would lie (far) above the line in the two diagrams. The OH MM have a typical
CN (1  0)/HCN ratio in the 0.4–0.8 range, except for Arp 220 with a value of 1.7. The
PDR-XDR division appears well situated in the diagram.
The N(CS)/N(HCN) ratio should be  1 at high column densities for both XDRs
and PDRs (Fig. 3.8c). The observed CS (3  2)/HCN (1  0) ratio increases with in-
creasing LFIR, which suggests a correlation with column density.
3.9.2 High-density tracer ratios versus each other
Tracers HCN, HCO  , and HNC - The line ratios of high-density tracer molecules
HCN, HCO

, and HNC may be compared to each other in order to discern collective
behavior (Fig. 3.9). There is a significant spread in data points and a separation of a
group of mostly OH MM from an extended group of non  OH MM. The discrepant
OH MM point is again IC 694.
The diagrams of Fig. 3.9 may be interpreted in the framework of dominant PDR
and XDR characteristics of the emission regions using only the (more dependable)
HNC/HCN ratio (see Section 3.8). The data points have extended (slanted) distribu-
tions in all three frames with most sources lying on the PDR side of the three dividing
lines.
The dependence on density is strongest for HCO

(Meijerink et al. 2007). In the
top-left frame, the diagonal structure represents a change from higher (bottom-right)
to lower (top-left) densities with Arp 220 and other OH MM lying at the high density
extreme. HNC depletion and HCO

enhancement due to evolved starburst environ-
mental effects (see Sec. 3.8) may account for the bunching of data points, and the fact
that some sources have moved close to the XDR-PDR boundary.
Tracers CN and CS - The CN/HNC and CN/HCO  versus CN/HCN distribu-
tions show a significant spread with the OH MM concentrated at lower CN/HNC
ratios (Fig. 3.10a,b). The first order diagnostics discussed in Sec. 8 indicates that all

















































































Figure 3.9: The integrated line ratios of HCN (1 _ 0), HNC (1 _ 0), and HCO d (1 _ 0) versus
each other. a) Integrated HCO d (1 _ 0)J HCN (1 _ 0) versus HNC (1 _ 0)J HCO d (1 _ 0) ratios, b)
Integrated HCO d (1 _ 0)J HCN (1 _ 0) versus HNC (1 _ 0)J HCN (1 _ 0) ratios, and c) Integrated
HNC (1 _ 0)J HCN (1 _ 0) versus HNC (1 _ 0)J HCO d (1 _ 0) ratios. The P and X and the dotted
lines mark the regions of the line ratios of predominantly photon-dominated regions (PDRs)
and predominantly X-ray-dominated regions (XDRs) using only the HNCJ HCN ratio. The
symbols are described with Figure 3.1.
sources have a CN/HCN ratio close to unity, which is consistent with PDR environ-
ments. There is a hint of a gap in the source distribution at CN/HCN S 1. The slant
in the data distribution in the bottom frame b) of Fig. 3.10 (as compared with the top
frame a)) results from the HCO

enhancement for part of the sample.
The CS diagrams (Fig. 3.10c,d) display a clear extended structure with the OH MM
showing high ratios against HNC, HCO

and HCN. Since CS is to first order a col-
umn density tracer (see Sec. 3.2 and 3.8), this linear variation in the relative strength
of CS is a consequence of seeing more of the highest density components with a
higher column density. ULIRGs/OH MM with high column densities have high ra-
tios and moderate (low) power FIR sources like NGC 1808, M 83, and Maffei 2 have
lower values.















































































































Figure 3.10: The CN (1 _ 0) and CS (3 _ 2) lines compared with other high-density tracers. a)
The CNJ HCN ratio versus the CNJ HNC ratio and b) versus the CNJ HCO d ratio. c) The
CSJ HCN ratio versus the CSJ HNC ratio and d) versus the CSJ HCO d ratio. The symbols are
described with Figure 3.1.
Comparisons with CO - A diagnostic diagram may be constructed using the
ratios of tracers with CO (1  0) (Fig. 3.11). These diagrams also display a signif-
icant (diagonal) spread in data points and a separation between OH MM and the
rest of the data points. The HCO

enhancement and the less apparent HNC de-
pletion may account for the curved distributions of the bottom-left and top-right
frames. As presented in previous sections, the ratios of high-density tracers with
CO would be evolutionary indicators that reduce in value during the course of
the outburst. Depending on their LFIR(max), the sources during early evolutionary
stages have a starting point further towards the top-right side of each frame, while
more evolved sources or those with smaller LFIR(max) will appear more towards
the bottom-left side. The relative locations of (late-stage) M 82 and (early-stage low
LFIR(max)) NGC 253, and ULIRGs/OH MM Arp 220 and Mrk 231 are consistent with
this picture. While there is no one-to-one interpretation of relative positions of in-
dividual data points, the collective paths would support FIR-related evolution from
higher LFIR and PDR  dominated sources in early stages of evolution to XDR  like
sources at lower LFIR (see Figs. 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12). Detailed modeling needs
to confirm the evolutionary paths followed by the nuclear activity having different
initial conditions.



























































Figure 3.11: Integrated line ratios of HCN (1 _ 0), HNC (1 _ 0), and HCO d (1 _ 0) ver-
sus CO (1 _ 0). The filled squares are values for OH and H2CO megamaser galaxies,
while the open squares are values for mostly nearby starburst galaxies. a) Integrated
HNC (1 _ 0)J CO (1 _ 0) versus HCN (1 _ 0)J CO (1 _ 0) ratios, b) integrated HNC (1 _ 0)J CO (1 _ 0)
versus HCO d (1 _ 0)J CO (1 _ 0) ratios, and c) integrated HCO d (1 _ 0)J CO (1 _ 0) versus
HCN (1 _ 0)J CO (1 _ 0) ratios. The symbols are described with Figure 3.1.
3.9.3 Diagnostics of the nuclear energy source
The variation of the line intensity ratios has also been connected to the AGN or star-
burst nucleus (SBN) nature of the nuclear power sources (Kohno et al. 2001; Gracia´-
Carpio et al. 2006). Both authors suggest that the data points with HCO

/HCN 
0.55 would indicate AGN activity and that higher values indicate a composite AGN
nature.
The (log-log) diagram of HCO

/HCN versus the evolutionary parameter of the
HCN/CO ratio (Fig. 3.12) shows a continuous distribution for our larger sample
(see Secs. 3.6.3 and 3.7) that confirms the distribution of data points presented earlier
(Kohno et al. 2001; Gracia´-Carpio et al. 2006). The central ridge that accounts for most
of the data points shows an inverse-linear relation between the two ratios, which
suggests a general depletion of HCN relative to CO and HCO

during the course of
74 chapter 3: Dense gas in luminous infrared galaxies



























Figure 3.12: The HCO d (1 _ 0)J HCN (1 _ 0) ratio versus the HCN (1 _ 0)J CO (1 _ 0) ratio. The
symbols are described with Figure 3.1.
the outburst. In our evolutionary scenario, a source moves from (bottom) right to
(upper) left in the diagram during the decay segment of the nuclear outburst. M 82
represents a later stage of starburst evolution and is located at the upper left, since its
late-PDR nature also enhances HCO

. OH MMs and ULIRGs may start at the right
side of Fig. 3.12, while less dominant starbursts have a starting point more at the
center or even on the left hand side of the diagram. NGC 253 is representing such a
case.
First order diagnostics (Sec. 3.8) relates the HCO

/HCN ratio to PDR and XDR
signatures rather than to the nature of central power source. We hereby assume that
high NH PDRs dominate the emission signatures and produce the low values for the
HCO

/HCN ratio, rather than low NH XDRs. Of the four OH MM sources with the
lowest (  0.55 or log  -0.26) ratios (Arp 220, IRAS 11506-3851, IRAS 15107+0724, and
Mrk 273), the radio classification only indicates a possible AGN in IRAS 15107+0724
(Baan & Klo¨ckner 2006). NIR classification suggests an AGN power contribution
of 50% in Mrk 273 (Genzel et al. 1998). Both these classifications suggest a signifi-
cant AGN presence in Mrk 231, which has a ratio here of 0.72 (higher than in e.g.
Gracia´-Carpio et al. 2006). Observed HCO

/HCN values are also higher than 0.55
for the starburst plus AGN source NGC 1068 (0.9; Usero et al. 2004) and the nearby
starburst-dominated sources NGC 253 (0.9) and M 82 (1.6; Fuente et al. 2005).
Therefore, the predicted properties of the nuclear ISM during the evolution of
the starburst may well account for the data points in Fig. 3.12 and particularly the
(inverse-linear) central ridge. If the observed trend were affected by the presence of
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an AGN, its influence on the excitation environment of the nucleus would have to be
further confirmed by more detailed modeling. The (circum-) nuclear starburst would
easily outshine the compact AGN region and dominate the emission signature in low
spatial resolution data.
3.10 Summary
Molecular line emissions in FIR-luminous galaxies are tools for multi-dimensional
diagnostics of the environmental parameters in the nuclear ISM and the heating pro-
cesses resulting from the nuclear activity.
A proper evaluation of integrated emission lines and their diagnostic line ratios
can be achieved after synthesis and modeling of a representative description of the
integrated nuclear molecular medium under a wide variety of AGN- and starburst-
related circumstances. The molecular information in this paper has been diagnosed
to first order, using modeling results for nuclear emission regions presented in the
literature.
The collective behavior of line luminosities and line ratios of the low-density and
high-density tracers presents a consistent picture of the molecular medium in the nu-
clear regions of ULIRGs. The high-density tracers represent the molecular medium
in the regions where star formation is taking place, and the low-density tracer rep-
resents the relatively unperturbed larger-scale molecular environment. The tracer
luminosities increase roughly linearly with FIR luminosity but they show signifi-
cant scatter in data points due to physical processes in the nuclear region, the chem-
ical history, and the relative age of the nuclear activity. The luminosity of high-
density tracers varies linearly with LFIR except for the CS (3  2) luminosity, where a
steeper relation is suggestive of a different excitation dependence. The CO (1  0) and
CO (2  1) lines for these high FIR luminosity sources have a slope less than unity
and are (almost) consistent with empirical evidence on the relation of SFR versus
gas content (Kennicutt 1998).
First order diagnostics of the nuclear ISM can be based on the collective behavior
of high-density tracers HCN, HNC and HCO

showing significant differentiation
and systematic changes. The line strengths of these three molecules relative to the
CO (1  0) line show a large variation and a distinct dependence on LFIR. This varia-
tion has been interpreted in terms of an evolutionary model where the depletion of
molecular gas depends on the consumption and destruction of the high-density gas
by the ongoing star formation process. Only partial diagnostics could be done using
the available CN and CS data, which complements the diagnostics of the three other
high-density tracers.
The emission line ratios of the three high-density tracers of the galaxies show a
structured distribution that fills selected parts of the parameter space. Interpreting
these distributions has been done using modeling column densities that are char-
acteristic of PDR- and XDR-dominated nuclear environments. OH MM and other
powerful ULIRGs are mostly characterized by PDR-dominance. The other end of the
data distribution is characterized by mixed PDR-XDR and XDR-dominated environ-
ments. (U)LIRGs represent the phases of nuclear evolution that generate the highest
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FIR luminosities and most rapidly deplete the dense molecular component. Using
the HCN/CO ratio as an evolutionary indicator, the distributions of data points may
reflect evolution from PDR-like to more XDR-like nuclear ISM properties during the
course of the outburst.
The HCO

/HCN and HNC/HCN ratios serve as indicators of environments af-
fected by star-formation feedback with shocks and non-standard heating and with
HNC depletion and HCO

enhancement in a fraction of the sources. The HCO

/HCN
ratio also serves as a density indicator and would be higher under PDR circum-
stances and lower in XDR environments. The observed trends in the HCO

/HCN
ratio could result from the (indirect) influence of an AGN in the nucleus. More likely
the trends in the relative abundance of HCN as compared to other constituents result
from evolution of the nuclear environment during the SBN activity.
The detailed interpretations of multi-line multi-molecule emission line behavior
and their relation to the local environment require detailed modeling of the physical
parameters of the environment together with the excitation, the chemistry, and the
radiative transfer for the molecular constituents. Hereby the integration of higher
level transitions of the molecules is needed to determine specific excitation temper-
atures and densities. A comparison with the properties of Galactic emission regions
will emphasize the effect of scale size on the line ratios for tracer molecules. Further
studies are underway to connect the FIR signature and global heating scenario of
ULIRGs (Loenen et al. 2006) with modeling of the molecular emissions under vary-
ing conditions in a nuclear starburst. The emission scenarios for XDRs and PDRs
establish the connection between star formation and other sources of excitation and




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4 Mechanical feedback in themolecular ISM of luminous IR
galaxies
— A.F. Loenen, M. Spaans, W.A. Baan & R. Meijerink —
Molecular emission lines originating in the nuclei of luminous infra-red galaxiesare used to determine the physical properties of the nuclear ISM in these systems.
A large observational database of molecular emission lines is compared with
model predictions that include heating by UV and X-ray radiation, mechanical heat-
ing, and the effects of cosmic rays.
The observed line ratios and model predictions imply a separation of the ob-
served systems into three groups: XDRs, UV-dominated high-density (n  105cm  3)
PDRs, and lower-density (n  104 	 5cm  3) PDRs that are dominated by mechanical
feedback.
The division of the two types of PDRs follows naturally from the evolution of the
star formation cycle of these sources, which evolves from deeply embedded young
stars, resulting in high-density (n  105cm  3) PDRs, to a stage where the gas density
has decreased (n  104 	 5cm  3) and mechanical feedback from supernova shocks dom-




104cm  3) molecular gas plays an important role in the physics of (Ultra-)
Luminous Infrared Galaxies. It provides the materials from which stars are formed
and fuels possible active galactic nuclei. The emissions originating in molecular gas
in the nuclei of these galaxies provides information about the physical properties of
the nuclear environment, such as the gas density and chemical composition, and the
dominant type of radiation field. There are two important types of radiative energy
in these sources: UV radiation (6-13.6 eV) in star-forming regions, which generates
Photon Dominated Regions (PDRs; e.g. Hollenbach & Tielens 1999); and X-rays (1-
100 keV) emanating from accreting black holes, which produce in X-ray Dominated
Regions (XDRs; e.g. Lepp & Dalgarno 1996; Maloney et al. 1996). Analysis of the
state of molecular gas in a significant number of galaxies allows systematic effects
to be identified, which can provide insight into the processes influencing the (gas in
Originally published in Astronomy & Astrophysics, vol. 488 , L5-L8 (2008)
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Figure 4.1: Diagnostic diagrams using integrated line ratios of HCN, HNC, and HCO d versus
each other. a) Integrated HCO d J HCN versus HNCJ HCO d ratios, b) Integrated HCO d J HCN
versus HNCJ HCN ratios, and c) Integrated HNCJ HCN versus HNCJ HCO d ratios. The symbols
X and P and the dotted lines mark the regions of the line ratios of XDRs and PDRs. Squares
indicate reliable values and triangles upper and lower limits. In addition, filled symbols
indicate OH or H2CO megamasers. Colored lines indicate results for PDR and XDR modeling,
as function of column density (see sect. 4.2), where the dot denotes the highest column. See
Table 4.1 and legend for details about the models; n denotes the density in cm ) 3, and Fuv and
Fx, respectively, the UV and X-ray flux in erg s ) 1 cm ) 2.
the) nuclei of these galaxies: the star-formation rate, the evolutionary stage of the
system, and feedback processes.
Baan et al. (2008) (see Chapter 3) presented data for the CO, HCN, HNC, HCO

,
CN, and CS line emission of 37 infrared luminous galaxies and 80 additional sources
taken from the literature (e.g., Nguyen-Q-Rieu et al. 1992; Solomon et al. 1992; Aalto
et al. 2002; Gao & Solomon 2004a; Gracia´-Carpio et al. 2006). They suggested that the
sources can be divided into PDRs and XDRs, based on the ratios of emission lines.
We expand on this analysis and explore in more detail the different physical and
chemical processes responsible for the diversity in line ratios found in the Baan et al.
(2008) data, by comparing their data with the predictions of PDR and XDR chemistry
models first presented by Meijerink & Spaans (2005).
PDR and XDR models 85






























































n=1e4.0, Fuv=1.6  
intermediate
mechanical heating dominated 
Figure 4.2: Diagnostic diagrams that show the e  ects of the added mechanical heating. See
the legend and Table 4.1 for details on the individual models. Plot symbols are similar to
Fig. 4.1.
4.2 PDR and XDR models
Figure 4.1 shows the HCN, HNC and HCO

line ratios from Baan et al. (2008). To
identify the physical processes that generate the line ratios measured, we compare
the data with the predictions of a large number of PDR and XDR models. Meijerink &
Spaans (2005) and Meijerink et al. (2007) presented a code to model one-dimensional
PDR and XDR clouds. It takes into account the various heating and cooling processes
as well as the chemistry of the gas. Because the excitation of the molecular species
and radiative transfer are included, the intensities of individual molecular emission
lines can be calculated as well. Our model predictions for both PDRs and XDRs
are shown in Fig. 4.1 by solid lines: the green and cyan lines show the XDR results
and the blue to red ones the PDRs. These lines represent the line ratios emanating
from different depths in the cloud, and cover a column density range from about
NH  1021 	 5 cm  2 up to 1022  1024 cm  2 (depending on the density of the cloud). Three
conclusions can be drawn from this comparison:
1: PDRs and XDRs can be separated using the HNC/HCN line ratio. In XDRs,
HNC is always stronger than the HCN line, producing a line ratio higher than unity,
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Table 4.1: The important parameters for the PDR and XDR simulations and the line styles
and widths used to plot the results in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2.
n F v mech
[cm  3] [erg s  1 cm  2] [erg s  1 cm  3]
line width line style
thin thick solid dashed dotted
Fig. 4.1 Fig. 4.2 Fig. 4.2
PDR 104 	 0 1.6 160 0 3 T 10  20 5 T 10  20
104 	 5 1.6 160 0 2 T 10  19 3 T 10  19
105 	 0 1.6 160 0 2 T 10  18 9 T 10  18
105 	 5 1.6 160 0 9 T 10  18 2 T 10  17
XDR 105 	 5 1.6 160 0 - -
106 	 0 1.6 160 0 - -
whereas for PDRs the inverse is generally true (see Fig. 4.1b,c).
2: In the case of PDR chemistry, models with different densities can be distinguished
using the ratio of HCO

to HCN or HNC, which decreases with increasing density
(see Fig. 4.1a). This follows from the increased dissociative recombination rate of
HCO

with free electrons. A change in UV flux of two orders of magnitude pro-
duces only modest changes in the line ratios, because the UV field is significantly
attenuated at the high column densities where the molecules are abundant.
3: The most significant result from this comparison is that a significant part of the
data points has HNC/HCN line ratios that are systematically lower than those of the
data points traced by the models (log(HNC/HCN) M  0   3). Such HNC/HCN ratios
are lower than can be explained by the PDR and XDR models. Meijerink et al. (2006)
investigated the effects of the extra heating and ionization due to Cosmic Rays (CRs)
and showed that although CRs have an influence on HCO

, which is sensitive to the
ionization balance of the gas, they have little influence on the abundances of HCN
and HNC. All this indicates that the state of the gas is influenced by processes that
were not incorporated into the Meijerink et al. (2007) models.
4.3 Mechanical heating
The observed low HNC/HCN ratios could be produced by an enhanced conver-
sion of HNC into HCN in warm gas. At temperatures higher than 100 K, HNC is
converted efficiently into HCN (HNC+H  HCN+H; Schilke et al. 1992; Talbi et al.
1996). Dense molecular gas temperatures in excess of 100 K have been observed. Ott
et al. (2005) presented interferometric maps of NH3 of the central 500 pc of the nearby
starburst galaxy NGC 253 and found clumps with kinetic temperatures of between

 150 K and 
 240 K. A similar study of H2CO in the starburst galaxy M 82 by Mu¨hle
et al. (2007) found kinetic temperatures of between 
 160 K and 
 260 K and densi-
ties on the order of 104 cm  3. We note that such temperatures will occur only in the
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dense gas in the centers of the galaxies in our sample. The large-scale low-density
(n  104cm  3) molecular gas (as traced by CO) has lower temperatures. In the PDR,
XDR, and CR models, temperatures of 100 K or higher are only reached at the edge
of the clouds, where the abundances of HCN and HNC are too low to be detectable.
The regions deeper inside the clouds, where the molecules become abundant (at
NH  1021 	 5 cm  2), are cooler than 100 K for radiative heating (see Fig. 4.3).
Since all radiative heating processes are insufficient to heat gas at larger depths
into the cloud, we add mechanical heating to the models. Sources of this type of heat-
ing are discussed in the following section. The mechanical heating is implemented
by adding a depth (column density) independent heating rate ( v mech) to the total
heating budget. A new grid of models was calculated for several densities, radia-
tion fields, and mechanical heating rates (see Table 4.1) and the results were plotted
in Fig. 4.2. The adopted mechanical heating rates were chosen in such a way that
temperatures deep inside the cloud (NH  1021 	 5 cm  2) were between 150 K and 250 K.
The mechanical heating rates are typically about 10-50 times lower than the radia-
tive heating rate at the edge of the cloud, but start to dominate the heating balance
deeper inside the cloud (NH  1021 	 5 cm  2), where they are several orders of magni-
tude higher than both the radiative and CR heating rates. Figure 4.3 illustrates how
the temperature increases when a mechanical heating term is added. It also demon-
strates that the increase in temperature has the desired effect on the abundances of
the species: even though the total abundances of both molecules in the cloud are en-
hanced, the abundance of HCN increases with respect to HNC by a factor of about
three.
The resulting line ratios are plotted in Fig. 4.2 and show that, due to a decrease in
the HNC/HCN ratio, data that could not be explained previously are now described
well by models with a density of 104  104 	 5cm  3 and a range of UV fluxes and me-
chanical heating rates (red lines). Although models with higher densities predict
line strengths that are higher then the line strengths for the n=104 	 5cm  3 models and
should be detectable, they produce line ratios that are not observed (and therefore
fall outside the range of data points plotted in Fig. 4.2). An explanation for why
these high-density systems are not observed is that the mechanical energies needed
to heat the gas are unavailable (see Sect. 4.4).
Kohno et al. (2008) reported strong HCN emission in the cores of some Seyfert
galaxies (“HCN-enhanced nuclei”, or HENs). Because of the lack of evidence for
a strong nuclear starburst (e.g. lack of mid-IR PAH emission), they attributed this
to XDR chemistry. However, our results show that a weak PDR with mechanical
heating can exhibit the same characteristics.
4.4 Sources of mechanical heating
The addition of mechanical heating to PDR clouds provides a satisfactory means of
explaining the observations. However, we need to identify an available and suffi-
cient source of energy. During the evolution of a starburst, there are two feedback
processes that potentially provide sufficient mechanical energy to heat dense molec-
ular gas to the required temperatures. In the early stage of nuclear star-formation
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Figure 4.3: E  ects of mechanical heating on the temperature of the gas and the abundances of
HCN, HNC, and HCO d (n g 104  5cm ) 3, FUV g 160 erg s ) 1 cm ) 2, { mech g 3  10 ) 19erg s ) 1 cm ) 3). Solid
lines show the results of a model with mechanical heating, dashed lines for a model without.
(the first 105  106 years), YSO outflows inject mechanical energy into individual clouds.
Then, after about 10 Myr, the first massive (M "
R
8M  ) stars become supernovae (SNe),
and inject mechanical energy into the star-forming region, which is distributed sub-
sequently amongst the PDR clouds by turbulent dissipation. Since the energy injec-
tion required per cloud is known from the chemical modeling ( v mech), the required
YSO outflow velocities and SN rates for the different models can be calculated.
To estimate the effect of YSO outflows on the medium, we follow the recipe of




S 3 T 1029r2pcv3flown ergs s 
1
: (4.1)
where rpc is the size of the bubble in pc, vflow is the outflow velocity in km s  1, and n is
the initial density of the medium in cm  3. By assuming that the outflow energy is dis-
tributed homogeneously over a cloud, of the same size as the bubble, the heating rate
is the energy injection rate divided by the volume of the cloud: v mech  dEflowdt  Vcloud.
From this, the outflow velocity needed to produce a certain v mech in a cloud can be
calculated (using a typical cloud size of 0.1pc, which corresponds to a column den-
sity of NH S 1022 	 2 cm  2 and a extinction of AV S 15 magnitudes) to be
vflow SP 4   1 T 1025 v mechn  1 
1
3 km s  1   (4.2)
This yields outflow velocities of 5  15 km s  1 (see Table 4.2), which can be achieved
in YSO outflows. However, this requires that every dense cloud has a YSO nearby,
which is unlikely since the YSO phase is short-lived.
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To determine the SN rate required to heat clouds on a global scale rather than
for each individual cloud, we need to consider the size of the total starburst region
(a sphere of diameter DSB), and the number of PDRs per kpc3 ( fPDR). The transfer
efficiency ( % trans) parameterizes the dissipation of mechanical energy as heat as it
cascades from the large scales of the SNe shock bubbles to the individual clouds.






SB fPDR Vcloud v mech ergs s 
1
  (4.3)
To estimate a value for fPDR, we assume a region of size (DSB) 100 pc and an ambient
density of 103  104cm  3, which corresponds to a total mass for the dense molecular
gas in the SB region of 
 106 	 5  107 	 5M  . By assuming a clumping factor of 10 and
using the same cloud size and densities as before, we obtain a fPDR of about 15 PDRs
pc  3. We note that only the product of DSB and fPDR is important; a larger region
with a lower PDR density will yield the same results, since we determine the total
molecular gas mass that can be heated by SNe. The energy transfer efficiency % trans
is assumed to be 10%. A lower efficiency is not expected, since the amount of energy
coming from the star-formation would otherwise become larger than the infra-red
luminosities of the sources.
By assuming a mechanical energy output of 1051 ergs per SN, the required SN
rate can then be expressed as:
SN rate  dESN  dt3   17 T 1043 % trans
SN y  1   (4.4)
This yields SN rates ranging from 
 0.01 SN yr  1 for the n=104 cm  3 models up to

 6 SN yr  1 for the densest (n=105 	 5 cm  3) clouds. A more convenient measure is to
relate the SN rate with the star-formation rate (SFR), using the initial mass function
(IMF)  (M) (Dahle´n & Fransson 1999):
SN rate






0 	 1M M  (M)dM
  (4.5)
Using a Salpeter IMF gives a value of k  0   0064.
Table 4.2 lists the results of these calculations. It shows that the models that trace
most of the data (n  104  104 	 5cm  3) require low to modest SFRs ranging from a
few to around 15 M  yr  1, whereas the models with higher densities require high
SFRs. Such high SFRs are difficult to achieve and will disrupt the molecular region
surrounding the star-forming region, which may correlate with the fact that there
are no sources observed with line ratios corresponding to mechanically heated high-
density PDRs.
Both YSO outflows and SNe can provide sufficient energy to heat the gas, but SNe
are more likely to be the dominant process for the sources in our sample. First of all,
SNe are able to inject the energy on large scales, redistributing the energy amongst
the PDRs, while YSO outflows are only able to heat single clouds. This requires all
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Table 4.2: A summary of the results of the calculations of the energy requirements of the
models, as described in Sect. 4.4.
n v mech vflow SN rate SFR
[cm  3] [erg s  1 cm  3] [km s  1] [SN yr  1] [M  yr  1]
104 	 0 3 T 10  20 4.97 0.01 1.43
5 T 10  20 5.90 0.02 2.38
104 	 5 2 T 10  19 6.38 0.06 9.53
3 T 10  19 7.30 0.09 14.3
105 	 0 2 T 10  18 9.36 0.61 95.35
9 T 10  18 15.46 2.75 429.07
105 	 5 9 T 10  18 10.53 2.75 429.07
2 T 10  17 13.74 6.10 953.50
stars and surrounding PDR clouds to be at the same (evolutionary) stage. Also, the
time that an ensemble of stars exists in the phase where SNe are produced is far
longer than the YSO stage, which lasts only 
 105  106 years, implying that clouds
heated by SN feedback are far more likely to be observed.
4.5 Conclusions
Although PDR, XDR or CR chemistry models can explain the general behavior of the
HCN, HNC and HCO

line ratios observed in nearby star-forming galaxies (Baan
et al. 2008), they cannot explain the low HNC/HCN line ratios observed in a large
number of systems. The addition of heating by mechanical feedback provides a so-
lution to this problem.
Our simulations in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 show that the observed sources can be split
into three main groups, based on their HNC/HCN line ratios. First, there are a few
sources that exhibit XDR chemistry (log(HNC/HCN)
R
0). The other (PDR) sources
can be divided into two groups: a small group (composed mostly of the OH-MM
and ULIRG systems) of sources that can be modeled with standard PDR chemistry
and high (n  105cm  3) densities and a larger group of sources with lower densities
(n  104 	 5cm  3) that are heated by mechanical feedback.
All evidence leads to the natural conclusion that the division between the PDR
sources is a result of the evolution of the star-formation cycle of a galaxy, during
which the dominant heating process changes and density of the gas diminishes. The
high-density (n  105cm  3) PDRs (with HNC/HCN ratios around unity and weak
HCO

lines) represent the early stage of star-formation where the stars are form-
ing in the densest clouds and the stellar UV radiation dominates the chemistry in
those clouds. During this period most of the gas will be converted into stars and
the increasing amount of UV radiation of the stars will gradually penetrate a larger
volume of the (lower-density) gas. The resulting lower average density leads to an
increase in HCO

with respect to HCN and HNC. After about 10 Myr, the first mas-
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sive stars become SNe and their shocks begin to dominate the heating budget, lead-
ing to lower HNC/HCN line ratios. These two effects alter the properties of the
galaxies to those of a second group consisting of mechanical-feedback-dominated
lower-density PDRs. Because of the short duty-cycle of the first stage compared to
the second, most sources in our sample are observed to be in the later stage of their
evolution.
It therefore appears that mechanical feedback plays a crucial role in the time de-
pendent physical state of the dense star-forming molecular gas in luminous infrared
galaxies.
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5 Multi-molecular studies ofGalactic star forming regions:
physical properties and com-
parison with an extra-galactic
sample
— A.F. Loenen, W.A. Baan & M. Spaans —
Molecular emission line observations from Galactic star-forming regions are usedto determine the physical properties of the molecular ISM in these systems. The
results are used to benchmark similar observations from extra-galactic star-forming
regions.
A large set of observations is compared to the results predicted by models that in-
corporate gas-phase chemistry and the heating by stellar radiation and non-radiative
feedback processes.
Two distinct components can be identified in the observed sources: small ( 
 0.4 pc),
cold (40-50 K) and high-density (105-105 	 5 cm  3) PDRs enveloped by a more extended,
warm ( 
 300 K) molecular component with lower density (104 	 5-105 cm  3), that is
heated by mechanical feedback processes. The sulphur abundance in the sources
was found to be depleted by a factor of 200 to 400 with respect to solar values.
Modeling results show that multi-molecular diagnostic studies are very effec-
tive in determining the physical and chemical properties of star-formation regions,
where a combination of characteristic line ratios indicate specific conditions in the
source. A comparison of the molecular properties of the Galactic sample with those
of star-forming galaxies shows that the Galactic PDR components have very simi-
lar properties as the integrated PDRs in Ultra Luminous IR Galaxies. A difference
is found in the effects of non-radiative heating on the molecular signature of the
two types of regions. Whereas in Galactic sources the heated (300K) envelope can
be clearly identified, this component is less pronounced in the extra-galactic sys-
tems and requires lower (150-250K) temperatures. This difference results from the
increased superposition of (hot and cold) ISM components in extra-galactic systems.
Submitted to Astronomy & Astrophysics
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5.1 Introduction
During recent years much effort has been put into observing and analyzing the
molecular interstellar medium (ISM) in nearby galaxies (e.g., Loenen et al. 2008;
Baan et al. 2008; Solomon et al. 1992; Aalto et al. 2002; Gao & Solomon 2004a; Gracia´-
Carpio et al. 2006). Although significant progress has been made in understanding
the integrated emissions of these (often unresolved) nuclear regions, their interpre-
tation needs to be benchmarked using comparable Galactic observations.
Many observational studies have been done to interpret the variety of phenomenol-
ogy of the Galactic ISM. However, most of these studies are not suitable to serve as a
general benchmark for interpreting extra-galactic observations because they address
only a small part of the physical and chemical variety found in the Galaxy. This is
most commonly because the surveys, that target a large number of sources or a large
area of the sky, only observe a limited number of molecular species with CO and its
isotopes being most common (e.g., Solomon et al. 1987; Oka et al. 1998; Simon et al.
2001). On the other hand, multi-line surveys are typically limited to a particular
small area on the sky (e.g., Jones et al. 2008; Lo et al. 2009).
In this paper we make a first step towards creating a Galactic database using
a multi-molecule survey of isolated star-forming regions. The observed molecules
were selected on the basis of the most commonly observed (strongest) emission lines
in extra-galactic studies. The Galactic target sources were taken from a CS(2-1) sur-
vey of sources that were identified as Ultra Compact H  Regions (UCH  Rs) based
on their IR properties (Bronfman et al. 1996). The sources were selected to ensure
that they are star-forming regions of a similar type, allowing us to investigate the
average molecular properties of the sources and their (possible) deviations.
The data will be analyzed using a set of models that incorporate the physics and
gas-phase chemistry of the molecular cloud, as well as the radiative transfer for a
number of the observed molecular species. This will be used to determine the phys-
ical properties of the clouds, which then will be compared to the results of a similar
study of luminous IR galaxies presented by Baan et al. (2008) and Loenen et al. (2008)
(see also Chapters 3 and 4 in this thesis). Using this approach, we will be able to
benchmark not only the emission properties of extra-galactic star-forming regions,
but also their physical properties.
The structure of the paper is as follows. The details about the Galactic obser-
vations are presented in Sect. 5.2. In Sect. 5.3, the physical and chemical models
are described that were used to interpret the data. The properties of the observed
lines are presented and analyzed in Sect. 5.4 and compared to extra-galactic results
in Sect. 5.5.
5.2 Observations and data reduction
The observations of 32 isolated Galactic star-formation regions have been carried out
using the Onsala 20 meter telescope in April 2008. A 160 MHz bandwidth has been
used with a spectral resolution of 100 kHz, which corresponds to 
 500 km/s and a
resolution of 
 0.3 km/s at 90 GHz. The band has always been tuned to the rest fre-
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Table 5.1: Characteristics of the observed emission lines.
molecule transition1 frequency beam aperture e 7 .2
[GHz] [ VXV ] [Jy

K]
SiO J  2  1 86.24 43.9 22.07
HNCO J  4  3 87.93 43.0 22.59
HCN J  1  0 88.63 42.7 22.81
HCO

J  1  0 89.19 42.4 22.99
HNC J  1  0 90.66 41.7 23.44
N2H

J  1  0 93.17 40.6 24.22
CS J  2  1 97.98 38.6 25.71
C18O J  1  0 109.78 34.5 29.38
13CO J  1  0 110.20 34.3 29.51
CN NJ  13 s 2  01 s 2 113.49 33.3 30.53
1 for transitions that are split, all sub-levels were combined
2 obtained by interpolating between documented values
quency of the observed line, in order to minimize re-tuning. The observations have
been done in position switching mode with 12 T 30 seconds of integration on both
the ON and OFF positions and with chopper wheel calibration before every 6 scans.
The total time spent per line per source was about 15 minutes, including slewing
time. Regular calibration of the pointing accuracy (and when atmospheric condi-
tions changed, e.g. weather changes, sun rise) using 5-point scans on SiO maser
sources has shown an accuracy of typically M 5 VWV . The size of the beam ranges be-
tween 33 VXV (CN) and 44 VWV (SiO).
The observed emission lines and corresponding quantities are listed in Table 5.1.
The shock tracer HNCO has been observed in all sources and the shock tracer SiO in
10 sources, but no clear detection of either line has been obtained . Therefore, these
lines are not discussed in this paper. Some of the CS observations have been taken
during bad weather conditions, leading to lower signal to noise ratios and several
non-detections.
The data have been reduced using the XS package1. After averaging all scans of
one observation, baselines were subtracted by fitting first-order polynomials. Higher-
order baselines were used in some cases when the baseline showed significant struc-
ture. Gaussian line profiles were fitted to obtain the integrated line strengths, which
are presented in Table 5.2. Some of the observed lines are split into several sub-
levels. In these cases all sub-levels were combined to obtain the total integrated line
strength.
1http:# # www.chalmers.se# rss# oso-en# observations# data-reduction-software
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5.3 Modeling approach
The ISM has many different phases, which are determined by the equilibrium be-
tween various cooling and heating processes (e.g., Field et al. 1969; Wolfire et al.
1995; Spaans 1996). The ISM is continuously heated by radiation (e.g., stellar UV
radiation, X-rays, Cosmic Rays), feedback from star-formation (e.g., super-bubbles,
winds, supernovae; see Norman & Ferrara 1996) and other mechanical processes
(e.g. cloud-cloud collisions, shearing motions). Despite this heating on large scales,
“condensations” form on smaller scales (e.g. Wada & Norman 2007), leading to cold,
dense, molecular cores, that are the sites of star-formation. During their proto-stellar
phase the stars will inject energy into the surrounding ISM. Once the star is formed,
the stellar UV radiation creates a Photon Dominated Region (PDR, Hollenbach &
Tielens 1999) with a decreasing radial temperature gradient because of the attenua-
tion of the UV radiation field by gas and dust.
The sources in our sample will thus be modeled as small scale PDRs, dense
molecular clouds that are hot nearby the central star and colder further away (a
“classical” PDR), embedded in a more extended, lower density, warm molecular en-
velope, that is heated by mechanical feedback from the proto-stellar outflows. Two
sets of independent models have been calculated to find the optimal parameters to
reproduce the observational data: UV-radiation driven PDRs and the surrounding
envelopes.
Assuming that the line emission of both the PDR and the envelope is optically
thick, the beam filling factors of both components are proportional to their surface
area. Assuming a spherical PDR component with a physical diameter that is the
same for all sources and that the envelope is larger than the beam, the filling factors
are a function of distance. If the beam is smaller than the PDR, only a pure PDR
is observed. If the beam is larger than the PDR, the contribution of the envelope is
equal to the total beam area minus the area of the PDR.
5.3.1 PDR models
The PDR models are created using the models as described in Loenen et al. (2008),
which are based on the work by Meijerink & Spaans (2005) and Meijerink et al. (2007)
(see Chapter 4). The total column density along a line of sight in the cloud was cho-
sen to be of the order of 1022  1023 cm  2, which corresponds to a visual extinction
of around 6-55. At such high column densities, the observed lines become optically
thick and therefore the results will not change when further increasing the column
density. As discussed in Loenen et al. (2008), the intensity of the UV radiation field
(6-13.6 eV, Habing 1968; Draine 1978) of the PDR does not alter the results signif-
icantly, and has been chosen to be 160 erg s  1 cm  2. The density of the PDR com-





ratios and is found to lie between 105 and 105 	 5 cm  3 for all sources.
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5.3.2 Envelope models
In order to model the envelopes, a variation on the Loenen et al. (2008) code was
made, in which the gas temperature is not determined by the UV radiation field
that is attenuated in the PDRs. Instead, the gas temperature is increased due to
the mechanical heating by outflows. At high densities (
R
104 	 5 cm  3) the gas and
dust temperatures are coupled, resulting in heating of the dust by the warm gas.
Combined the leads to a chemistry that is significantly different than found in PDRs.
Since this effect of dust heating by gas is not included in the Loenen et al. (2008)
models, an approximation was made by fixing the gas and dust temperature in the
envelopes.
For these envelopes, the best results have been obtained using slightly lower den-
sities (between 104 	 5 and 105 cm  3), and a gas/dust temperature of at least 250K.
There is a degeneracy between the temperature of the gas and dust in the envelope
and the relative contributions of the PDR and envelope components: a small con-
tribution by a hot envelope produces the same line ratios as a larger contribution
of a cooler envelope. A temperature of 300K has been used, which is the lowest
temperature (and requiring the least amount of input energy) where the PDR and
envelope contributions can be separated. In the absence of spatial information, these
are average (global) properties, because the heating by the outflow is likely to be in-
homogeneous and leads to part of the envelope being hotter and part being cooler
than 300K.
The broad-band IRAS colors of our sources (taken from the IRAS Point Source
Catalog, Beichman et al. 1988) also show evidence for dust at such high tempera-
tures. Nearby sources that are dominated by the PDR component have colors in-
dicating colder dust as compared to sources that have a large envelope contribu-
tion, which show enhanced 12  m emission. Loenen et al. (2006) found that ultra-
luminous IR galaxies show a similar enhancement, that could only be attributed to a
hot dust component with temperatures around 400K (see Chapter 3 of this thesis).
To validate the assumption that proto-stellar outflows are indeed a possible source
for the heating of the envelope, we calculated the outflow velocities needed for heat-
ing. For this, we assumed a size for the envelope of 5 pc (larger than the beam for the
most distance sources) and used the results of Loenen et al. (2008) to determine the
heating rate needed to keep the gas at 
 300 K ( v : 5 T 10  19 and 9 T 10  18 erg s  1 cm  3
for n=104 	 5 and 105 cm  3, respectively). We use these values to estimate the mean
outflow velocities in a similar way as in Loenen et al. (2008):
vflow SP 1   0 T 1027 v n  1 
1
3 km s  1 : (5.1)
which gives outflow velocities between 
 25 and 
 45 km/s. Such velocities are com-
mon in outflows (Bachiller 1996), which confirms them as possible sources of me-
chanical heating in Galactic star-formation sources.
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Figure 5.1: Integrated molecular line luminosities versus LFIR for the sources presented in this
work and in Baan et al. (2008). The dashed line represents a fit to the Baan et al. (2008) data,
the solid line represent a fit to all data. The slopes (s1: Baan et al. (2008), s2: all data) of these
fits are denoted in the lower right corner of each panel.
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5.4 Line diagnostics
5.4.1 Correlations with IR luminosity
In extra-galactic systems, a strong correlation has been found between the far-infrared
luminosity and the luminosity of molecular emissions (Gao & Solomon 2004a; Baan
et al. 2008). This correlation is analogous to the well-known Kennicutt-Schmidt law
(Kennicutt 1998), which relates the star-formation density (or in this case the LFIR)
and the gas surface density (in this case the line luminosity).
No clear correlation has been found between the observed tracers and LFIR within
the Galactic sample itself. However, Fig. 5.1 shows that the sources in our sample
follow the same relation found for extra-galactic sources (dashed lines, slopes indi-
cated as s1; Baan et al. 2008). When including the Galactic sources in the fit (solid
lines) , the slopes (indicated as s2) do not change very much. The slopes of HCN and
HNC get closer to each other after adding the Galactic data, which is to be expected
since these species have identical critical densities (see Krumholz & Thompson 2007,
for more information on the expected slopes). This linear relation indicates a scaling
law that relates the physics of nearby star-formation regions with those of luminous
IR galaxies. To first order, the properties of extra-galactic star formation regions are
consisted with a superposition of star formation regions that similar to Galactic ones.
A comparable analysis of only the HCN emission lines, was presented by Wu et al.
(2005).
The figures show more scatter in the Lmolecule-LFIR relation in our Galactic sample
than for extra-galactic sources. This can be attributed to the fact that our very nearby
sources are more sensitive to errors introduced by the large beam sizes of the obser-
vations: 33 VXV  44 VXV for our observations versus the up to 2 V at 100  m for the IRAS
observations used to determine the LFIR of the sources. This leads to errors in both
the observed molecular line strengths (see later in this section) and the LFIR.
5.4.2 13CO and C18O
No clear trends were found when comparing the 13CO and C18O data to the high-
density tracers, unlike what has been found for galaxies Baan et al. (2008). Only the
two HNC/CO ratios display a decrease as a function of distance from the source (fig-
ure not shown here), which is likely caused by the decrease in the HNC line strength
(see Sect. 5.4.3). Figure 5.2 shows that the 13CO/C18O ratio remains relatively con-
stant with distance throughout the sample. The 13CO line will be slightly optically
thick in most sources, which results in ratios just below the expected (solar) ratio
as denoted by the dotted line. At larger distances (beyond 4.5 kpc), the spread in
the data points becomes larger and some ratios are above the solar value. Because
of the large physical size of the beam at those distances (see discussion in next sec-
tions), the observing beam will also include more extended CO components with a
range of optical depths for the 13CO line. This would indicate that both CO lines also
trace an omni-present component of the ISM, which does not necessarily relate to
the star-formation activity.
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Figure 5.2: Integrated line ratio of the two observed CO isotopes versus distance. The dotted
line shows the solar 13COJ C18O isotope ratio.
5.4.3 HCN, HNC and HCO £
The initial analysis of the Galactic data was done by comparing the HCN, HNC and
HCO

line ratios, in a similar manner as done for the extra-galactic observations in
Loenen et al. (2008) and Chapter 4. Figure 5.3 shows the HCN, HNC and HCO

line
ratios plotted against each other. The colored tracks indicate the emission line ratios
predicted by theoretical models. The model results are shown as function of column
density, with the highest column density indicated by the dot.
Figure 5.3 shows the results for the two PDR models (n=105 and 105 	 5 cm  3) and
the two envelope models (n=104 	 5 and 105 cm  3) and models that represent mixes
between PDRs and envelopes. As can be seen, the observed data points are brack-
eted by these models. The results show that the sample is very homogeneous in
terms of density, with only half an order of magnitude spread. Given the error on
the measurements, this spread is most likely intrinsic variation in the sources. Baan
et al. (2008) suggested that the average molecular gas density of star-forming regions
decreases during their evolution. If this also applies to the sources in our current
Galactic sample, then the small range in densities translates into a small range of
age, which confirms that all our sources are in the same stage of their evolution,
consistent with our selection criteria.
The addition of an envelope component with high (dust) temperatures to the
PDR component can explain the observed low HNC/HCN ratios, since at tempera-
tures higher than 100 K, HNC is efficiently converted into HCN (Loenen et al. 2008;
Schilke et al. 1992). Some of the Galactic sources show HNC/HCN line ratios that
are slightly above unity, which is a signature of X-ray driven chemistry (Loenen et al.
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2008). Given that many processes in star-formation regions produce X-rays (e.g.,
proto-stars, pre-main-sequence winds, outflow shocks, stellar remnants; see Broos
et al. 2007, for X-ray observations of the M 17 star-forming region) and the fact that
X-rays have a very small absorption cross-section, it is likely that a modest X-ray
background may slightly raise the HNC/HCN line ratios. Since the effect of X-rays
cannot be identified in most sources because of their intrinsically low HNC/HCN
ratios and because the effect is modest in those sources where it can be identified,
this aspect has not been included in the modeling.
The HNC/HCN line ratio changes systematically with the distance of the source
(Fig. 5.4a). This variation appears not to result from differences in the physical prop-
erties of the observed PDRs, but rather from a systematic observational effect result-
ing from the small PDR target sources being embedded in a larger warm envelope
(as described in Sect. 5.3). Since the physical size of the telescope beam increases with
distance, at a certain point it will be larger than the central PDR and the observed
lines will be increasingly dominated by the envelope.
Figure 5.4a shows this geometrical effect for the HNC/HCN line ratio. The colors
used in this figure are the same as used in Figs. 5.3 and 5.6. The best fit was obtained
using a PDR size of 0.4 pc. This corresponds to a total column density of  1023 cm  2,
at which the lines are optically thick. The observed global trend in the data can be
thus explained by the changing contributions of the two source components due to
the increasing beam size.
Although the PDR and envelope models can explain the observed HNC/HCN
line ratios very well, they do not reproduce all observed HCO

line ratios, partic-
ularly for sources closest to the Galactic Center (GC) where the discrepancies are
largest. Observations have shown that the Cosmic Ray (CR) ionization rate at the
GC is much higher than for the solar neighborhood ( ¤¥ (2  7) T 10  15 s  1; Oka et al.
2005). At the densities found for our sources, an increase in the CR ionization rate
will lead to increased dissociative recombination of HCO

with electrons and will,
therefore, have a strong decreasing effect on the HCO

line ratios (Loenen et al. 2008;
Meijerink et al. 2006). In order not to produce separate models for all different RGal,
an approximation was introduced in the models: the CR ionization rate in the enve-
lope is increased while the CR ionization rate in the PDRs is not changed. This way,
the sources closest to the GC (at the largest distances and with a dominating enve-
lope component) will be more affected by the enhanced CR ionization rate. On the
other hand, nearby sources will be dominated by the PDR and will therefore have no
increased CR ionization rate. Figure 5.3 shows that this selective increase of the CR
ionization rate in the envelopes to ¤¥ 5 T 10  15 s  1 provides the correct line ratios.
Figure 5.4b shows the geometrical dependence for the HCO

/HCN line ratio.
While the two models bracket the data points, they do not trace the data distribu-
tion. Most noticeable the HCO

/HCN line ratio decreases by a factor of 1.7 towards
the distance of the GC at 8-10 kpc (log(D)=0.9-1). An equivalent decrease can be
seen in Fig. 5.4g at low RGal. This discrepancy between models and data is caused
by the simplification employed for the change in the CR ionization rate. Creating a
(computationally intensive) grid using different CR rates for both the PDR and the
envelope would indeed make it possible to more accurately determine the CR ion-
102 chapter 5: Multi-molecular studies of Galactic star forming regions






















































mixes: 0, 50, 90, 95, 100%
Figure 5.3: Diagnostic diagrams using integrated line ratios of HCN, HNC, and HCO d versus
each other. a) Integrated HCO d J HCN versus HNCJ HCO d ratios, b) Integrated HCO d J HCN
versus HNCJ HCN ratios, and c) Integrated HNCJ HCN versus HNCJ HCO d ratios. Colored
lines show two PDR models and two envelope models and mixes between them. The model
results are shown as function of column density, with the highest column density indicated
by the dot. Model results closest to the dotted black line are pure PDRs, those furthest away
are 100% envelope. See legend for more information on the models; n denotes the density in
cm ) 3.
ization rate as a function of the distance to the GC. However, the improvement in
the results would only be marginal, considering that the intrinsic spread in the data
is of the same order as the current discrepancy between data and models.
The data points in Figure 5.3 show a similar behavior as the extra-galactic sources
with a smaller spread in HCO

/HCN ratios and a larger spread in HNC/HCN
lines ratios, which confirms enhanced temperatures due to additional non-radiative
heating processes. It is important to note that about half of the data points show
HNC/HCN and HNC/HCO

ratios that are significantly lower than for the shock-
heated extra-galactic systems (Loenen et al. 2008). Such low line ratios cannot be
obtained by direct shock heating of the PDRs, which is consistent with the absence
of the emission of shock tracers SiO and HNCO.
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Figure 5.4: Integrated line ratios plotted as function of distance to the sources (left) or distance
between the source and the Galactic Center (Galactic radius, right). Colored lines in panels a,
b, and c show model result and are the same as used in Figs. 5.3 and 5.6. More information on
the models can be found in Sects. 5.4.3 and 5.4.4.
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5.4.4 CS
The line ratios of CS, HCN and HNC show significant variation in the ratios but no
clear systematic trends can (yet) be seen (Fig. 5.6). Because some sources at large
distances (and low RGal) could not be observed in bad weather (see also Fig. 5.4c and
h), there are missing data points. These data points would be expected to fill the gap
between the main body and the two outlier points with low CS/HCN ratios. One
single source IRAS 18151  1208 shows clear deviant line ratios in Fig. 5.6b. While the
CS detection suffered from poor weather conditions, the HNC line also shows signs
of (self) absorption, possibly causing an underestimated HNC line strength.
In order to interpret the observed CS line ratios, we have extended the Loenen
et al. (2008) models to also include the radiative transfer for the CS molecule. In
dense molecular clouds, the sulphur abundance can be lower than in the solar neigh-
borhood by up to a factor of 1000 (e.g., Gondhalekar 1985; Tieftrunk et al. 1994; van
der Wiel et al. 2009), possibly due to S

depletion on charged grains (Ruffle et al.
1999). Indeed, it has been found that the PDR and envelope models produce CS
line strengths that are about a factor of 10 too strong, as compared to the other trac-
ers. In order to reduce the CS line strengths from our models to those observed, an
S-depletion of a factor between 200 and 400 w.r.t. solar abundances needs to be in-
troduced. The results are shown in Fig. 5.6 with red (n  105 	 5  5 	 0 cm  3, S-depletion
= 400), blue (n  105 	 0  4 	 5 cm  3, S-depletion = 400), and cyan (n  105 	 0  4 	 5 cm  3, S-
depletion = 200) lines. The model results are shown as function of column density,
with the highest column density indicated by the dot. As can be seen, there is a
degeneracy between the gas density and the S-depletion. However, since the den-





an accurate estimate of the S-depletion could be made using only a single S-bearing
molecule.
Figures 5.4c and 5.4h show the CS/HCN line ratio as a function of distance and
Galactic radius, respectively. Since some sources at large distances (and at low RGal)
were not observed, clear systematic trends cannot be determined. However, our
model results predict a decrease with increasing distance. If this is indeed the case,
the two sources with high CS/HCN ratios at large distance (low RGal) have proper-
ties that diverge from the global properties of our sample, most likely resulting from
less sulphur depletion.
5.4.5 CN
The CN/HCN line ratio decreases with distance, similar to HNC/HCN (Fig. 5.4d).
This effect can also be seen in Fig. 5.5a, where CN/HCN and HNC/HCN show a
roughly linear correlation with the exception of the four sources marked with white
squares.
The models used in this paper do not (yet) include the radiative transfer for CN,
due to a lack of collisional rates. However, CN is included in the chemical network
and the predictions of the abundances can be used for a first-order interpretation
of the observed CN line ratios. The abundances of CN and HCN for the PDR and
envelope models is presented in Fig. 5.7 as a function of column density. Firstly,
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Figure 5.5: Diagnostic diagrams using integrated line ratios of CN, N2H d , HCN and HNC,
similar to Figs. 5.3b and 5.6b. a) Integrated CNJ HCN versus HNCJ HCN ratios, and b) Inte-
grated N2H d¬J HCN versus HNCJ HCN ratios.
Fig. 5.7d shows that, for most column densities, the CN/HCN abundance ratios are
lower in the envelopes than in the PDRs. One of the important formation routes
of CN is the photo-dissociation of HCN and HNC (Woodall et al. 2007). Since the
UV radiation field in the envelope is much lower than in the PDR, this route is sup-
pressed, which explains the observed lower CN/HCN and CN/HNC ratios. Sec-
ondly, Fig. 5.7b shows that, for PDRs, the CN abundance strongly peaks at lower
column density (log(N) 
 21.4), whereas HCN is most abundant deeper into the
cloud (log(N) ­ 21.8). This confirms that CN is more a surface tracer than a volume
tracer in such dense environments (e.g., Sternberg & Dalgarno 1995). As a result, the
CN line strength is more sensitive to the geometry of the source than a volume tracer
like HCN, which may explain the complex behavior seen in Fig. 5.5a.
Four sources with apparently deviant CN/HCN line ratios are at small distances,
which makes the observations more susceptible to geometrical effects (Fig. 5.4d and
5.5a). However, these sources may also mark the lower boundary in the spread of
the CN/HCN data points on top of a systematic change of the ratio with distance.
Such a spread could result from a variation in the UV field strength. The CN/HCN
abundance ratio in Figure 5.7 shows that a PDR with a lower UV flux (green lines,
FUV=1.6 erg s  1 cm  2) also has a lower ratio throughout most of the cloud. Radiative
transfer modeling of the CN molecule needs to confirm that this lower abundance ra-
106 chapter 5: Multi-molecular studies of Galactic star forming regions



























































mixes: 0, 50, 90, 95%
Figure 5.6: Diagnostic diagrams using integrated line ratios of HCN, HNC, and CS versus each
other. a) Integrated CSJ HCN versus HNCJ CS ratios, b) Integrated CSJ HCN versus HNCJ HCN
ratios, and c) Integrated HNCJ HCN versus HNCJ CS ratios. Over plotted are three sets of
model results, for di  erent combinations of density and S depletion. The model results are
shown as function of column density, with the highest column density indicated by the dot.
Model results closest to the dotted black line are pure PDRs, and those furthest away are 100%
envelopes. See legend for more information on the models; n denotes the density in cm ) 3.
tio translates into a lower emission line ratio. If this is indeed the case, the CN/HCN
line ratio will be a valuable addition to the existing HCN, HNC and HCO

diagnos-
tics, which are not sensitive to the UV radiation field.
5.4.6 N2H £
The last molecule included in our survey is the ion N2H

. Figure 5.4e shows that the
N2H

/HCN line ratio, like many of the other ratios, decreases at larger distances.
Since our chemical network does not yet include N2H

there are no model predic-
tions on its abundance in PDRs and their envelopes. However, given that N2H

is
very efficiently destroyed by recombination with electrons (Woodall et al. 2007) and
the envelopes have a larger average electron abundance than the PDRs (see Fig. 5.7a),

























































d PDR n=5.5PDR n=5.0
PDR n=5.0 low Fuv
env. n=5.0
env. n=4.5
Figure 5.7: Fractional abundances and abundance ratios for PDR and envelope models as
function of column density: a) the electron abundance to be discussed in relation to N2H d , b)
the CN abundance, c) the HCN abundance, and d) the CNJ HCN abundance ratio. See legend
for more information on the models; “low FUV” indicates a model with FUV g 1.6 erg s ) 1 cm ) 2;
n denotes the log of the density in cm ) 3.
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velopes. This figure also shows that a change in UV flux alters the electron abun-
dance in a PDR cloud, which can account for the observed spread of N2H

/HCN on
top of any systematic change.
The increased electron abundance is primarily caused by the higher temperature
in the envelope, which reduces the recombination rate of the most abundant ion C

.
Another important factor in the ionization balance of the molecular ISM is the CR
rate. Variations in the CR rate could explain why the N2H

/HCN ratio does not
show such a clear correlation with RGal (Fig. 5.4j) as it does with distance (Fig. 5.4e).
The varying CR rate and UV flux may also account for the behavior seen in Fig. 5.5b,
which shows that the spread in N2H

/HCN ratio increases for lower HNC/HCN
ratios. In order to answer these questions, the chemistry and radiative transfer of
N2H

need to be modeled.
5.5 Bootstrapping across size scales
Multi-molecule and multi-transition studies provide a powerful way to understand
and diagnose molecular emission regions. In this paper we have considered isolated
star-formation regions using single transitions of the molecules HCN, HNC, HCO

,
CN and CS. The properties of the ion N2H

are still to be integrated in the discussion
and other characteristic tracer molecules also need to be considered. The inclusion
of more molecules will provide further details of the physical environment of the
regions and the variations in the conditions.
Clearly, Galactic emission regions will provide the most detailed information on
their structure and the prevailing physics. Therefore, the molecular properties of
these Galactic star-forming regions must be used as a basis, a benchmark, to study
the partially-resolved star-formation regions of nearby galaxies and the unresolved
emissions of distant starbursts. A comparison of the behavior of specific molecular
properties in varying environments and scales would show both similarities and
differences. Therefore, diagnostic studies at different scale sizes should employ a
similar set of molecular transitions as has been done here and in studies of nuclear
regions of extragalactic sources (Baan et al. 2008; Loenen et al. 2008, Chapters 3 and
4).
A comparison of modeling results needs to consider any differences in the nature
of the sources in the sample. The current Galactic sample is rather homogeneous
and all sources are at a similar stage of evolution. As a result, they display a well-
defined behavior of molecular line ratios (e.g., Fig. 5.3c). On the other hand, the
extra-galactic sample is comprised of galaxies with diverse levels of star-formation
and nuclear activity, which results in a larger spread of the observed line ratios (e.g.,
Fig. 4.1c on page 84).
Evaluation of the results in this study shows that the PDR components in Galactic
sources are very similar to the conglomerates of PDRs that are observed in nuclear
regions of ULIRGs (Baan et al. 2008). There is only a difference in the mean density
of the regions. The Galactic PDRs have high densities in the range 105  105 	 5 cm  3
for isolated regions that are dominated solely by UV radiation. The nuclear regions
of ULIRGs and nearby FIR galaxies have been modeled with a somewhat wider
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density range of 104 	 5  105 	 5 cm  3. This larger density range may be caused by the
integrated signature of the extragalactic sources that also includes the intervening
lower-density component. In addition, extragalactic nuclei are found to be at dif-
ferent stages of starburst evolution, which results in a gradual decrease of average
density over evolutionary time (Chapter 6).
A distinct difference in the molecular signatures of the two samples is found in
the surrounding gas envelopes that are not in a “classical” PDR state. For the Galactic
sources, these two distinct components could be isolated because they give a mixed
response depending on the distance to the source and the relative beam size. In extra-
galactic systems such isolation is not possible, since all different gas components are
superimposed, which results in average physical properties. As a result the envelope
component needs to be treated differently in the two cases.
The temperature of the envelope component of the Galactic sources is found to
be at 300K. The mechanically-heated intervening gas in extra-galactic systems is an
integral part of the PDR environment and shows lower temperatures of 150-250 K
(Loenen et al. 2008). Also the suggested heating mechanisms are different. Proto-
stellar outflows are considered to be the most likely heating source for Galactic en-
velopes, given the absence of shock signatures and the fact that the sources are (rel-
atively) young star-forming systems. For the extra-galactic sources, SN feedback
is preferred over outflows because it can provide the needed energy more easily,
and the strongest heating signatures are found in more evolved systems (Baan et al.
2009). However, the superposition response of extra-galactic systems may also in-
clude components similar to the “Galactic envelopes”. Therefore, a model with a
mixing sequence of PDRs, envelopes, and shocks could as well reproduce the ob-
served extragalactic line ratios.
Modeling of the CS molecule showed that the Galactic sources have a S-depletion
of 200-400 with respect to solar abundances. This modeling has not (yet) been done
for the extra-galactic sources, but since they have comparable CS/HCN line ratios
and gas densities (Baan et al. 2008; Loenen et al. 2008, Chapters 3 and 4), similar
depletion factors are expected.
A separate treatment of the effects of an enhanced CR ionization rate has only
been required for a group of sources close to the Galactic Center in relation to their
HCO

line ratios. Such an enhanced CR rate could also be expected in the extra-
galactic sample, because many of the sources have high SN rates and may harbor
an Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN). Both these processes can create powerful shocks
that produce a high amount of CRs. But since the HCO

ratios are influenced by
both the density of the medium and the CR ionization rate, the large density range
found in the extra-galactic sample makes it impossible to isolate the contribution of
the CRs in a similar manner.
5.6 Conclusions
The collective behavior of an ensemble of molecules, rather than of individual species,
shows to be a very powerful tool to determine the properties of molecules for Galac-
tic star-forming regions. The modeling of this selected source sample shows that the
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relevant parameter space is rather limited. The introduction of separate envelope
and PDR components highlights the complexity of interpreting the physics of these
star-formation regions but also facilitates the identification of their specific proper-
ties. The results of the modeling procedures may thus be used to assign specific
properties to individual star-formation regions, which serves as diagnostics tools.
As the number of molecular species incorporated into these studies is enlarged also
the accuracy of the diagnostics will improve, the modeling degeneracy will reduce,
and the amount of detailed physics will increase. As compared with earlier stud-
ies of extra-galactic sources, this Galactic study newly identified the effects of CR at
the Galactic center, of S-depletion using a single transition of a sulphur-bearing (CS)
molecule, and of mechanical heating in young star-formation regions.
In the most distant Galactic sources in the current sample, the PDR (the target
of the observations) only covers a small fraction (5%) of the beam area. As a result,
the observed integrated properties of many Galactic target sources are dominated
by the surrounding ISM. However, a two-component model allows the separation of
their properties. The observed line ratios from the Galactic sources in our sample can
be explained by modeling them as small ( 
 0.4 pc), cold (40-50 K), high-density (105-
105 	 5 cm  3) PDRs embedded in a more extended, warm ( 
 300 K) molecular medium,
with lower densities (104 	 5-105 cm  3). This “envelope” is not heated by the radiation
from the central star (which is attenuated by the central PDR), but rather by mechan-
ical processes such as proto-stellar outflows. This confirms the importance of feed-
back from the star-formation process to heat a larger component of warm molecular
gas.
These studies using multi-molecular species plus detailed modeling emphasize
the strength of this approach to study the physics and chemistry of the molecular
ISM. Using more species will give more physical detail. For example, reproducing
the HCO

line strengths observed in the sources that are nearby the Galactic cen-
ter, requires the CR ionization rate to be enhanced. The optimal value found of
5 T 10  15 s  1 agrees well with previously determined CR ionization rates. Similarly,





line ratios, an accurate estimate of the S-depletion could be made using only a single
sulphur-bearing molecule. The optimal range of 200-400 is also in agreement with
values found for dense cores of molecular clouds.
This study also shows that Galactic observations can successfully be used to cre-
ate a benchmark for extra-galactic molecular line studies. However, as long as there
are degeneracies in isolating the emission characteristics of distinct components of
the ISM, the superposition of different phases of the ISM will continue to compli-
cate the exact interpretation of extra-galactic observations. Comparing the Galactic
results to similar extra-galactic observations has shown that the PDR component
in both samples is similar. Both samples also show signs of non-radiative heating,
although the effects are less pronounced in the extra-galactic systems, which need
temperatures between 150 and 250K. This is most likely a result of the increased
superposition of different (hot and cold) ISM components in those systems.
Single-dish observations of Galactic sources require careful interpretation. The
relatively large beam sizes make observations sensitive to geometrical effects and a
super-position of completely different components of the ISM. Identification of these
Conclusions 111
different ISM components requires the enhanced spatial resolution of interferome-
ters. Besides providing access to molecular transitions across a significantly larger
frequency range, the resolution of ALMA would allow resolving the PDR compo-
nent in all our Galactic sources.






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6 Time evolution of the molecu-lar ISM in luminous IR galaxies
— W.A. Baan, A.F. Loenen & M. Spaans —
Molecules that trace the high-density regions of the interstellar medium may be
used to evaluate the changing physical and chemical environment during the ongo-
ing nuclear activity in (Ultra-)Luminous Infrared Galaxies.
The changing ratios of the HCN (1  0), HNC (1  0), HCO

(1  0), CN (1  0) and
CN (2  1), CO (2  1), and CS (3  2) transitions were compared with the HCN (1  0)/
CO (1  0) ratio which represents the progression time scale of the starburst. These
diagnostic diagrams were interpreted using the results of theoretical modeling using
a large physical and chemical network to describe the state of the nuclear ISM in the
evolving galaxies.
Systematic changes are seen in the line ratios as the sources evolve from an early
stage for the nuclear starburst (ULIRGs) to later stages. These changes result from
changing environmental conditions and particularly from the lowering of the aver-
age density of the medium from around 105 	 5 to as low as 104 cm  3. A temperature
rise due to mechanical heating of the medium by feedback, from 
 40 K in the dense
PDRs up to 
 250 K in late stages, explains the lowering of the ratios at later evo-
lutionary stages. Infrared pumping may affect the CN and HNC line ratios during
early evolutionary stages.
Molecular transitions display a behavior that relates to changes of the environ-
ment during an evolving nuclear starburst. Molecular properties can be used to
determine the physical properties of the nuclear ISM and from that infer the evolu-
tionary stage of the starburst.
6.1 Introduction
The (Ultra-) Luminous Infrared Galaxies (ULIRGs) are powered by a (circum-)nuclear
starburst and/or an Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN). ULIRGs are part of a much
larger population of Sub-Millimeter Galaxies (SMG) that peaks at redshift 2  3 and
extends to z 
 6. The relatively short episodes of intense nuclear activity in ULIRGs
and SMGs have been triggered by galaxy mergers or collisions, and produce the
most luminous galaxies in the universe.
Submitted to Astronomy & Astrophysics
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Among other spectral observations, the emissions from the high-density molec-
ular material in the nuclear region of external galaxies allow a clear view of the ISM
and are a preferred tool for diagnosing the physical and chemical environment of
the starforming and AGN-excited ISM. A strong relation has been found between
the far-infrared luminosity and the luminosity of molecular emissions, that are indi-
cators of the high-density (n (H2) R


104  6 cm  3) component of the interstellar medium
(Gao & Solomon 2004a; Curran et al. 2000; Baan et al. 2008). Since these integrated
emissions predominantly arise from the nuclear region, they are closely associated
with the nuclear starburst/AGN environment and the production of the FIR and
sub-millimeter luminosities.
Each molecular species responds differently to the changing physical and chem-
ical environment of the nuclear region. The collective behavior of molecular tracers
may thus be used to characterize the evolution of the nuclear environment during
its active phase. In this paper, we consider evolutionary changes of the ISM as seen
by the molecular tracer emissions and resulting from the ongoing star-formation, the
AGN activity, and any feedback processes. Diagnostic interpretation of the behavior
of molecular line ratios is based on theoretical modeling using a large physical and
chemical network to describe the state of the nuclear ISM in the evolving galaxies.
6.2 Modeling the Evolving ISM
The emissions of molecular species observed in active nuclei reflect their chemical
abundances, the density and temperature of the medium, their column density, and
the excitation conditions in the ISM. While multiple level studies of single molecules
may be used to reveal the density and/or kinetic temperature of ISM components
during different stages of a nuclear activity, the ensemble of emissions of tracer
molecules will diagnose the physical and chemical environment that affects all of
them. Such analysis results in a set of parameters describing the dominant physical
and chemical properties of the nuclear ISM. Primarily the environments of Photon
Dominated Regions (PDR) will be investigated because most sample sources show
PDR characteristics. Few sources in current sample show characteristics suggesting
X-ray Dominated Regions (XDR) (see section 6.3.2).
In this study mostly single molecular transitions are considered for the multi-
molecular modeling. The inclusion of multiple higher transitions augments the di-
agnostic accuracy of the modeling analysis. The current analysis already predicts the
strength of higher transitions and their ratios on the basis of observed ground state
transitions. Such analysis will be used in future work to incorporate newly obtained
observational data and data expected from Herschel and ALMA.
6.2.1 Modeling the Evolution of a Starburst
The observed relations between the luminosity of emissions of high-density tracers
and the far-infrared luminosity (FIR) represent the response of the nuclear medium
to the activity in the evolving nucleus. The time evolution of the FIR luminosity of a
nuclear starburst may be characterized by a rapid rise to a peak luminosity followed
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Figure 6.1: Simulation of a starburst. a) variation of the FIR-luminosity with representative
time units of 5 x 105 yr. b) steady (percentage-wise) depletion of the high-density (HCN)
component relative to the low-density (CO) component. c) depletion of the high-density
component as a function of the FIR-luminosity. The crosses indicate intervals of 10 time-
steps. d) predicted number distribution of star-bursting FIR galaxies as a function of the
HCN (1 _ 0)J CO (1 _ 0) luminosity ratio. The narrow spikes occur when the FIR-luminosity
reaches its peak.
Figure 6.2: A histogram of sources versus the L(HCN)J L(CO) ratio used in the discussions
with the predicted curve obtained from the simulations presented in Fig. 6.1 over plotted.
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by an exponential tail (Loenen et al. 2006; Baan et al. 2008, Chapter 2 and 3). Because
the star-formation that generates the FIR luminosity also proportionally depletes and
destroys the high-density (HD) component of the nuclear ISM, the LHD line emission
decreases in time similarly to LFIR. For this reason, the changing ratio of the HD and
the low-density components during a nuclear outburst may serve as an indicator of
the evolutionary age of the outburst.
For this discussion, the HCN (1  0)/CO (1  0) line emission ratio may serve as
such an indicator of the evolutionary stage of the starburst. HCN, which has a high
critical density, has been identified as the best high-density tracer to estimate the
amount of high-density material and to describe the state of the starburst (see Gao
& Solomon 2004a; Baan et al. 2008). This is confirmed by extensive modeling that
shows that HCN is indeed least sensitive to chemical and physical changes and may
best serve as an indicator of the high-density molecular component (see Loenen et al.
2008, and Chapter 4). The emission of the low-density component is well represented
by a tracer such as CO (1  0), which would be less affected by a nuclear starburst
because it originates in a region much larger than the starburst region.
In order to obtain further understanding about the FIR evolution and the HD-
depletion during a starburst, we consider a simple simulation, similar to the one
presented in Baan et al. (2008) (Chapter 3). Here we assume that during each time
interval a fixed fraction of the high-density medium of the ISM is used for and
destroyed by the star-formation process (depletion rate). As the HD component
changes steadily with time, the FIR-luminosity follows from a delayed (diffusion) re-
sponse from each mass slice used in the star-formation process. The FIR-luminosity
trails the mass-consumption in time, which is consistent with reality where lower
mass stars have a delayed impact on the FIR-luminosity. This simulation differs from
the one presented in Baan et al. (2008) earlier because here the depletion of the HD
material is used to determine the FIR-luminosity, while previously the HD-depletion
was deduced from the magnitude of the FIR-luminosity.
The starburst simulation depicted in Fig. 6.1 displays model results for three dif-
ferent star-formation scenarios, with different initial HD fractions (0.2, 0.15, and 0.1),
depletion rates (6%, 4% and 2% of available HD-mass per time-step), and peak lu-
minosities (1012 	 3, 1011 	 5, and 1010 	 6 L  ). Assuming a 108 yr duration for the outburst,
each time-step in the simulation has a duration of 5 x 105 yr. The decaying LFIR lu-
minosity curve is determined by the HD depletion rate and the time-delay in the
diffusion approximation for the FIR luminosity, which is chosen to be 2.5 times the
time-step used for the depletion process. While the scaling of the number and the
FIR-luminosity is still arbitrary, the curves may be compared with observations.
The graphs show that more rapid HD-depletion produces a faster luminosity
decay (frame a). Frame b) shows the depletion of the high-density material in the
star-formation region. The continuing depletion of the HD material is plotted as
function of FIR-luminosity in frame c, which is also consistent with observations of
Baan et al. (2008). Because of the decreasing depletion over time and the delay in the
FIR production, the number of sources in frame d) increases towards lower values of
LHCN/LCO. Figure 6.2 presents a histogram of the sources used in these discussions
(no upper limits; see Table 6.2) with the shape of these prediction curves. While the
sample is incomplete at lower LHD/LCO values, this simple model agrees quite well
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Table 6.1: Critical Densities for Molecular Transitions
Molecule Transition Critical Density
CO J  1  0 2   0 T 103 cm  3
CO J  2  1 1   4 T 104 cm  3
HCO

J  1  0 2   2 T 105 cm  3




2 4   0 T 105 cm  3
CS J  3  2 1   4 T 106 cm  3
HCN J  1  0 3   1 T 106 cm  3
HNC J  1  0 3   9 T 106 cm  3




2 1   9 T 107 cm  3
Note: Assumed values for the kinetic temperature
are 60-70 K.
with observations. Real fitting of the curves is not possible, due to the degeneracy
between the depletion rate and the (unknown) scaling of the vertical axis.
6.2.2 Chemical Evolution of the Starburst
The changing properties of the evolving nuclear environment trigger many related
and simultaneous processes. After some high-density material is used to form the
first generation of stars, the remaining high-density component will increasingly be
affected by these stars, their UV-radiation fields, and the resulting (ultra-) compact
HII regions. After the first massive stars produce supernovae and remnants, the
dissipation of mechanical energy of the shocks will further raise the temperature
and disperse the surrounding high-density material. Such processes will modify the
formation of subsequent generations of stars and give a continually changing ISM.
It should be noted that the time scales for shocks and photo-dissociation by UV-
radiation are very short (104  105 yr; Bergin et al. 1998) as compared with the time
scale of a standard starburst (107  108 yr; Coziol 1996).
The high-density component remaining after subsequent generations of stars in
the evolving starburst will decrease in mass and luminosity and will be character-
ized by a systematically decreasing average density and increasing temperature,
although regions of relatively higher density will remain. These changing condi-
tions, as well as variation of the cosmic ray flux density and the radiation fields, will
strongly influence the molecular chemistry.
Simulations using extensive physical and chemical modeling show that the ob-
served intensity ratios of high-density tracers HCN, HNC, and HCO

in extra-galactic
sources are well represented by PDR-dominated environments with densities rang-
ing from n (H2) = 105 	 5 to 104 cm  3 (Loenen et al. 2008, Chapter 4). This range con-
firms the densities anticipated for star-formation regions but also suggests global
evolutionary changes in the nuclear environment during the course of an outburst.
Because of different critical densities for the molecules, particularly the intermediate
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Figure 6.3: Predicted line ratios for HNC (1 _ 0)J HCN (1 _ 0), HCO d (1 _ 0)J HCN (1 _ 0), and
CS (3 _ 2)J HCN (1 _ 0) and the abundance ratio of CNJ HCN for varying environments. The four
assumed conditions represent an average density (n : 10n cm ) 3) for the medium (red lines) and
the addition of mechanical heating at the lowest density (green lines). For the CS diagram,
a Sulpher depletion factor of 400 has been assumed. The vertical dotted lines designate the
column density regions that will be considered in the discussion of the evolutionary diagrams
in Section 6.3.
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Figure 6.4: The ratio of HCO d (1 _ 0)J HCN (1 _ 0) versus the HCN (1 _ 0)J CO (1 _ 0). The ratio
of HCNJ CO represents the progression of time for the nuclear activity running from right to
left. The data points are squares for reliable values or triangles for upper and lower limits.
Filled symbols indicate OH MM or H2CO MM sources in the sample, which are also part of the
ULIRG population. The sources with grey symbols are at later stages of starburst evolution.
The colored arrows indicate the trends predicted by modeling. Colors are as in Fig. 6.3.




















Figure 6.5: The ratio of HNC (1 _ 0)J HCN (1 _ 0) versus the HCN (1 _ 0)J CO (1 _ 0) ratio. The
symbols and colors are as in Fig. 6.4.
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density tracer lines HCO

(1  0) and CN (1  0) (see Table 6.1) may become thermal-
ized during early stages of evolution.
The observed intensity ratios for extra-galactic environments may serve to diag-
nose any global change in the density and other properties of the nuclear ISM. The
expected variation of the HNC, HCO

, and CS line ratios with HCN have been cal-
culated using radiative transfer modeling within a physical/chemical network (see
Loenen et al. 2008, 2009, Chapter 5), while for CN the abundance ratio is presented.
Figure 6.3 considers three representative densities (n (H2) = 105 	 5, 105 	 0, and 104 	 0
cm  3) and for the lowest density also the effects of increasing the temperature from
from 
 40 K to 
 250 K by additional mechanical heating resulting from feedback. Sig-
nificant variation is predicted for a varying global density and between high (  1022
cm  2) and low (  1021 	 8 cm  2) column densities from which the observable emission
emerges. The predicted values cover the range for the observed ratios.
6.3 Signatures of Evolution of the Molecular ISM
The molecular line ratios indicate changes in the chemical and physical environment
that affects the two molecules in a different manner. Consequential changes from
the evolution of the starburst are a decreasing density, increasing feedback, and the
resulting increasing temperature, and the changing chemistry.
The line ratios for a number of characteristic molecular transitions have been
presented as a function of the HCN (1  0)/CO (1  0) line ratio in Figs. 6.4  6.7. The
line ratios for high-density tracers in Table 2 are from Baan et al. (2008) and incor-
porate corrections of the calibration for some data points from the literature. The
high-luminosity ULIRGs and OH Megamasers (OH MM) at early stages of evolu-
tion are on the right-hand side of the diagrams (filled symbols). As the starburst
fades to lower LFIR, sources move towards the left in the diagrams. Evolved sources
(grey symbols) have been affected by feedback during later stages of evolution (see
section 6.3.1 below).
Beside the general evolutionary trend towards lower values for LHCN/LCO, some
observed line ratios display a significant spread in values. Therefore, trends in the
observed line ratios may be small compared with this spread resulting from a variety
of environmental effects to be investigated.
6.3.1 The HCO £ /HCN – HCN/CO relation
The HCO

(1  0)/HCN (1  0) diagram (Fig. 6.5) displays a well organized distribu-
tion of data points across the HCN (1  0)/CO (1  0) range with a second group of
sources at lower HCN (1  0)/CO (1  0) values (see also Baan et al. 2008, and Chap-
ter 3). The central distribution suggests a steady increase of the HCO

(1  0) transi-
tion relative to the HCN (1  0) transition, while the strength of both transitions de-
creases during the evolution of the outburst.
HCO

can be formed via a large number of chemical reactions. The HCO

(1  0)/
HCN (1  0) and HCO

(1  0)/HNC (1  0) ratios are predominantly sensitive to the
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mean density of the medium in PDR-dominated sources, such that both ratios de-
crease with increasing density. The dominant process for this effect is the increased
dissociative recombination rate of HCO

with free electrons. During later stages of
starburst evolution, at lower densities (n 
 104 cm  3) the shifted ionization balance
(FUV  n) will enhance HCO

.
Simulations of the effect of changing the average density of the ISM show a sig-
nificant increase of the HCO

(1  0)/HCN (1  0) ratio for a change in density of 105 	 5
to 104 cm  3 (Fig. 6.3). This trend has been superposed on Fig. 6.5 with a red arrow
and agrees with the general trend of the data points.
The effects of feedback are more difficult to identify for the HCO

(1  0)/HCN
(1  0) ratio because of the mixed effects of an increasing temperature and a decreas-
ing density. The conspicuous group of evolved sources (filled grey symbols) lying
on the left side of Figure 6.5 constitute sources with line ratios that may be ex-
plained with feedback. The separation of these sources from the main body indi-
cates that the nuclear conditions may vary on very short timescales. The spread in
HCO

(1  0)/HCN (1  0) (indicated by the two green arrows) for these sources may
result from variation in the column density (see Fig. 6.3) and the amount of the me-
chanical heating. Modeling also shows that the presence of an AGN and the creation
of dominant XDRs would move sources to higher HCO

/HCN values. However,
this change is accompanied by a increase in the HNC/HCN ratios, which is not ob-
served (Loenen et al. 2008, Chapter 4).
6.3.2 The HNC/HCN – HCN/CO relation
The diagnostic diagram of Fig. 6.4 displays an overall decrease in the HNC (1  0)/
HCN (1  0) ratio (top-right to bottom-left) by a factor of two across the HCN (1  0)/
CO (1  0) range. The HNC (1  0)/HCN (1  0) ratio is sensitive to the heating of the
environment (Loenen et al. 2008). For values larger than unity, the dominant heating
source would be X-rays in XDRs. NGC 7469, with the largest ratio in our sample,
is known to have a circum-nuclear starburst and a black hole X-ray source. The
distinct group of high-luminosity OH MM/ULIRG sources (l.t.r.: NGC 4418, Arp
220, IRAS15107+0724, and Mrk 231) also seem to have an apparent over-luminosity
of HNC relative to HCN. Alternatively to X-ray heating, the enhancement in these
sources may be caused by pumping with a very warm FIR radiation field that dom-
inates over the collisional processes for densities up to 106 cm  3 (Aalto et al. 2007).
This process would operate at early stages of the evolution with high densities and
intense IR radiation fields.
For HNC (1  0)/HCN (1  0) ratios in the range of 0.5 to unity, the dominant heat-
ing source is the UV radiation in young PDRs. Ratios smaller than 0.5 cannot be
explained by the steady state models of PDRs (and XDRs). In a study of additional
heating sources, Meijerink et al. (2006) found that cosmic ray heating is not suffi-
cient to influence the HCN and HNC abundances. On the other hand, an increase in
the temperature by means of SNe and SNR shocks will decrease the HNC/HCN ra-
tio, by opening an additional chemical conversion path from HNC to HCN (Schilke
et al. 1992). This conversion of HNC at later stages of evolution of the starburst is
facilitated by turbulent heating of gas in the central and densest regions of the ISM
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Figure 6.6: The CN (1 _ 0)J HCN (1 _ 0) and CN (2 _ 1)J HCN (1 _ 0) ratios versus the
HCN (1 _ 0)J CO (1 _ 0) ratio. Frame c) presents the CN (2 _ 1)J CN (1 _ 0) line ratio. The sym-
bols are as in Fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.7: The ratios of CS (3 _ 2)J HCN (1 _ 0) versus the HCN (1 _ 0)J CO (1 _ 0) ratio. The
symbols and colors are as in Fig. 6.4.
and is a temperature (T  100K) dependent chemical process (Loenen et al. 2008,
Chapter 4).
The simulations from Sect. 6.2.2 show that the HNC/HCN ratio decreases sys-
tematically with a factor 1.6 when the average density changes from 105 	 5 to 104 cm  3
(Fig. 6.3). The predicted value for the ratio is around 0.6 as seen in the diagram. By
increasing the temperature to 
 250 K due to mechanical heating, the HNC/HCN
ratio may be reduced by as much as a factor 2.5 at lower HCN/CO values. The rel-
ative timing of a nuclear blowout and feedback will depend on the intensity of the
star-formation process. The predicted trends obtained for the HNC/HCN ratio from
modeling the ISM (Fig. 6.3) have been superposed in Fig. 6.4. The effect of decreasing
the density has been indicated by a red arrow and the effect of heating by mechani-
cal feedback with a green arrow. The general distribution of data points agrees well
with the changes expected for the line ratio as a result of the lowering of density and
the introduction of mechanical heating from feedback.
6.3.3 The CN/HCN – HCN/CO relation
In the Galaxy, CN emission is generally enhanced in PDR-dominated environments
(Greaves & Church 1996; Rodriguez-Franco et al. 1998). To a large extent, CN is
a photo-dissociation product of HCN and HNC in the irradiated outer layers of
molecular clouds and may serve as a diagnostic of the FUV and cosmic-ray driven
gas-phase chemistry (see Rodriguez-Franco et al. 1998; Boger & Sternberg 2005).
The CN (1  0)/HCN (1  0) ratio (Fig. 6.6a) displays an increase with increasing
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evolutionary times while the CN (2  1)/HCN ratio (frame b) shows a relative large
spread with a flat trend. The CN/HCN values of OH MM/ULIRG sources are rela-
tively lower and increase with decreasing LFIR (Baan et al. 2008).
The abundance simulations of PDR-dominated emission regions show that the
CN/HCN abundance ratio in regions with high column densities remains close to
unity when lowering the density from 105 	 5 to 104 (Fig. 6.3). Radiation transfer cal-
culations have not yet been done for CN. This absence of variation of the CN abun-
dance can be clearly seen in the CN (2  1)/HCN (1  0) ratio in Fig. 6.6b (red arrow).
The introduction of mechanical heating due to feedback at later evolutionary times
(log(HCN/CO)   1.3) would again lower the relative abundance by as much as a
factor of 20. The rather limited sample of sources does not yet show this effect.
Contrary to the CN (2  1)/HCN (1  0) ratio, the CN (1  0)/HCN (1  0) and CN
(2  1)/ CN (1  0) line ratios in Fig. 6.6a and c display a linear change by a factor of 10
during the course of an outburst. Since the abundance of CN is constant, this has to
be attributed to excitation effects. Simply attributing this change to (excitation) tem-
perature only, would result in a (counter-intuitive) decrease of Tex from 30K to 4K.
However, the results of the HNC (1  0)/HCN (1  0) modeling indicated a gradual
increase in temperature.
Given the relatively low critical density of the CN (1  0) transition, the gradual
increase in the CN (1  0)/HCN (1  0) ratio must be an effect that is similar to that
observed in the HCO

(1  0)/HCN (1  0) ratio. In the early stages when the average
density of the gas is high, the CN (1  0) transition is suppressed. As the average den-
sity drops, the CN (1  0) line strength increases. The relative increase of the CN (1  0)
line also accounts for the observed variation of the CN (2  1)/CN (1  0) line ratio.
The two luminous ULIRG sources Arp 220 and Mrk 231 are the two notable ex-
ceptions in this distribution, as highlighted by their low CN (2  1)/CN (1  0) ratio.
Here a (expectedly) low excitation temperature may be result from conditions during
the early evolution of the starburst but the low ratio could also result from anoma-
lous excitation or FIR pumping of the CN (1  0) level (as proposed for HNC, see
Aalto et al. 2007). Detailed modeling of CN line ratios will bring out the relevance of
such effects.
6.3.4 The CS/HCN – HCN/CO relation
Given its high critical density, the CS emission depend strongly on the clumped
high-density regions with the highest column density in the ISM. The lower den-
sity (outer) regions of molecular structures contribute little to the overall emission.
CS may also be enhanced in photon-dominated regions due to reactions involving
S

(Sternberg & Dalgarno 1995), while an enhanced cosmic ray flux would deplete
its abundance. The grouping of data of points in the diagram may be caused by
rapid changes in the environmental parameters such as feedback with shocks and a
changing population of PDRs.
The diagnostic diagram of the CS (3  2)/HCN (1  0) ratio (Fig. 6.7) displays a
slight downward trend during the course of an outburst. The diagram shows sepa-
rate bands of data points in a manner similar to the HNC (1  0)/HCN (1  0) diagram
of Fig. 6.4. The OH MM/ULIRG sources show enhanced CS (3  2) emission. The ob-
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served line ratios for the CS (3  2) transition are below unity, which is slightly lower
than the values predicted in Figure 6.3. The models results for CS were taken from
Loenen et al. (2009) (see Chapter 5) and assume a sulphur-depletion of 400 with
respect to Solar abundance. The lower ratios seen in our sources indicate that the
average sulphur-depletion in the sources is somewhat higher than 400.
The model results show that the CS (3  2)/HCN (1  0) line ratio does not change
significantly when the average density decreases from 105 	 5 to 104 cm  3, although
there is an increase at N  1022 cm  2 for a density of 105 cm  3 (see Fig. 6.3). The
introduction of mechanical heating and feedback at lower densities would lower the
ratio by a factor of up to 10. These theoretical tendencies have been superposed in
Fig. 6.7. These curves can explain the general behavior of the CS (3  2)/HCN (1  0)
with evolutionary time.
6.4 Summary
The evolutionary stages of a nuclear starburst represent a well-determined sequence
of events that will affect the ISM in a complex but predictable manner. The mag-
nitude of these effects depends on many parameters that determine the intensity of
the star-formation process, such as the IMF, the density of PDRs and the amount
of molecular material in the nuclear region. The characteristics of the ISM and of
the subsequent star-formation mass function will change systematically during the
course of the outburst and ultimately leads to the termination of the process.
This study considers the changes of four high-density tracer molecules using the
general depletion of the high-density tracer HCN (1  0) relative to the more global
low-density CO (1  0) signature as a measure of progression of time in the outburst.
While the conversion of this ratio to actual time is dictated by the intensity of the
outburst and the initial value for this ratio, the use of the ratio provides the link with
evolutionary time during the starburst sequence of events.
Molecular species will react differently to the changing environment of the nu-
clear ISM and the molecules reveal different aspects of the changing physical and
chemical environment. The dominant effects describing the nuclear ISM are the
steady depletion of the high-density molecular component, the decreasing average
density of the medium, and the increasing temperature due to the heating by feed-
back.
Systematic changes are seen for most characteristic line ratios. The ratios for the
two transitions with the lower critical densities, CN (1  0) and HCO

(1  0), show a
relative increase during the evolution of the starburst. The other transitions HNC
(1  0) and CS (3  2) display a small systematic decrease of their strengths relative to
HCN. The spread of the data points is found to be similar in all diagrams. This can
be attributed to additional physical processes that effect the line ratios but also to the
data quality of the (still) limited source sample.
The observed systematic changes can primarily be explained by the change of the
average density of the molecular medium in a PDR-dominated environment from
105 	 5 to 104 cm  3. At later stages of evolution, the feedback from mechanical heating
resulting from SNe and SNRs increases the temperature from 
 40 K to 
 250 K, which
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opens a chemical path to convert HNC into HCN (Loenen et al. 2008), leading to
lower ratios for all lines with respect to HCN (1  0). The clumping and the gaps
between the data points for HNC/HCN and CS/HCN suggest that this results from
rapid changes in the density.
An additional process that may affect the CN and HNC line strengths is the pos-
sible pumping caused by the FIR radiation field, which enhances the HNC (1  0) line
and may reduce the CN (2  1)/CN (1  0) ratio during the early stages of evolution of
some luminous OH MM/ULIRG sources.
The ability to place high-luminosity ULIRGs and (future) SMGs into an evolu-
tionary sequence will provide a novel way to understand and diagnose their phys-
ical processes. The systematic changes of the characteristic molecular line ratios al-
ready provide a first view of an evolutionary sequence for the nuclear activity. While
the relation between the HCN (1  0)/CO (1  0) line ratio and evolutionary time only
provides relative time during the evolution of the starburst, further modeling of the
observed changes may provide a more accurate translation to evolutionary time. Se-
quential modeling to reconstruct the changing nuclear environment will provide a
better understanding and identification of the different physical and chemical pro-
cesses that determine the evolution of the molecular environment during a nuclear
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7 Nederlandse Samenvatting
Bijna al het licht dat we met het blote oog aan de hemel zien, is afkomstig van ster-ren. Overdag zien we het licht van de zon, de dichtstbijzijnde ster. ’s Nachts zien
we, behalve de sterren, de maan en de planeten die zonlicht weerkaatsen. Maar er is
meer aan de hemel dan alleen sterren. Als je naar de hemel zou kunnen kijken met
andere ogen, dan zou het er heel anders uitzien.
Figuur 7.1 geeft hier een mooi voorbeeld van. Links staat een foto van het ster-
renbeeld Orion zoals het te zien is met het blote oog. Op deze foto zie je de bekende
sterren van Orion zelf, de achtergrondsterren en, in de onderste helft van Orion, de
Orion nevel. De rechterhelft van Figuur 7.1 laat hetzelfde stuk van de hemel zien,
maar nu in infrarood-straling (“warmte-straling”). Ineens ziet alles er heel anders
uit: sommige van de sterren zijn niet meer te zien (bijvoorbeeld Rigel, rechts onder-
in), en overal zijn “wolken” te zien.
Deze wolken bestaan uit stof en gas dat verspreid is in de ruimte tussen de ster-
ren, het zogeheten InterStellaire Medium (ISM). De eigenschappen van het ISM zijn
erg gevarie¨erd. Het grootste deel van de ruimte is gevuld met heel heet gas (tot wel
10 miljoen graden) dat een hele lage dichtheid1 heeft (minder dan e´e´n atoom per ku-
bieke centimeter). In dit verspreide, diffuse gas bevinden zich kleinere wolken met
een veel lagere temperatuur (ruim 200 graden onder nul) en een veel hogere dicht-
heid (enkele duizenden tot miljoenen deeltjes per kubieke centimeter2). Door de
hoge dichtheid en lage temperatuur in deze wolken kunnen atomen zich samenvoe-
gen tot moleculen. Het zijn deze moleculaire wolken die in dit proefschrift worden
bestudeerd.
7.1 Levensloop van een ster
Het koude, moleculaire ISM is de geboorteplaats van sterren. Als de dichtheid in
de wolk groot genoeg is, dan trekt de wolk samen door de zwaartekracht. Hier-
door wordt de dichtheid steeds groter en de temperatuur in de gaswolk neemt toe.
Op een gegeven moment is de dichtheid zo groot en de temperatuur zo hoog dat
waterstofatomen fuseren to helium. Op dat moment wordt een ster geboren.
1De dichtheid geeft aan hoeveel deeltjes (atomen of moleculen) er zich in een volume (meestal uitge-
drukt in kubieke centimeter) bevinden.
2Hoge dichtheid is een relatief begrip: de dichtheid in deze wolken zou in een laboratorium op aarde
als vacuum worden bestempeld.
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Figuur 7.2: Het melkwegstelsel Messier 82. Let op al het rode gas dat wordt weggeblazen uit
het stelsel. Foto: NASA, ESA en het Hubble Heritage Team (STScI¿ AURA)
Tijdens hun “leven” beı¨nvloeden sterren het ISM op allerlei manieren. Bij de
vorming van sterren onstaan er sterke gasstromingen die op het omringende ISM
botsen. Door de wrijving tussen de gasstromingen en het omringende ISM komt
energie vrij waardoor het ISM opwarmt of soms zelfs helemaal weg wordt geblazen.
De straling van sterren warmt het omringende gas ook op, soms tot zulke hoge tem-
peraturen dat de omringende wolken als het ware verdampen en er geen nieuwe
sterren kunnen ontstaan.
Aan het “leven” van een ster komt een einde als er geen materiaal in de kern van
de ster meer is voor kernfusiereacties. De ster wordt dan instabiel en stoot een groot
deel van zijn buitenste lagen af of eindigt zelfs in een grote ontploffing: een super-
nova. De effecten van een supernova zijn hetzelfde als die van de gasstromingen die
bij de vorming van de ster optreden. Het afgestoten gas botst met grote snelheid op
het omringende gas waardoor dit warmer wordt. Soms kan het effect zo sterk zijn
dat al het gas in de omgeving wordt weggeblazen. Daarentegen kan de botsing er
ook voor zorgen dat het ISM wordt samengedrukt en er daardoor nieuwe sterren
ontstaan.
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Een extreem voorbeeld van de invloed van sterren op het ISM is geı¨llustreerd in
Figuur 7.2. Dit laat het melkwegstelsel3 Messier 82 zien, waarin zoveel sterren te-
gelijk worden gevormd dat het ISM uit het stelsel weg wordt geblazen (te zien aan
de rode “pluimen” die er uitsteken). In Hoofdstuk 3 en 4 presenteren we waarne-
meningen van een groot aantal soortgelijke actieve stelsels. De analyse van deze
waarnemingen laat zien dat in een groot deel van de bestudeerde stelsels supernova
explosies grote invloed hebben op het ISM.
De derde en misschen wel de belangrijkste wisselwerking tussen sterren en het
ISM is de zogeheten verrijking van het ISM. De kernfusie reacties die de ster van
energie voorzien produceren zware elementen4 (zoals bijvoorbeeld: koolstof, zuur-
stof en stikstof), die uiteindelijk terecht komen in het ISM door supernova explosies.
Het zijn deze zware elementen waaruit de planeten en uiteindelijk het leven zelf zijn
ontstaan.
7.2 Het moleculaire ISM
In dit proefschrift bestuderen we de eigenschappen van het ISM, en hoe deze veran-
deren door stervorming, door middels van het observeren van moleculair gas. Het
moleculaire ISM is interessant, omdat hieruit de sterren worden gevormd. Een ander
voordeel van het bestuderen van moleculair gas is dat moleculen straling uitzenden
met golflengtes van ongeveer een millimeter. Licht met een dergelijke golflengte
wordt niet tegengehouden door het gas en stof in de rest van het ISM. Hierdoor
kunnen we rechtstreks naar de interessante gebieden kijken.
Behalve een heldere blik, bieden moleculen ook veel informatie over het ISM.
Door een bepaald molecuul te observeren bij verscheidene golflengtes, kan de ener-
gie toestand van dit molecuul worden bepaald. Aangezien deze toestand afhangt
van de dichtheid en temperatuur van het ISM, kunnen die eigenschappen op deze
manier bepaald worden. In het onderzoek dat gepresenteerd wordt in dit proef-
schrift gebruiken we een andere methode om meer te weten te komen over het ISM.
Door te kijken naar een groot aantal moleculen is het mogelijk te achterhalen wat de
chemische samenstelling is van het ISM.
De chemie van het ISM is erg gevoelig voor een groot aantal zaken, zoals het soort
en de hoeveelheid straling die aanwezig is, de dichtheid van het gas, de temperatuur
van het gas en het stof en de hoeveelheid geladen deeltjes. Om deze grootheden te
kunnen afleiden uit de waarnemingen, hebben we theoretische modellen gemaakt
die voorspellen hoe de chemische samenstelling van het ISM varie¨ert als de eerder
genoemde factoren veranderen (bijvoorbeeld meer straling of een lagere dichtheid).
Deze chemische modellen gebruiken we vervolgens om uit te rekenen hoe sterk be-
paalde moleculen stralen. Deze gegevens kunnen daarop vergeleken worden met
de waarnemingen. Door dit te doen voor een groot aantal moleculen, die allemaal
anders reageren op de veranderingen in het ISM, kunnen we achterhalen wat de
3Een melkwegstelsel (ook wel sterrenstelsel genoemd) is verzameling van miljarden sterren die door
hun onderlinge zwaartekracht bij elkaar worden gehouden. De Melkweg is zo’n stelsel.
4In de sterrenkunde worden alle elementen behalve waterstof en helium tot de zware elementen
gerekend.
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toestand is van het ISM.
7.3 Andere melkwegstelsels
Bijna alles wat we weten over het onstaan van sterren is gebaseerd op waarnemingen
van stervormingsgebieden in de buurt van onze zon. Het is niet erg waarschijnlijk
dat stervorming overal in de Melkweg het zelfde is, omdat de eigenschappen van
het ISM varie¨ren in verschillende gebieden. De volgende vraag die zich dan aan-
dient is hoe de Melkweg zich verhoudt ten opzichte van andere melkwegstelsels.
De Melkweg vormt sterren op een laag pitje: maar een paar sterren per jaar. Waar-
nemingen van andere melkwegstelsels laten zien dat sommige stelsels honderden
nieuwe sterren per jaar vormen.
7.3.1 Zeer Heldere Infrarood Stelsels
In dit proefschrift zijn we met name geı¨nteresseerd in een klasse van melkwegstel-
sels die Zeer Heldere Infrarood Stelsels5 (ZHIS) worden genoemd. Deze klasse van
melkwegstelsels werd ontdekt door de in 1983 gelanceerde Infrarood Astronomische
Satelliet (IRAS). IRAS was de eerste satelliet die de gehele hemel heeft waargenomen
in infrarood straling. De grootste ontdekking van IRAS was dat er melkwegstelsels
zijn die het grootste deel van hun energie uitstralen in het infrarood: de ZHIS. De
reden dat we deze stelsels voornamelijk in het infrarood zien is dat er zich heel veel
gas en stof in bevindt. Dit gas en stof vangt alle straling op en warmt daardoor
op. We zien dus niet rechtstreeks de sterren, maar de warmtestraling van het ISM.
Omdat we niet rechtstreeks kunnen zien wat er zich afspeelt in ZHIS weten we niet
zeker wat de energiebron is, die verantwoordelijk is voor de infraroodstraling: ster-
vorming of het centrale zwarte gat6.
In Hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift gebruiken we theoretische modellen om te
laten zien dat intense stervorming inderdaad genoeg energie kan produceren om de
waarnemingen van ZHIS te kunnen verklaren. Door daarnaast modellen te maken
van het stof dat de sterren omringt hebben we ook de infrarood eigenschappen van
ZHIS weten te reproduceren.
7.3.2 Vergelijking met de Melkweg
In Hoofdstuk 5 presenteren we waarnemingen van het ISM in stervormingsgebie-
den in de Melkweg. We hebben deze waarnemingen gebruikt om te kijken wat de
overeenkomsten en verschillen zijn tussen deze gebieden en stervormingsgebieden
in andere melkwegstelsels.
In andere melkwegstelsels is er een sterke relatie tussen de hoeveelheid infrarood-
straling en de straling van het moleculaire ISM. Dit weerspiegelt de intieme relatie
5In het engels: Ultra Luminous Infrared Galaxies.
6Als materie wordt opgeslokt door een zwart gat wordt het erg heet en produceert het (ro¨ntgen)
straling.
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tussen de mate van stervorming (gemeten met de infrarood-straling) en de aanwe-
zige hoeveelheid moleculair ISM. Onze waarnemingen van stervormingsgebieden
in de Melkweg volgen ook deze trend. Dit is een indicatie dat de condities voor
stervorming hetzelfde zijn in de Melkweg en andere stelsels.
Door de waarnemingen te vergelijken met theoretische modellen kunnen we be-
paalde eigenschappen van het ISM bepalen. In Hoofdstuk 5 doen we dit voor het
ISM in de Melkweg en in Hoofdstuk 4 voor andere melkwegstelsels. Het vergelijken
van de resultaten uit beide hoofdstukken laat nog meer overeenkomsten zien. De
dichtheid van het ISM in stervormingsgebieden in de Melkweg is hetzelfde als in
andere stelsels. Ook zien we overal gas dat verwarmd wordt door gasstromingen en
niet alleen door de straling afkomstig van de sterren.
Ondanks deze overeenkomsten zijn er ook verschillen. Zo lijken de gasstromin-
gen in de gebieden in de Melkweg afkomstig te zijn van sterren die worden ge-
vormd, terwijl in de andere melkwegstelsels supernova-explosies de belangrijkste
bron zijn. Bovendien zien we in een aantal melkwegstelsels aanwijzingen dat er
ro¨ntgen straling aanwezig is. Aangezien het zwarte gat dat in het centrum van de
Melkweg staat geen gas consumeert, produceert het weining straling en we zien
dus ook geen effecten van ro¨ntgen straling in de waarnemingen van gebieden in de
Melkweg. Een ander verschil is dat er meer interactie is tussen sterren en het ISM
in andere melkwegstelsels dan in de Melkweg. Zoals eerder al vermeld, vormt de
Melkweg maar een paar sterren per jaar en die zijn verspreid door de hele Melkweg.
Andere stelsels, zoals ZHIS, vormen niet alleen meer sterren, maar vaak zijn die ster-
ren ook meer geconcentreerd. In zulke stelsels zal het ISM meer veranderen door de
invloed van sterren dan in de Melkweg. Als gevolg hiervan zal de nieuwe generatie
sterren, die gevormd worden uit dit veranderde ISM, andere eigenschappen hebben
dan vorige generaties en sterren in de Melkweg.
7.4 De toekomst
In de nabije toekomst zullen we grote vooruitgangen kunnen boeken in de studie
van het moleculaire ISM en stervorming. Verscheidene nieuwe telescopen zullen
ongekende waarnemingen mogelijk maken van stervormingsgebieden in zowel de
Melkweg als in andere stelsels. Een aantal van deze telescopen is:
Herschel - De recentelijk gelanceerde ruimtetelescoop Herschel maakt het mo-
gelijk waar te nemen bij golflengtes die normaal geabsorbeerd worden door de at-
mosfeer. Hierdoor wordt het mogelijk de energietoestand van moleculen met grote
nauwkeurigheid te bepalen.
ALMA - Over een paar jaar zal de Atacama Large Millimeter Array beginnen met
waarnemen. ALMA is een zogeheten interferometer die zal bestaan uit 66 telescopen
waarvan de signalen samengevoegd worden om zo e´e´n reuzetelescoop te maken.
Doordat ALMA uit zoveel telescopen bestaat en op 5000 meter boven zeeniveau
wordt gebouwd in de Atacama woestijn in Chili (waar minder absorptie van straling
door de atmosfeer is), zal ALMA dus veel gevoeliger zijn dan alle andere tot nu toe
beschikbare telescopen. Een ander voordeel van het samenvoegen van de signalen
van verschillende telescopen is dat er opnames kunnen worden gemaakt met een
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hele hoge resolutie7. Deze unieke combinatie van gevoeligheid en hoge resolutie die
ALMA zal bieden maakt het mogelijk om gedetailleerde waarnemingen te doen van
stervormingsgebieden in vergelegen melkwegselsels.
JWST - In 2014 zal de James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) gelanceerd worden.
Dit ruimte-observatorium zal de hemel gaan bestuderen in het infrarood-gebied. De
spiegel van de JWST is veel groter (6,7 meter) dan alle vorige infrarood-ruimtete-
lescopen (ongeveer 60 tot 90 centimeter) en zal dus unieke waarnemingen kunnen
doen.
We kunnen echter pas echt profiteren van al deze nieuwe telescopen als ook de
theoretische modellen verbeterd worden. Vele aspecten van stervorming (zoals vor-
ming en ontwikkeling van sterren, chemie van het ISM, stralingsprocessen) zijn af-
zonderlijk al gemodelleerd. Al deze modellen zullen, met het toenemen van com-
putervermogen, berekeningen kunnen doen met steeds grotere precisie. Echter, de
grootste vooruitgang in de nabije toekomst zal het combineren van al deze model-
len zijn. Dit zal uiteindelijk leiden tot modellen die de gehele stervormingscyclus
kunnen berekenen: van het ineenstorten van moleculaire wolken waaruit sterren
onstaan tot aan de dood van sterren en de gevolgen daarvan op de volgende gene-
ratie sterren.
Met al deze verbeteringen in zowel de waarnemingen als de theoretische inter-
pretatie van die waarnemingen in het vooruitzicht, heeft de studie van de innige
relatie tussen stervorming en het ISM een zonnige toekomst. . .
7Door de telescopen in een interferometer dichterbij of verder van elkaar te zetten kan er als het ware
in- en uitgezoomd worden.
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8 Resumen en Espan˜ol
La gran mayorı´a de la luz que vemos en el cielo es producida por estrellas. Duranteel dı´a vemos la luz del sol, que es la estrella ma´s cercana. Durante la noche, a parte
de las estrellas, vemos la luna y los planetas, que reflejan la luz del sol. Pero en el
cielo nocturno hay ma´s cosas a parte de estrellas. Si pudie´ramos verlo con otros ojos,
nos encontrarı´amos con un cielo completamente diferente.
Por ejemplo, el panel izquierdo de la Figura 8.1 muestra una foto de la constela-
cio´n de Orio´n en luz visible, que es como nos la verı´amos a simple vista en una noche
despejada. En ella se distinguen claramente las estrellas que forman la constelacio´n,
otras muchas estrellas de fondo, y la nebulosa de Orio´n en la parte de abajo. El panel
derecho, sin embargo, muestra la misma regio´n del cielo en luz infrarroja, la cual es
emitida por objetos calientes (cuanto ma´s brillante se ve un objeto en el infrarrojo,
ma´s caliente esta´). A diferencia que en la fotografı´a en el o´ptico, algunas de las es-
trellas han desaparecido (como Rigel, la estrella de la derecha en la parte de abajo)
mientras que, de repente, inmensas nubes se han hecho visibles por todas partes.
Estas nubes esta´n compuestas de gas y polvo, y se encuentran diseminadas en
el espacio que hay entre las estrellas. Es lo que se conoce como Medio Interestelar
(ISM en forma abreviada, que viene del te´rmino ingle´s “Inter Stellar Medium”). Las
propiedades del medio interestelar son muy diversas. La mayor parte del espacio
interestelar esta´ lleno de gas muy caliente (hasta 10 millones de grados) pero poco
denso1 (menos de un a´tomo por centı´metro cu´bico). Dentro de este gas difuso hay
nubes ma´s pequeas que tienen temperaturas mucho ma´s baja (menos de 200 grados
bajo cero) y densidades mucho ma´s altas (desde cientos hasta miles de partı´culas
por centı´metro cu´bico2 ). Debido a las altas densidades y bajas temperaturas en estas
nubes, los a´tomos se juntan para formar mole´culas. Estas nubes moleculares son el
objeto de estudio de esta tesis.
8.1 La vida de una estrella
El frı´o Medio Interestelar molecular es el lugar donde nacen las estrellas. Si la den-
sidad de una nube es suficientemente alta, la nube puede empezar a contraerse y
1Densidad es el nu´mero de partı´culas (a´tomos o mole´culas) que pueden encontrarse en cierto volumen
(normalmente expresado en centı´metros cu´bicos).
2Densidad “alta” es un te´rmino relativo: las densidades de estas nubes serı´an consideradas como
“vacı´o” en la Tierra.
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colapsar debido a la gravedad. Como resultado, la densidad y temperatura de la
nube aumentan, hasta que son tan altas que los a´tomos de Hidro´geno se fusionan
formando Helio. En ese momento es cuando se considera que ha nacido una estrella.
A lo largo de su vida, las estrellas influencian el medio interestelar de muchas
maneras. En sus primeras etapas de formacio´n, por ejemplo, las estrellas producen
chorros de gas que se mezclan con el medio interestelar de los alrededores (como el
humo de un cigarro que se mezcla con el aire). Como consecuencia, el medio interes-
telar se calienta debido a la friccio´n entre ambos, pero tambie´n puede ser desplazado
hacia otros lugares si el chorro es muy potente. Por otro lado, la radiacio´n producida
por las estrellas tambie´n afecta este gas, disgregando y esparciendo las mole´culas
que lo componen de forma que no pueden formarse nuevas estrellas en esa regio´n.
La vida de una estrella se acaba cuando no hay ma´s material disponible en su
centro para producir reacciones nucleares. Cuando esto ocurre, la estrella se vuelve
inestable y expulsa gran parte de sus capas gaseosas exteriores, lo que a veces puede
resultar en una gran explosio´n: una supernova. Los efectos de una supernova son
los mismos que los de los chorros de gas generados durante la formacio´n de una
estrella: las capas de gas expulsadas en la explosio´n chocan con el gas de los alrede-
dores a grandes velocidades, calenta´ndolo, o bien dispersa´ndolo. Sin embargo, los
choques tambie´n comprimen el medio interestelar en ciertas regiones, lo que puede
desencadenar la formacio´n de nuevas estrellas.
La galaxia3 Messier 82, mostrada en la Figura 8.2, es un claro ejemplo de la pro-
funda influencia que las estrellas pueden llegar a ejercer en el medio interestelar. De-
bido a la inmensa cantidad de estrellas que se forman continuamente en su interior,
parte del medio interestelar que contiene (el cual aparece en rojo en la fotografı´a) es
expulsado fuera de ella. Los capı´tulos 3 y 4 de esta tesis presentan observaciones de
un gran nu´mero de este tipo de galaxias activas. El ana´lisis de estas observaciones
muestra que, en la mayorı´a de los casos, las estrellas que explotan como supernovas
ejercen una gran influencia en el medio interestelar que contienen.
La tercera y probablemente ma´s importante interaccio´n entre las estrellas y el
medio interestelar es el llamado “enriquecimiento del medio interestelar”. Las reac-
ciones nucleares de fusio´n que encienden las estrellas producen elementos pesados4
como el carbono, oxı´geno y nitro´geno, los cuales acaban formando parte del medio
interestelar cuando la estrella muere. Estos elementos pesados son los que eventual-
mente acaban formando planetas y pueden dar lugar al nacimiento de vida en ellos.
8.2 El medio interestelar molecular
Esta tesis esta´ dedicada al estudio de las propiedades del medio interestelar, ası´como
los cambios que en e´l acontecen debido a procesos de formacio´n estelar, a trave´s de
observaciones del gas molecular que lo compone. Este gas molecular es el material
que forma las estrellas, lo que lo convierte en un objeto de estudio especialmente
interesante. Adema´s, tiene la ventaja de que las mole´culas que lo componen emiten
3Una galaxia es un conjunto de billones de estrellas que se mantienen juntas gracias a la gravedad que
generan.
4En astrofı´sica, todos los elementos excepto el hidro´geno y el helio se conocen como elementos pesados.
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Figura 8.2: La galaxia Messier 82. Notar todo el gas (en rojo) que esta´ siendo expulsado del
sistema. Fotografı´a: NASA, ESA y el Hubble Heritage Team (STScIJ AURA). Ir a la pa´gina 137
para ver la versio´n en color de esta figura.
en longitudes de onda milime´tricas, las cuales no son bloqueadas por el resto de
gas y polvo que forman parte del medio interestelar. Por lo tanto, observaciones en
longitudes de onda milime´tricas permiten ver estas mole´culas independientemente
del resto de materiales que componen el medio interestelar.
Estas mole´culas tambie´n proporcionan mucha informacio´n sobre las propieda-
des fı´sicas del medio interestelar. Por ejemplo, la densidad y temperatura del ISM
determinan el estado de energı´a de las mole´culas. Por lo tanto, una forma de obte-
ner informacio´n acerca de estos dos para´metros fı´sicos es determinando el estado de
energı´a de uno de los tipos de mole´culas que lo componen, lo cual requiere observa-
ciones en diferentes longitudes de onda. En el trabajo de investigacio´n presentado en
esta tesis, sin embargo, hemos adoptado otra estrategia: el estudio de la composicio´n
quı´mica del medio interestelar mediante la observacio´n de un elevado nu´mero de
mole´culas diferentes.
La composicio´n quı´mica del ISM depende de un gran nu´mero de para´metros,
como el tipo e intensidad de la radiacio´n, la densidad del gas, la temperatura del gas
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y el polvo, y el nu´mero de partı´culas cargadas ele´ctricamente. Para poder derivar el
valor de estos para´metros mediante observaciones, hemos construido modelos teo´ri-
cos que predicen co´mo la composicio´n quı´mica del medio interestelar varı´a cuando
estos para´metros cambian (por ejemplo, que pasa si aumentamos la cantidad de ra-
diacio´n o disminuimos la densidad del gas). Estos modelos quı´micos son despue´s
utilizados para calcular la intensidad en la que ciertas mole´culas emiten radiacio´n.
Finalmente, esta informacio´n se compara con las observaciones. Haciendo esto para
un gran nu´mero de mole´culas (cada una de las cuales reacciona de manera diferen-
te a los cambios del ISM) podemos determinar el estado en el que se encuentra el
medio interestelar.
8.3 Otras galaxias
Pra´cticamente todo lo que se sabe acerca del nacimiento de las estrellas se basa en
observaciones de regiones de formacio´n estelar cercanas a nuestro sol, como la Ne-
bulosa de Orio´n. Sin embargo, como las propiedades del medio interestelar varı´an
considerablemente en diferentes regiones de nuestra galaxia (La Vı´a La´ctea), es bas-
tante probable que los procesos de formacio´n estelar en estas regiones tambie´n sean
diferentes. Por otro lado, La Vı´a La´ctea produce unas pocas estrellas al ao, mientras
que otras galaxias pueden llegar a alcanzar tasas de formacio´n estelar del orden de
cientos de estrellas al ao. Semejante diferencia podrı´a estar indicando que los meca-
nismos de formacio´n estelar que tienen lugar en estas galaxias y en la Vı´a La´ctea son
distintos.
8.3.1 Galaxias Infrarrojas Ultra Luminosas
Esta tesis se centra en el estudio de una clase particular de galaxias conocidas como
Galaxias Infrarrojas Ultra Luminosas (ULIRGs, acro´nimo que procede del te´rmino
ingle´s “Ultra Luminous Infrared Galaxies”). Este tipo de galaxias fue descubierto por
el Sate´lite Astrono´mico Infrarrojo IRAS (acro´nimo que procede del te´rmino ingle´s
“Infrared Astronomical Satellite”), que fue lanzado en 1983. IRAS fue el primer ins-
trumento que observo´ todo el cielo en luz infrarroja. El mayor descubrimiento de
IRAS fue que existen galaxias que emiten la mayorı´a de su energı´a en el infrarrojo:
las ULIRGs. El motivo de que estas galaxias se vean ma´s brillantes en el infrarrojo es
porque contienen enormes cantidades de gas y polvo, los cuales se calientan porque
absorben toda la radiacio´n emitida por la galaxia. Por lo tanto, lo que vemos no son
las estrellas sino el calor emitido por el medio interestelar. Como no se puede ver di-
rectamente lo que pasa dentro de las ULIRGs, no se sabe cua´l es la fuente de energı´a
responsable de toda la emisio´n infrarroja: formacio´n estelar o un agujero negro en el
centro de la galaxia5.
En el capı´tulo 2 de esta tesis se hace uso de modelos teo´ricos para mostrar que
la radiacio´n debida a procesos de formacio´n estelar es capaz de producir suficiente
energı´a como para explicar las observaciones de ULIRGs. Adema´s, mediante la in-
5Cuando un agujero negro absorbe materia se calienta enormemente, emitiendo radiacio´n de rayos-X.
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clusio´n de modelos del polvo que rodea las estrellas tambie´n hemos sido capaces de
reproducir las propiedades de las ULIRGs que se observan en el Infrarrojo.
8.3.2 Comparativa con La Vı´a La´ctea
En el capı´tulo 5 se presentan observaciones del medio interestelar en diferentes re-
giones de formacio´n estelar dentro de La Vı´a La´ctea. El objetivo de este proyecto
fue comparar las propiedades de dichas regiones con las propiedades de regiones de
formacio´n estelar observadas en otras galaxias.
En otras galaxias, existe una fuerte relacio´n entre la cantidad de radiacio´n in-
frarroja emitida y la radiacio´n emitida por las mole´culas del medio interestelar en
longitudes de onda milime´tricas. Esta relacio´n refleja la ı´ntima conexio´n existente
entre la cantidad de estrellas que se forman en la galaxia (que se mide a trave´s de
la radiacio´n infrarroja) y la cantidad de medio interestelar molecular que contiene.
Nuestras observaciones de regiones de formacio´n estelar en La Vı´a La´ctea tambie´n
muestran esta tendencia, lo que significa que las condiciones en las que las estrellas
se forman en La Vı´a La´ctea y en otras galaxias son similares.
Comparando las observaciones con los modelos quı´micos mencionados anterior-
mente se puede obtener informacio´n sobre varias propiedades del medio interestelar.
En el Capı´tulo 5 realizamos este tipo de estudio para el caso del medio intereste-
lar de La Vı´a La´ctea, mientras que en el capı´tulo 4 lo hacemos para otras galaxias.
Los resultados obtenidos en ambos estudios muestran que La Vı´a La´ctea presenta
ma´s similitudes con otras galaxias. En concreto, la densidad del medio interestelar
en regiones de formacio´n estelar en La Vı´a La´ctea y en otras galaxias es la misma.
Adema´s, el calentamiento del medio interestelar en ambos casos no se debe so´lo a
la radiacio´n emitida por las estrellas, sino tambie´n al choque entre el gas producido
por las estrellas y el medio interestelar de los alrededores.
A pesar de estas similitudes, tambie´n hemos hallado varias diferencias. Parece
ser que, en el caso de La Vı´a La´ctea, el calentamiento del medio interestelar se debe
a los chorros de gas producidos en las primeras fases de formacio´n de las estrellas,
mientras que las explosiones de supernovas son el mecanismo ma´s comu´n en otras
galaxias. Por otro lado, hemos encontrado indicios de la presencia de radiacio´n de
rayos-X en varias galaxias. Como el agujero negro que hay en el centro de La Vı´a
La´ctea no consume mucho gas, la cantidad de radiacio´n de rayos-X que emite es
muy pequea, con lo que su efecto no se observa en las regiones de formacio´n estelar
de La Vı´a La´ctea. Como ya se menciono´ anteriormente, La Vı´a La´ctea so´lo forma
unas pocas estrellas cada ao que adema´s esta´n dispersadas a trave´s de toda la gala-
xia. Otras galaxias, como las ULIRGs, no so´lo forman ma´s estrellas, sino que adema´s
e´stas nacen en regiones ma´s concentradas. En esta clase de sistemas el medio interes-
telar experimentara´ ma´s cambios debidos a la influencia de las estrellas. Posteriores
generaciones de estrellas que nacen en este medio interestelar alterado tendra´n por
lo tanto propiedades diferentes que las estrellas de generaciones anteriores y que las
estrellas que se forman en La Vı´a La´ctea.
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8.4 De cara al futuro
En los pro´ximos aos se esperan alcanzar grandes progresos en el estudio del me-
dio interestelar molecular y la formacio´n de estrellas, gracias a los nuevos avances
tecnolo´gicos. En concreto, la nueva generacio´n de telescopios sera´ capaz de propor-
cionar observaciones de regiones de formacio´n estelar sin precedentes, tanto en la
Vı´a La´ctea como en otras galaxias. Algunos de estos telescopios son:
Herschel - El telescopio espacial Herchel, puesto recientemente en o´rbita, puede
observar radiacio´n emitida en longitudes de onda que normalmente es absorbida
por la atmo´sfera. Estas observaciones permitira´n determinar el estado de energı´a de
las mole´culas que componen el medio interestelar con gran precisio´n.
ALMA - El interfero´metro ALMA (acro´nimo que procede del nombre ingles “Ata-
cama Large Millimeter Array”) es un revolucionario instrumento formado por 66 te-
lescopios interconectados que actu´an como un telescopio gigante (lo que le permite
obtener observaciones de muy alta resolucio´n). Debido al gran nu´mero de telesco-
pios que lo componen, y a que esta´ siendo construido a 5000 metros por encima del
nivel del mar en el Desierto de Atacama en Chile (donde la absorcio´n de radiacio´n
debida a la atmo´sfera es muy baja), ALMA tendra´ mayor sensibilidad que ningu´n
otro telescopio existente. La increı´ble combinacio´n de sensibilidad y resolucio´n que
ALMA sera´ capaz de proporcionar permitira´ hacer observaciones detalladas de re-
giones de formacio´n estelar en galaxias lejanas.
JWST - El James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) sera´ puesto en o´rbita en el 2014.
Este telescopio espacial estudiara´ el cielo en luz infrarroja. Como el espejo prima-
rio del JWST es mucho ma´s grande (6.7 metros de dia´metro ) que el de telescopios
espaciales infrarrojos anteriores (60-90 centı´metros de dia´metro), se espera que este
instrumento sera´ capaz de proporcionar observaciones u´nicas.
Sin embargo, la u´nica forma en la que realmente se puede sacar el ma´ximo parti-
do de estos nuevos instrumentos es mejorando los modelos teo´ricos existentes. Mu-
chos aspectos sobre formacio´n estelar (como el nacimiento y evolucio´n de las es-
trellas, la quı´mica del medio interestelar y los mecanismos en los que la energı´a es
transmitida) ya han sido modelados independientemente. Con el creciente aumento
de la capacidad de ca´lculo de los ordenadores, todos estos modelos sera´n capaces de
proporcionar resultados cada vez ma´s precisos. Sin embargo, el mayor desarrollo en
el futuro cercano es que pronto seremos capaces de empezar a combinar estos mode-
los, permitie´ndonos explicar el ciclo completo de formacio´n estelar: desde el colapso
inicial de nubes moleculares que da lugar a la formacio´n de estrellas, hasta su muer-
te y los efectos que esto conlleva para la formacio´n de la siguiente generacio´n de
estrellas.
Con todos estos avances en la calidad de las observaciones y los modelos teo´ricos
que nos permiten interpretarlas, el estudio de la ı´ntima relacio´n que existe entre los




Frank Herbert once wrote: “A beginning is the time for taking the most delicate care thatthe balances are correct.” It is clear that he never had to write a thesis, because then
he would have known that it is actually the very last piece of text you write that is
the most delicate.
This thesis is the result of almost 10 years I have spend at this institute: first as a
student, later working on my thesis. All the people I have met over the last decade
have in some way shaped this thesis (and me in the process). Since I can not possibly
mention everybody, let me start with a general thanks for everybody who helped my
ending up where I am now: Thanks! There are, of course, some people I would like
to address in a bit less general way.
My first thanks goes out to my supervisors, Willem Baan and Marco Spaans. We
have been working together for about 6 years now, ever since my master project, and
it has been an absolute pleasure. You have thought me a great deal about science,
how to do science and, most important, how to enjoy doing science. I am sure we
will work together again in the future. But it was not all science, I also enjoyed our
personal contact. Willem, I will miss the marathon chatting sessions in your office
and I hope we will go observing again in the future (to raid the Narrabri beer fridge
together). Marco, I enjoyed our meetings and how they could range from science
to science fiction and everything in between. I also have fond memories of the nice
dinners we had, we should keep up that tradition. All and all, I think I can say that
I started with two great supervisors and I ended up with two great friends.
Of course, my time here would not have been the same if it wasn’t for the people
at the institute. Kapteyn always felt like home. First of all there are “the guys”.
Erwin and Christiaan, I’ll miss the after lunch coffee breaks, even if Erwin would
usually try to kick me out. They were a big part of the social life at the institute and
I really enjoyed all the conversations we had. Niels, thanks to you I actually had
somebody to talk to during the breaks, when Erwin and Christiaan were too busy.
Also thanks for having a sense of humor so similar to mine that we would drive
people crazy at some times. And of course, a very big thanks for your help with the
cover of this thesis. Chris, the institute has not been the same since you left. I missed
your subtle humor and the effect it had on Christiaan. Paul, too bad you left. It was
always fun to share the funny games or cool programming tricks we found. I hope
we’ll see each other more now that I am moving in “your” side of the country. Attila,
thanks for showing me around in Sydney, it is nice to have friends all over the world.
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Matthijs, good luck arranging your wedding. Trust me: you did the right thing, not
waiting until your last year. To all of you I would like to say: It was a great time,
guys, and I hope we’ll run in to each other often in the future.
I would also like to thank the other students. All those different cultures together
made for fun and interesting discussions and made the institute a unique place to
be. Next I would like to thank the people who made my life easier here: Eite, Martin
and Wim, thanks for tolerating my annoying questions, and Gineke, Hennie, Jackie
and Lucia thanks for helping me sort out all my administrative mess.
And how can I forget my room mate. Roberto, you are the best room mate and
friend I could have ever wished for. I don’t think there was any day we didn’t have
fun in the office. Or outside of the office for that matter. Thanks for making the last
four years so nice. But, our office was not complete without our “permanent guest”,
Seungyoup. SY, thanks for all the fun conversations, dinners and movie nights. I am
sad you had to go so suddenly. I wish you all the best in the world and hope to see
you again one day.
Ik wil uiteraard ook mijn familie bedanken. Jullie zijn de basis waar ik altijd op
kan bouwen. Pap en mam, bedankt voor het onvoorwaardelijke steunen van mijn
keuze voor een onzekere toekomst in plaats van een “echt vak”. Martijn, Janneke,
Yno en Annemieke, bedankt dat jullie me met beide voeten op de grond houden
door te laten zien hoe een “normaal” leven er uit ziet. Menno, Bastiaan, Teun en
Daan, jullie zijn stuk voor stuk schatten!
The biggest thanks I saved for last. Ali, I owe you more than you can ever imag-
ine. You have changed my life in a way I could have never thought of and made it
so much better. Whatever will come on our path in the future, with you next to me
it will all be easy. ¡MUA!
Edo Loenen
Groningen
September 2009
